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Metal Detector
In part 1 Gavin Cheeseman looks at
the design of metal detectors and
provides some basic circuits.
Solar Flare
Ray Kent describes an easy-lo-buiid
hybrid computer/board game with a lot
of excitement.
LED Flashing Display &
Signal Generator
John Jvloseiy assembles two Mini KitS
from Velleman - each under a. fiuer!
Note Book Computer
Power Supply Project
Neil Johnson of Cambridge
Consultants Ltd., discusses the design
of a compact i2V to 6V switching
regulator, and gives suggestions on
how it can be adapted for other
applications and voltages.

m

Canon Printers
John Mosely reviews four of the latest
bubble jet colour printers from Canon.
Analysing Mars
49 . In .this article David Clark looks at
some of the science behind one
particular instrument used on the
Pathfinder mission.
53
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A Truly Digital Solution
Stephen Waddington visits Cambridge
to look at a new speaker technology
that could see the first truly digital
audio systems within the next two years.
The Royal International Air
Tattoo 1999 - Competition
To be held at RAF Faitford Gloucestershire
on 24/25 July and we have 15 pairs
of adult tickets for this spectacular
day out to give away in a free draw!
Digital Video & Digital VHS
Reg Miles looks at the latest
dsvefopme'nt in the world of digital
video and digital VHS.
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Signalling By Means
of Visible Light
In Part 2, George Pickworth Looks At
Artificial Light & Light Beam Telephony.
Words of Science
Gregg Grant recslls.some of the
glorious mschrnes. of yesteryear.
The World of 3-D
(n part two, Mike Bedford looks at
holography and stereoscopic CRT screens.
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Towards a Theory of Everything
Douglas Clarkson delves into the
universe, particle physics, and life!
Using 7-5egment Displays
In part 2 Ray Marstpn looks st
practical 7-segment decoder/driver ICs
in this concluding part of this special
feature article.
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ow that spring is here, and the weather,
hopefully, is improving, we have a project for
the outdoors - a metal detector. In part one,
Gavin Cheeseraan has a look at the theory and
some possible designs. With part 2 of the project
next month, there will be a short article from
Gordan Bailey, who for 30 years has been searching
the soil, and he.gives an insight into the tricks of
the trade along with details of the astonishing
treasures he has uncovered.
For indoor leisure pursuits we have Solar Flare an
electronic board game that can be very addictive,
and Indeed makes a pleasant change from the
compu ter sc reen 1
Whether we like It or not, the digital revolution Is
continuing at an unstoppable rate, so this month we
have two articles on the very latest technologies •
digital video/digital VHS, and the digital loudspeaker
from 1... Ltd. of.Cambridge. This latter development
could well revolutionise the way we listen to music,
and it is good to see a British company leading the
field. Stephen Waddington paid them a visit to hear
for himself and check on developments.
For readers who like some thought provoking
reading, then Douglas Giarkson delves into the
universe, particle physics, and life with his article
Towards A Theory of Everything.
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NEC's new desktop computer is
2 concept that features a
revolutionary form (actor and a
combination of technologies
ujtlike that found in any other
desktop personal computer. The
personal computer, code-named
'Millennium'- integrates desktop,
mobile and future technologies,

VSDVHS
VldeoSysleins t
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Mo Vaughn, die All-Star first
baseman of die Anaheim
Angels, has signed an exclusive
deal for MLB 2000 - the latest
version of the popular baseball
videogame for the PlayStation
game console, set to be
available in stores at the end of
March 1999.
for further details, check:
<www.pi aystation.co.ok>.
Contact: Sony
Tel: (0990) 111999

including a built-in flat panel
display, is a self-contained
system with a footprint chat
measures 10.5ia. wide by 7.7in.
deep by 2.0in. high.
For further details, check:
<wwvi.nec.co.uk>
Contact: NEC,
Tel: (0181) 993 Sill

Intel Launches Pentium in Processor
Intel launched the Pentium III
500MHz is 93 percent fester
number feature that, when enabled,
processor at the end of February. than the Pentium II processor :at
works in cohjuhction with security
They claim it is the first
450MHz. on CPU intensive 30
solutions to piwide for more secure
microprocessor designed to
ca'ailaSons. as shown by Z/ff-Davis' internet transactions. Corporate IT'
power a new Internet experience 3D WinBench 99 transform and
managers will be able to use the
filled with rich audio, video,
lightingtest. Using Future Reality's processor serial number feature to
animations and 3D that make,
Multimedia Mark muttimedia
enhance asset managemsnt,
information come alive. The
performance benchmark, the
making it easier to track PCs and
Pentium 111 processor is available Pentium III processor at 500MHz applications on the networtc
immediately at 450 and 500MHz, is 42 percent fester than the
For further details, check:
while the 550MHz version will be 450MHz Pentium II processor.
<www. Intel .coni/procs/perf>.
available in second quarter 1999.
The. new processor also offers a
Contact: Irilsl,
The. Pentium III processor at
new selectable processor serial
Tel: (01793) 403000.

A new toy icchnology from Hashiu that brings a
whole new type of play hi the action figure toy
category through its SiarXtlirs basic action figures.
The technology, called Communication Output
Memory Module (COMMTcch). is a patented •
microchip system that enables Hasbro's new action
figures from Star Wars: Episode I to speak and
re-create key scenes from the mone.
Hie new tots. due at reuiii in Ata'to couiddewiih

tlte .film's release, pair the basic, four-mch Star "Sars
action iigures from the new mode wilh digital audio
COMNFIedt chips. To jilay, the child srands each figure
Oil its COMMTech chip base, then scans die chip
across a COMMIcch Reader unit. The figures then
Sjxaik with key cltaniacrniotie dialogue and many of
titan can. respond to each odiar as they tto in the movie.
Rjr ferther details, check: <v«v/.hasbro.com>.
Coiitha: Haslsnt Imer.iaive, lei; +1 410 55S 2377.

Sony and MGMn
Distal Promotion
MGl PhotoSuiie; Is to te induded
v.iih Sony's Mavica MVC-f-QSl-and
MVC-FD91 digtal csmsfss. in a
promotion that will gin ihroogiajt :
1899. Cuskkners will rec'cju'afree
Sfertets Edmon copi- of MGl
PtxaoSuiley.-hen thoy purchase
either cameia from DiaxTS stor^i
For funhsr details,
chsctc <hw.Bgis6ft.eK3>.Contact: MGl,
Tei; (0171) 3650034.

People working in the,computer
industry would (ike ft issues to
have more of "an 'ontertainmont
factor", according to research
conducted hy Britannia Software:
Britannia spoke to one
hundred If professionals as part
of research into customer
communication. Eighty percent
of those questioned believed there was too much Jargon
associated with IT, which was a
■turn-off' both for those already
in the profession and those
thinking of joining.''
Sixty-two percent of those
questioned thought there was a
lack of space and attention
given to (T in the mainstream
media, with few being able to
mention existing technology
radio/TV slots. Others thought
there was ignorance of industry
Issues, with coverage on
important topics such as Y2K
often being 'alarmist', rather
than informative.
Far further detaiis, check:
•cwww.britannla-software.cbm >.
Contact: Britannia Software,
Tel: (0181) 694 9494.
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Welsh :2ni Radio
Amateur Mast to
Close
Trie tY.o-meire.radlo amateur
repeater GB3AR, which covers Ihb
north-west cost ofWafe, is" to:
closs dov.u at ha present sits
tovratos toe erxl of March. The
reason is a shato 'ncresie in the
rental (w use of the site.which.is
owned tr,• MIL V/hilst r^rEaingltils
daelopment, toe Arfon Repeater
Group is remaining posiUvefand b.
sctiiety loo'-itig for otiter sites.
Further iniormation can be;obta!ned
from toe reMater kaeper, Brian'Ds'.iss, 6W4KAZ.
For further details, ctok:
<>iW.rsgb.org>.
ContactRSGB,
Tel: (01707) 659015,
May 1929 ELECTBONiCS AND BEYOND

The intei Ptay Me2Cam creates a whole new system,
of play where children see themselves on the
computer screen and use their o.vn todies to rwigate
in a virtual world. The Me2Cam system comes with a
digtai video camera and CD-ROM soforare.
Meanwhile Purple Moon, the US start-up that
attempted to pioneer computer games aimed at
giiis, has closed its doors. The company cited
OTenvtrelming competition from major toymakers
tike Matte! and Hasbro, which were able to tie their
computer game offennp to popular toys such as
Barbie and My Little Pony.
For turther details, check: <www. i nfel. co(b>.
Contact: Intel, Tel: (01793) 403000.

r<fTp»

I/O Alliance Is Out
73ifi 1A3 sllfa'nce, indiiilihglBM,
3Com, He.vtett-Pacharei, Adapiec.
and Compaq has announced new
paiwerehips, a timeline, and details
of the Rirtimj I/O specificaa'on.
dSsgKdto increase, by sitteen
times thd cuirent speed of data
transmission between databases,
netwwte printefSi and other de-tces
that connsci 10 a cdmputar,
For further details,
check; <KVM.1b53.cow.
Contact: l&M,Tet: (0990) 425426.
Digital Watermark
Standard
The so called Galaxy Group of
consumer electronics companies
- IBM, NEC," Hitachi, Pioneer and
Sony • have agreed on a new
digital 'wateirnark' standard for
preventing Illegal copying of
digital material. The watermarK
is an indeitble binary code
embedded In each frame of a
digital recording so that a digital
recording device Vrlll refuse to
mate a.copy recognised as
unauthorised.
For further details,
check: <wvAv.iiEi.cow.
Contact IBM, Tel: (0990) 426426.
Upgrade
Available On Sony
Vaio Modems
Portable communications
specialist PPCP has announced
GSM, ISDN and IDBaseT
.Ethernet upgrades for the 56K
modems bundled with Sony's
ultra-slim, lightweight Vaio
notebook range; Once the
modem Is upgraded via a
software patch, Vaio users can
send and receive data and faxes
.from virtually any location, by
high-speed analogue or digital
land-Una, or by GSM connection.
For further dctalis,
cheek: •Wrfw.ppcp.ca.ute.
Contacl: PPCP,
Tel: (0181) 893 2277.
Five Years'
Data Salvaged In
FiveDays
Data recovery firm Ontrack has
satvagad five years* worth of
data for a firm of electrical
contractors. The company
recently lost Irreplaceable
financial records due to a faulty
thard'disk drive. Ontrack saved
100% of the data In five days.
Physical damage had made
the files on the removable
media cartridge unreadable, tan
Goddard Contractors sent the
drive back to the manufacturers
who recommended Ontrack, An
experienced engineer was then
able to open it up and examine
It in the Ontrack cfean room,
iFor further details,
check: <kww.ontrack-co.uk>.
Contact: Ontrack,
Tel: (01372) 741999.
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,1Mstel is set to launch a series of Intel powered toys
ready for next Christmas. The. Intel Pity X3 Microscope
and Intel Play Ivte2Cam, will be available from Mattel
in Autumn. Tne products have been jointly designed
and developed by a team of engineers and toy
designers (ram the two companies;
With the Intel Play X3 Microscope, children can
magnily and display microscopic objects on their PC
screens and then play with the Images in creative
ways. Tne microscope uses digital video imaging
technolpi^ to let kids view, enlarge and sate
images of bujg, plants and other everyday objects.

A OS engineering team led by
MIT luis completed a 40-ion
magnet that, when combined
with a similar magnet In Japan,
will serve as a test bed for the
researchers" ultimate goal; a
magnet weighing 1,300 urns iliat

■

will he key to an international
experiment on nuclear fusion.
Some of live technologies
behind the US magnet could
also have other applications. For
example, it employs novel
superconducting cables wound

into 2 coil that could lie adapted
for energy storage or to stabilise
disturbances on a power grid.
For ftinher details, check:
<web.mit.edu>
Contact: MiT,
Tel: -fl 617 253 1000.
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ihrink To Fit
IBM has found'a way to efficiently place both log'c
and memory circuits on a single piece of silicon
enabling complete electronic systems to be built
on a single silicon chip.
Logic circuits process information, white
memory circuits store information; the two are
used in tandem to add intelligence to electronic
products. Until now. the two fijnetions have
normally been provided on separate chips, adding
complexity and cost.
IBM claims that this could signrficantly enhance
Die performance of many electronic products,
from persona! computers to cell phones to video

ELECTRONICS AND BEYOND May 1999

games, while reducing tire number of chips inside,
making products smaller and less expensive.
With IBM's technology, twenty-four miiiion
'gates', or circuits - equal to as miich as eight
times the processing and two to (our times the
memory found on today's typical PC - can be
packed on a singe chip.
According to IBM, this removes a major hurdle in
the electronics miniaturisation race, clearing the
path to eventual system-on-a-chip products and a
new wave of pervasive computing devices. IBM
plans to start designing custom chips with this
capability in April of this year.
For further details, check: <www.ibrn.com>.
Contact: IBM, Tel: (0990) 426426.

a . j Lauitciies fira Kiloti
1

3Com has added
Rto new products to
Dt
its portfoiio of
handheld computing
products: the Palm
V and the Palm lllx
connected
organisers.
vE
The Paim V
VI
organiser has an
ultra-thin industrial
design, convenient
new features - such
as a rechargeable
battery so the
device maintains a
continuous power
supply - and a full
line of matching
accessories.
The Palm lllx
organiser, a new
addition to the Palm
III product line, Is designed for consumers and corporate users who
require increased storage capacity for data and applications. The
Palm llfx product offers twice the memory, enhanced expandability
and improved durability over the original Palm II! product.
Both models feature new advanced liquid crystal display screens
with improved contrast and clarity for easier viewing. The Palm V and
Paim lllx organisers are available immediately, however UK pricing is
yet to be announced.
For further details, check: <yfAW.3coni.cora>.
Contact; 3Com, Tel: (0118} 927 8200.

Young Ones Build Kits
at RSGB Stand - Olympia
The Radio Society of Great
Briiain (RSGB) shared a suind
with rhejoim Radio Contra!
Users Committee (J KCCC) In the
Club Village at this years
Imemarional Model Show at
Olympia this year. TheJRCUC
was formed to negotiate with
die RA on behalf of radio conrfol
users to improve frequency
allocations and standards here
and in Eufojie.
With the help of Maplin
Eiccrronics ami Peter Thomas at
ft

V

J' ^
adEZ.

JAB Comjxments. who provided
the kits, youngsters were able to .
build simple projects and take
them home afterwards. Video
demons traiinasofamatciir radio
were rudnihg cominuoasly oh
the stand.
Volunteeers from the Milton
Keynes ARC and RSGB, showed
young people fiorii seven to ! 7
years old how to solder and
construct a .simptcvworking, kir.
There were so man}' youngsters
wanting to jdiu in that two
workstations were set up on die
stand on .several occasions.
Nexus, the oigamsers of rile
event, thought the stand was so
good that they awarded it Hie
Rest Non-Engineering Stand" at
the Show! So, hopefully, the
exerdse can be repeated next year.
Time will tell whether the
enthusiasm ignited in these
youngsters will culminate in
them gaining an amateur radio
licence, but there are a great
deal more people - young and
old - who now know that
ainatenr radio is stil! very much
alive and kicking!

Heat Sensitive
Projector Cuts Noise
Philips Creative Display Soiutions
has used thermal management
software from Flomerics to
create a virtually silent
muitimedia projector. Projectors
of this type of typically noisy due
to internal coaling fans.
Using Flo therm, a thermal
management applicsb'on from
Flomerics, to determine the air
flow, heat flow and temperatures
within the projector. Philips
engineers were able optimise the
location of the critical components
and create a system with the
coolest possible layout.
The projection lamp, the
component
dissipating the
most heat is
piaced at the
end of fhe airflow chain, so
that the hottest
air was blown
straight out of
the unit and not
o.er fly; PCBs.
A nrscroprocessor
designed to
continually read

signals generated by the
temperature and Row sensors
was installed to control the speed
of the cooling fans.
Thanks to this new layout, the
fan noise, which can often be a
major distraction to listeners is
virtually undetectable - operating
a just 33d8{A). This is a"
comparable to that of a human
whispers and claims Philips four
times lower than the rioise level
of its closest competitor.
For further details, check:
<wvav. f 1 omerics. cQm>.
Contact: Flomerics,
Tel; (0181) 9418370.
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Eye Tracking Hardware
Vision Control Systems has launched an off
the shelf eye-tracker system. The application
integrates a miniature camera, holographic
optics and signal processing to crack the
users predse point of observation.
For funher details, check:
<*,■«. vi si ones. coin>.
ContactATsion Control Systems.
Tel; (0161) 624 0281.

fispeifct mipiiuiuAir
Develops Safer Cjs-s
Ford is using a Silicon Graphic's
CntyT90 supercomputer to
achieve a record level of
sustained performance on
production jobs - more titan one
gigaflop. equivalent to one billion
floating point calculations per
second- when running RADSOSS,
ah advanced automobile crash
analysis appiii-ition.
Foril, witich recently ordered a
ihirtl Cray TOO system because of
die impressive performance, also
uses a 64-pmccssor Silitxm Graphics
0rigin2000 supercttntputer in lite
crash work.
For further tletaiis, check: <www.sgi .cora>.
Comaa: Silicon Grapltics. Tel; (0118) 9257500.
May 1999 ELECTRONICS AND BEYOND
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Mind Transplants?
liver since Dr Chrisilaan Barnard peifanricd
tbe world's first human heart transplant in
1967, hundreds of people have been gih-en a
few extra years of life thanks to those whose
inteniai organs liave laeen made available
after their deaths for the iaencfitpf others.
Before thai historic operatibri. it was
■
generally thought that transplants would
not worki>eCiU5e the redpicnt's body
would not be able to assirbilate them, since
human bodies are programmed to reject
invasions of any kind.
Nowh seems that when an organ is
transplanted, something else comes with it.
Vbu may have seen the item in die recent
BBC series Mysteries witli Carol Vbrderman
in which a woman named Julie Sliamhra
desorilaed how her personality seemed to
have dianged when she was given a new
kidney. "So many tilings changed so
drastically," as her mother put it. For
example, she suddenly showed a great
enthusiasm for boxing and football, although
she had not had the slightest interest in
either before her operation. She became
gencstaJly more extra vert and began to aa
more like a man than a woman on occasions.
Althougli doctors usualh* do not
encourage transplant patients to locate the
families of their donors, Julie Shambra
managed to find the mother of the young
black man whose kidney she now had. The
two women dev eloped a close bond, aid
the motlieradmitted tharherson had
indeed been a fanatical sports fan.
I have just come across an even more
remarkable case da ting from J98S, in which

a 47-year-old woman named Claire Sylvia, a
drama teacher from Boston, Jvfassachusens,
was given a new heart and lung. When she
had recovered, a press conference was held
in the hospital and a reporter asked her if
there was anything she would particularly
like to have.
"lb tdl you die truth," Claire replied,
"right now- I'd die for a beer". It was a
strange tiling for a woman who had just
nearly died to say, especially since she did
nor (ike beer arid never liad liked it. She
was as sutprised as anybody else by her
remark, and wondered why she had said it.
A few weeks later, when she was able to
drive, she made a bee-line for the local
Kentucky Fried Chicken shop. Again, she
asked herself what she was doing, because
she had never liked die stuff She noticed
several other changes in her pereonality
and on an impulse, set out to discover
whose hearcsnd long she now had Ail
they would tell her at the hospital was that
the donor has been an IS-year-old male
who had been killed in a motorcyde
aeddent somewhere in Maine. (It was not
known if he liked beer and fried chicken,
but tiiis seemed quite likely )
Now tite story gets even stranger. One
.night: she had a -very unusual dream in
which she met a young man who, she was
sure, was the donor of her new heart and
lung. At the. end of the dream, they kissed,
and Claire felt as if his w hole body had
merged with her own. His name, or rather
his initials, were TL
She happened to describe the dream to a
(rieiul, whereupon the friend had a dream

in which he was looking at an item, in a
local newspaper about a young man who
liad died in "a motor-cy cle accident.
Tlus prompted Claire to go to the iibfary
and search through the Maine newspapers,
and sure enough she did find such an item,
lb her astonishment, the name of the
victim was Tim Lanirande - TL! She located
his family and was given same infonnatkm,
about Tim, including the fhet that at the
time of the aeddent he had actually been
carrying a box of fried chicken widi Jiim,
and he did like beer. Claire was able to visit
the scene of the aeddent and also to visit
Ttm's grave, and became convinced that she
and he were (Xtrmaneritiy linked, although
she insisted that she had only picked up
some of his likes and dislikes and had not
been entirely taken over by him. All thc
same, Tim's sister did mention that Claire
somehow reriiinded he? of her brother.
As for Claire herself she believed tliat
knowing her donor's identity was vitally
important to her in helping her body to
accept a foreign organ, and to go on living
a good deal longer than the average
recipient of a hearrand lung.
Not everybody agrees with her. The head
of the transplam unit at the Hospital where
she had lier operation would have; none of
it. He was strongly opposed to die idea of
letting recipients find out who their donors
were, and rejected die notion of'cellular
memory' out of hand. "To the best of
anyone's knowledge," he declared, "it does
not exist." Her surgeon would not even
discuss the matter.
Cases like those of Qaire and Julie are rare,
and several transplant recipients who have
been questioned have not mentioned feeling
any different, personality-wise, since their
operations. However, we onh' need one
good case to establish the possibility that
some of our personalities may be distributed
around the body; and the cases of both these
two women seem to have been well
witnessed by independent observers.
Obviously we need more evidence - and
it may not be easy to get it ■- before we leap
to any conclusions, Tfet I see that die
phrase Trait transfer has already lieen used
by some enterprising researchers in Israel
(I am making further inquiries there) and it
may indeed be that when somebody is
given a piece of somebody else's body they
arc also given a piece of their mind.
tfri Gellers riovellElh is published by
Headline Feature at .£-5-99, and his little Book
■ Of Mind ftrwer by Jfobsoh Books at £2.50,
and Jofiaihori Margclrs' Ort Geller Magician
or Mystic? by Orion Books at £17,99.
Visit him at wrfw.tcom.co.uk/lipnet /
and e-mail him at urigellerOcorpuserve.com
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Photo 1- Convontlonal
moving coll loadspeakars are
•more than 70 years old.

rul'

Tony Hooley, a Cavendish Laboratory,
Cambridge University physics PhD and a
one-time IBM Research Fellow at the
Institute of Astronomy. Cambridge.
1— limited currently consists of three
staff, with a further six academic researchers
based with the universities of Cambridge.
Birmingham and Paris, working under
contract to the company under the
leadership of Dr Hooley. Tlie company has
more than 15 patent applications in the area
of loudspeaker tedmology. These
applications relate to both die electronic
and mechanical properties of the DLS.
».i
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Almost every element in the audio chain is now
digital. Except perhaps the most important - the
loudspeaker. But that could he about to change.
Here Stephen Waddington looks at a new speaker
technology that could see the first truly digital
audio systems within the next two years.
A Cambridge based company claims co
have invented the worlds digital
loudspeaker (DLS) rcchnology and
has announced plans to commercialise the
lechhoiogy within the nest two years. That
company, curiously named i... Umited.'is
now set to license its teciinology to
development partners around die world.
The !... limited DLS is teed on :i
fundamentally newtiesign aiipnxidt. Based
on a flat panel matrix of novel piezoelectric
long-throw transducers, the speakers are
driven via digital, rather than conventional

analogue signaLs. In Uiis way l... Liriiiced
clainis that it can control the direction and
audio levels emitted from die DLS more
accurately titan with any other existing
audio technology - delivering signiCcandy
advanced sound quality.
What's in a Name
1... limited is 3 three-year old company,
created to research .and develop digital
loudspeaker technology- Based in
Cambridge, the company is headed by Dr

Feature
A"I (fatal. aHoMng O'lraci connectian to dTgial sources, indixSng CO,"
DVDiarv) digta) lEd'o and TV
Hat or oilief novsl ccnfigira'aons
Ulfiter.in v.eghi, (ess butly
Garawt be teaib.en
Speatets ttentsal
Singe ■speater coiera entife audibte frequency range
Atoduiar ainstmction
Mass production tecKniquas imH mate cote components very cheap
Consumss almost aero pq.ief v.rien no sound being produced
Stmulrananus muIU-eJishnei sirralS tan be.braadcsst fiwn central control unit
to spestets m vsribus rooms'
No tieayf sgial-pacer catfas tEqu'iEd-.SIinaS transmififid tc speaVfits by reo'so
Ha am'-osie cross-oterfiftera neeo'sd
Ho Rwer AmpSSef
Ho O to A corftc-tser
Table 1. Features and Benefits of DLS Technology.
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Weak Link
According to I... limited conventional
!ouds]ieakef5 are by far the weakest link in
the chain between recording live sound and
reproducing it. Modem microphones, have
near perfect perfbrEnarice.
I.aw noise electronics and digital recording
and playback systems (such as DAT, Compact
Disc and DVD), together with the latest
power amplifier electronics can produce
nearly ideal peiformance. with distortion
levels in die best equipment well below die
0,005% level.
Unchanged Melody
By contrast, die very best conventional
louttspeakcrs operate at about die 0.5%
distortion level (100 timesWorse) arid
standard moderately priced hi-fi system
loudspeakers often have worse than 1%
distortion levels, paniculady when
operating at die higher power levels.

Benefit
Better quality and sfmplcr intetface
Many design and installation possfelitfes
Lesslntaer.'e. easier tomount, ohdtd mae
Very robtBt and toud twBxxTi risk of dama^
N'o psair rrfStcbiiig problems
No Vfoofers and tv.eeters.of.anaiogue cross-rr.e: aiterscts
COp-cn additional !den8cal eterosrrts to Iropro.e quaCly fudhot cr increase sound te.s!
Potential low cost but fCgh quafn/'end mflelKfrty
Riins cool, could lewa? on perrnanetitly
Ccrr.eniente and fistibilSy
Can be v.itB-tess cdhnected to E!g!B! source No cafcti^ problems
Reduces system cost, improves quality
Reduces system cost and powr consumpiioo.and tJius Peat output
Reduces system cost

When you consider that most convenuonal
loudspeakers as shown in I'hoio 1 are
almost unchanged from the original moving
coil speaker invented in the 1920s diis is not
too surprising, the principal improvements
being mainly in materials; better magnets,
better cone materials, and Ixater sns|>cnsioh;
materials, with some contribution from
better design practices.
Such anaiogue speakers generally
require a fakty heavy and bulky cabinet that
makes them essentially fixed items,
especially when taken together with the
heavy power-carrying loudspeaker cables
connecting them to the power amplifier.
These cables, are heavy gauge because
conventional speakers are inefficient, and
convert only about 1% of their clccirical
input power into sound.
Thus a 1W acoustic output loudspeaker
needs approximately 100W of electrical
input power: hence speaker heavy cables. A
further conse<|uence of this Inefficiency is
that diese loudspeakers require.high-power
amplifiers to generate the 10OW or so of
input drive power, the vast majority of
which is dissipated as heat widiln the
loudspeaker. Such amplifiers aiso generate
considerable heat, require Ivulkv' heat-sinks
and jjower supplies, and add considerably
to die cost of a hi-fi sv'stem.
Benefits of a Digital
Loudspeaker
1... limited's DIS tcchnologj' tackles all of
these problems. The company is aiming for
an initial target of less than 0.156 disiordon
for the first production designs, with
inciemcntai improvements thereafter. Thus
1... Umitcd s first digital loudspeakers will
lie of better quality Uian can be bought at
any price currendy.
Because the DIS is entirely digital its does
not lequire a bulky analogue power amplifier;
and so this component is entirely aliscnt from
the sv'stem. The heavy gauge sjxaker cables
disappear too as there is no power amplifier
for diem to connect to - and the digital drive
ensures that the DIS is impossible to damage
by Input signal overload.
As the DI5 requires only digital input
signals, these can be transmitted to the.
speakers by wireless or infra-red with no
loss of quality using modem error
correciing systems as required. Thus the
DISs have much more potential for being
moved about die house, for example.
Because I... limited believes that it will be
able to make much more efficient digiiai
loudspeakers, a 3W output D15 might require
only 29? to iOW (instead of 100VC) of input
power, and so ojjeratidn from small
rechargeable Ivatteries becomes quite feasible.
Thus no mains cable is required either.
J... limited's transducers are much flatter
than convenuonal high power loudspeakers
allowing the possibility of smaller and
lighter cabLnets. A further novel technology
the campany is tievelopjng raises the
possibility of completely eliminating die need
for a loudspeaker enclosure, thus further
reducing the weight and bulk of the DIS.
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Photo 2 Tony HooTey with the Mark Jl version o*ttte DLS.
Elegant Solution
The features and benefits of 1... Limited's
DLS technology versus a traditional
loudspeaker is shown in Table 1. All of these
features taken logether present the option
of trah-ponaljle; wireless, hi-fi loudsjieakets
of top quality and liigh output level, but of
light weight, low bulk and easy placement. A
product concept for a digfral loudspeaker
incorporating these fesintres is shown in
Photo 2. They could be carried from room
to room In the home, used in die bathroom
or bedroom, on die patio, in the garden or
by the pooL In commercial use, the benefits
of e.tsc of set-up and iransponadon. and
dverioad-prbof ruggedness, are unique.
DLS Technology
1... Limited's approach to loudspeaker
design is radically different from
conventional models. A schematic for die
DLS is shown in Photo 3 The company
replaces the one or two large analogue
driver units found in most con vend Dual

loudsjieakers with an array of very many
very small but identical digital driver units of
novel design, each of which is driven
separately by its own unique sequence of
digital pulses. Photo 4 shows a prototype of
such an arrangement using piezoelectric transducers found in fire alarms - sourced.
incidentally, from Mapiin Electronics.
A digital signal processing unit encodes
input digital signals usually in binary code,
into a very wide unary code which lias
uniquely useful properties for electroacoustic conversion, among which are
freedom from mosdy-zetDcs to mosdy-ones
code changes, and absence of higli precision
matching requirements in the transducers.
Thesignal processing also addresses other
issues such as die ability to smootiily handle
very loud and very soft signals (dynamic
range), as well as tHiloring the directional
nature of die loudspeaker to suit the listening
conditions, something virtually impossible to
achieve with conventional loudspeakers.
The transducers themselves are very tiny
(order of lOmm.diaoiQer) and yet taken
together as an array are capable of
May 1999 ELECTRON ICS AND BEYOND C J,
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reproducing the full range of sounds
normally covered only by combinations of
large and small "woofer' and 'rwceicr*
ccnvemionaJ speakers. Tills puts some
severe demands on, these transducers which
accounts for their novel design. Side
benefits of the design are much better
efficiency and ease of housing.
How it Works
The operation of the DLS .can be likened to
thai of the display on a lap-top cornputer. in
such a display, die screen is made up of a

i
4
!

A

1 .

a

through a miigrtifying glass no displayed
image will lie seen - just, a small collection of
black or white squares. However, standing
Ixtck from the display one sees the whole
array of pixels and the displayed image is
■visible. Note that no single pixel on the.
screen represents all of die image, just a
local portion of it.
In the same way, 1... limited's signal
processing electronics distributes
components of the sound signal amongst
the elements of the .transducer array driving
each element with a unique signal listening
to any one element you would not hear the
sound that was to be reproduced, just some
peculiar scries of high-speed dicks. However,
by standing back front the whole array so
that jour ears received signals Sfum till of the
ctenicnis, and adding all of their signals
together in jour cars, the sound would
hecome apparent to you, just as die image
on the display appeared, as descrihed arxive.

ntinto 3. Elaetrical schomiitie or the D ik.
large number of identical picture elements,
or pixels. Each pixel cm lie turned on or off;
independently. When looked at very closely.

Photo 4. ■
The DLS Is
constructed
from an array
of transducers.
This early stage
prototype uses
plezo-eiectrlc
transducers.

Electronic Spring
In November 1998,1... Limited, announced
die basis of the electronic transducer that
will form the 'pixel' elements within the
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Photo S. Tha olactronfe spring which contracts on the application of a voftago will form the basis of the transducer In the DLS.
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The digital loudspeaker's
large array of independenllydriven tiny transducers In a
slim compact format, ensures
the highesl.quality sound ,
free from resonances and
distortion.

"Transducer orray
1

Protective grille

■|nfinife-8affieM.

lnfra-l?ed receiver

^ ...

Leds indicating charge
and signal reception
'

Rechdrgable battery
Digital Wireless link
DSP System
Independently driven pulse
transducers.
:

Tapered connector
Gharger-stand

S*

Mains power indicator
Photo 6. Product concept for a DLS. Benefits
Inciude portabHfty, wireless connectivity and
hi-fi loudspeakers of top quality and high
output level that are easy to placeDLS. Working with its lechnology partner,
the University of Birmingham
Interdisciplinary Research Centre (IRQ for
Materials, 1... Limited defied electronic and
mechanical conventions to create an
electronic spring, termed a helical PZT
ceramic bender as shown in Photo 5.
The electronic spring device contracts and
expands when a voltageJs applied, providing
the basis for a motor-like DLS transducer. Up
until this point it was drought impossible to
manufacture a muiti-layer ceramic device in
a helical arrangement.
But the eiecuronic spring was made
possible by die novd ceramics plasiicexirusion processing development spearheaded by Dr. David Peiarce at BirminghamThe electronic spring will be used in 20mm
lengths to form the basis of indivitiual
transducers that arc set to make-up
commercial versions of 1... Umited's digital
loudspeaker (DLS),
Despite their minute size, the transducers
thems'clves are capable of reprodudng the
full range of sounds normally covered only
by combinations of Urge and small "woofer'
and 'tweeter1 conventional speakers.
1... Limited's new transducer wall consist
of just three parts: the outer helical bender,
an inner cylindrical piston made of
extremely low density material, and a gasfilled [tearing between the two which allows
the piston to move ireely along die axis of
the helix with essentiallv zero friction.

In operation, the cone-like defonmauons
of die helical bentier squeeze the gas
bearing radially, which in turn imparts axial
forces to the piston which rolls on the
bearing up and down die centre of the
helix, up to 10mm hi either direeddn.
Developmem of the unique bearing
stmcture Is now also making good progress
and a demonstration bearing Is expected
within die next two montlis, after which an
entire transducer assembly will Ik possible.

Another Cambridge
I Success?
BurwlQ dieDIS succeed? Danny Chapdial boss
of nei^ibouring CDT in Cambridge reckons 1...
limited has mken the right approach.
1., limited fc? in a very similar position
to that of CDT two years ago, when I Initially
came on board. Like CDT, the company has
developed a technology in the form of the
digital loudspeaker, that has the potential to
disiodge a more traditional solution, and
thus impact world markets worth millions of
dollars annually.
Future Plans
'Tniereitingly 1... limited lias recognised the
Having developed the DLS to an initial
needs
to follow a business strategy of licensing
prototype stage as shown in.Photo 6,1... •'
and partnership in oider to deliver the
Limited is set to build on exisdng academic
technology to market as earty as possible. Tltis
partnerships and forge new relationships
is a new approach for Cambridge coniswnies
with companies with proven esjienise in
that have rradirionally tried to go it alone.
traditional loudspeaker.teclmology and
CDT and ARM arc the exceptions to the rule.
leading-edge areas of. technology such as
'"Two years ago I sec in place a plan of
piezo-electrics and electro-magnetics in a
commercial partnerships arid licensing
bid to commercialise its core tediriology
arrangement at CDT. By working with
In July 1997, Use 1... Limited DLS project
companies such as DuPont and Philips. Seikoentered its second phase, partly funded by
Epson, Hoedist, Uniax and IDT we have I seen
flTI SPUR Award. Phase! was a feasibility
aide to progress the lechnology and reach
study to show that recognisable sound could
foarkets lar lister than we would have alone.
be produced using an array of transducers
"From a technology stand point, CDTs
emitting only acoustic pulses. In Phase U, 1..
LEP products and 1... limited's digital
Limited Is actively designing and investigating
loudspeakers have the potential to radically
the novel transducer technologies necessary
impact the consumer electronics industry.
to build a commercial device as well as
The similarities and potential synergies .from
refining the necessary digital signal
bodi a business and technology persjxetive
processing algorithms.
between CDT and lx..limited ate uncanny."
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75 Years of The Royal
Auxiliary Air Force
Formed by Lord IrEnchard in 1934, the
Auxiliary Air Force Squadrons went on to fly
with great distinction during World War n - an
esprit de corps'which persuaded King George

r.-

We have lift-off!
The Rctynl International Air Tattoo will send
you into orbit with high-flying airahoW
entertainment. As well as a sensational
eight-hour flying display peribrmed by reallife Top Guns, there will be a full two miles
of parked hardware, hot air balloons, die
raazamatazt of military bands, stalls,
exhibits, roadshows and much more
besides. The magnificent 11 I'rcccc Tricolori
will head the list of national aerobatics
teams to say Happy 35di Birthday to the
famous RAF Reel Arrows.
In all, over 450 of the worlds greatest
aiccraft wiil appear at the show - for Tattoo
visitors, size does maiter.
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The NATO Pit Stop1
Challenge
Tills unique contest will see NATO engineers
on.red alert, racing against die dock and each
other to equip aircraft for another sonie. The
teams will work on airoraft deployed by dnc of
their NATO partners, so you could be
watching the RAF preparing a A liG-29 for
comhac look out for die "Pit Stop' CJulienge
at the centre of the show - die finds will lie
run on Sunday 25 July.
See you in Fighter
Country
The Guardians of die Sky come down to
earth for Showcase N ATO, a living museum
dedicated to the aircraft, work and history- of
the jlUlance. In an airshow first, die vast
ground-based display wiD lead you through
Fighter Country, Strike Country, Airiift
Country and other specracular NATO themes
to rhe elegant striped aiicrafr of Tiger Town".
Along die way you will hart; your chance, to
talk to Intemaiiohal aircrew and take a look
at some of their mean machines,

ft lit

Spotlight on NATO
You've seen them on the news, you've read
about theni in die newspapecs. Nov.- the
•aidxime might of NATO will roar into RAF
Fairford for a mammoth 50th annivemary
celebration. Highlighting aircraft from both
sides of die hon Curtain, the unfolding
drama in the skies will evoke the tense
decades of die Cold War, die fall of die
Reriiri Will, and operations in Sarajevo, And
the very latest aircraft - bristling with new
technology -will demonstrate NATO's
'power for peace' into the 21st century. East
will meet West in an horizon-wide finale,
opened by the dare-devil Falcpris Parachute
Team of the Royal Air Force. Over 50 aircraft

wiil line up on !he
cnnopics up,
lights on. as hovering helicopters fly the
national flags of NATO countries. Overhead
Allied and former Eastern Bloc aircrafi will
fh' pasi in a soaring demonstration of
international friendship, led by tile world
famous Red Arrows.
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ADVERTISEMENT. as .strolling players, jugglers and jazz Kinds
seethe scene for the Summer's most
exciting day out
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Enthusiast Day Friday 23 July
For thefiKt timellie Royal [fitCrhatrdrial Air
"Eittocs will open its gates to the public on
Friday,.- giving aviation enthusiasts a sneak
prevrewof die parked aircraft on show at the
world's biggest military air-fest. It will also be a
big'day for keen photographed who icnumliy
wmt dear shots of all this exouc iiardware
before the orrvds arriifc for die weekend.
Only 5,000 preview tickets are available
(adults .£19.95MMlvance ■ ~25 on the day
Childrend5and;under free). Qtll 01285
713'f56 for information and booking.
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iloydl Air fofco'ned Arrows Acrobatic Display Toam.
Vi to confer the Roni! prefix oh the service.
Today's Roj'aJ Auxlliarj' Air Force nil!
celebrate, its 75th anniversary by inviting Air
Force Reserves from around the world to
pin In ah hour long flying pageant. But for
many, the star of die show will Ire. a Battle of
Britain Memorial Flight Spitfire which the
AAF flew to glory more than 50 years ago,
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Strike up the Band
Royal Air Force and NATO musicians will be
in foot-Stomping form as theyplay a free
two-hour sunset concert, What's more, the
stirring music will laundi over 40 multicoloured hot air balloons into the evening
sky above RAF FaMortL Tire latest big
screen technology wiU give you close-ups of
the ascent and of individurd performers on
stage, In fact, all the day's action will be
capmrcd on big screens - including [jilots
preparing to display at the Hattoo.
Timetable
flie gates to RAF Fairford open at 6.30am
on Saturday and Sunday. The flying display
sinns at lO.OOam. but in themetmdme
ground entertainment will be in full swing

Just a phone call away - info on aircraft,
focilities, attractions and RIAT 99 ticket
prices. With the press of a bunon you can
also buy your advaiice airshow tickets on
the Hotlirie, sating over £3, Adult advance
tickets £19-95 (£25 on the day). Cliildren 15
and under free.
(Calls to 0S9J mnnhers cost pOp per
inimue, of which Jpp per niimiie is donated
to The R/iF Benewlenl I'tmd JDtterprises,
PO Box mo. Faiifoirl, Glos GL7 4\A).
Ticketspurdxised directfrom RAFBFE at
RAF Fairford aiuomaiica/iy incur a 12.00
per order administration charge).
Advance tickets also available from brandies
of Vibitrose and Maoria Wine. Rir discounted
group bookings (25 tickets or snore) plus RLAT
99 enquiries, phone 01285 713456.
Website: vwfi.airtattoo.com
retpjliirly updated with the latest news from
Hie Royal IntemaiionaJ Air Tattoo 1999-
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See reverse of coupon (page 14) for competition details. Cut-out or photocopy both pages and send entries to:
R1AT005, Royal Jnternationaf Air Tattoo 99 Competition, RAF Benevolent Fund Enterprises, P0 Box 1940,
Fairford, Glos, GL7 4NA.
I dm aged

18-40
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40+
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DATA PROTECTION ACT 1998: From time to time the RAF Benevolent Fund Enterprises may wish to send you details of other
events and services which they feel may be of interest to you. Piease tick if you do not wish to receive this information.
Name (Mr / Mrs / Miss)
Address
Postcode:
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Give Science

m.

A Chance!

r

E-mall your views
and comments to:
flYV@niapI(n.
domon.co.uk

Wrtte to:
Electronics and Beyond,
P.O. Box 777,
Raylotgii, Essex SS6 8UJ
Charged Up
Dear Sir,
1 was surprised by the article
ESD Tools - Are They important?
in issue 135 page 70. The article
doesn't conform to what I liad
understood as the principles of
electrostatic protection.
if a component is charged
then this does not initially
matter as iong as all pins are at
the same potential. If wrapped
in soinediing (suds as ' •
conductive foam) dial
electrically ties all pins together
then no liann will came when
die entire chipAvrapper
combination is brought to'the
same (earth) potential as die
workbench, operator, etc.
The idea of a partially
conductive tool offering a
resistance "...ofbeuveen lt>£l
and KYn..." Is spurious. Wrist
straps and similar earth drains

are already fined with a LMQ
resistor, not for gently
discharging electrosiauc energy
but to proiecr the operator. A
direct 230V mains contact would
be limited to causing a flow of
230/iA through the operators
Ixxly preventing a fatal shock.
This ivories like a mains neon
screwdriver tester in dies resjiect.
So, a little more series
resistance makes no real
difference. The electroscatic
voltage is extremely high but
the amount of total charge is
small. Ids like a capacitor of a
Few pF charged to many
thousands of volts. Remember
die equation Q/C = V giving a
lilgh voltage from a small charge
if capacity is low; 1 think thesetools arc a menace. Sotneohe
could abserit-inindedly pick one
off-the bench to repairs live
circuit. Not being insulated (For
example, to VT)!; standards as

Dear Sir
If this is what Mr. Aklous really
does, fee's have some truly
Sdentific investigation into 'things
char go bump in the night" now!
Science has already proven
that the 'hearing of voices' is
nothing more than a clinical
condition that cnises the persons
afflicted, to talk to themselves.
Without doubt, the scriptures
are full of individuals who either
had tills affliction, or ware
simply lying through dieir teeth.
Hither way we simply haven't
referred to in the article) a
shock is possible, especially if
resistance is only of the order of
10;Q. Hie best tools for static
avoidance would be all-metal
with no insulating grips on die
handles. I hope you 11 print tills
to see if anyone else agrees.
Dr. 6. L Manning
Edgivare
Middlesex
1 do not beiieve wist straps
came about to protect the user
from the mains, but because of
potential problems handting
static sensitive devices - did any
of us use them when playing with
valve equipment? To be fair you
cannot afford to be absentminded when 'playing' with
mains, or any high voltage
equipment. Suppose the board
you were working on was
effectively at earth, and you
were not, and nicely charged-op,
where would the charge most
likely leak too?

got time .to wait around,
another few thousand years,
until these present day fantasies
become ancient mythology.
Yours eye.
Oousg! Raterson.
Via e-mail
Why did David Aitfous go to all the
effort to come up with his detector
if it was not a 'scientific' attempt
to investigate the paranonnal?
In a few thousand years what
you believe to be fantasies may
well be scientific fact. We have
not seen any conclusive proof
one-way-or-the-other. Next
month we will be publishing an
Interesting article by Graham
Marett, for all you doubtersl
Mobile Charger
Dear Sir
Being on die move fairiy
regularly, I find the battery in
the laptop computer will not
last the day and it is not always
possible to arrange a recharge.
As, it seems, most laptops
require 17/18V3t an anip or so
to recharge'thc internal bartcry,
this rules out die use ofa I2V
car flattery.
Perhaps the staff in your
design depanment could come
up with a project to enable die
laptop to lie charged from a
12V vehicle battery:
Colin Coker
Newton Abbot
A quick look at the latest Maplln
Catalogue brought me to page
1125 where I found the LM2577
Step-Up Voitage Regulator
(order code AD90X), which may
well meet your requirements.
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Introduction
Metal detectors have many
difFereni uses ranging (ram
deteai lit" studs iii wails to
searching forardueoltrgiai!
artefacts or treasute hurietl in
die giounil Tliere are also
many applioititins in inciustn:
Oeer die years, a variety of
different methods have been
devised for reniotely detecting
aid locating metal objetis. ITte
technologies used vary
(XiasidenibSy depending on
application:,In tliis article we
look at a selection of diflerent
npes of metal detector and
investigate the general theonbehind the devices. Some pmtthal.
consideratinns are also coveretL
Tlie simplest circuits are
designed to detect die
presence of metal objects
independent of composition
and do hat provide any further
infonnatlon about the
properties of the material
delected. More.specialised
tictcctors allow discrimination
between metals of different
types or respond only to
ferrous metals. The circuits and
ideas discussed are intended as
examples and inay iet|uirc
cotLsiderable development and
mociification in order to
produce a working unit.
Some Examples
Most simple inetal detectors
and some more .spedaliseti
types make use of proximity
effects whereby the presence
of metal close to a search coil
modifies the characteristics of
die circuit. Metal detectors of
tfic Heat Fretjuency Oscillator
or BFO type ojjerate using this
principle. Figure 1 shows the
block diagram of a simple
mctnl detector using the BFO
principle. The detector is based
oh the principle that the
resonant frequency of a tuned
drcuit varies if a metal object Ls
placed in close proximity. If the
tuned cireuit forms part of an
oscillator then the output
frequency will be modified by
die presence of a metal objectHie variation in output
frequency depends on die
oscillator frequency chosen. In
general, the higher thc
frequency the greater die
change and the more sensitive
die circuit. However, if the
frequency is too high, the
practical range may be reduced
by die gbsorptiou effects of
soil, buildingmaterials etc. In a
practical circuit, the oscillator
often operates at a frequency
well outside the range of
ELECTRONICS AND BEYOND iFpfe

human hearing and therefore it
is necessary to provide some
indication that the resonant
frequency is changed. BFO
metal detectors do this by
mixing or Ireating tlte output of
the oscillator with shut of a
second (fixed frcquencs')
oscillator to pnxluce a mixing
product or 'l>eat note within
the audible range. In simplified
designs the functions of more
than one of the stages shown
may often l)e jiertVirmed by one
aaivtr camixmcnt and die low
pass filter may be as simple as a
capacitor and a resistor.
'lite frequency of one of the
two irsdllatiirs is normally
adjustable to allow the mnsi
appropriate audio frequency to
Ite selected. This Is not simply
for the conifon of the listener.
Variations in pitch :ire more
olninus at some frequencies
than others. It is also possible
to 'zero beat' the two osdJlators
so that the output Is silent
under normal conditions. Wlien
a metal object is detected, the
frequency of the search coil
oscillator changes producing,an
audible output corresponding
to the difference in frequency
between the two osallatnrs.
When used in this way the
detector will effectively Ik less
sensitive as slight changes tend
to result in only small changes
in frequenq: 'llierefofe the
audio note produced may he
below audible rre<|uency range.
Also, de|Kndiiig on the design
and coupling ammgemenis,
there is sometimes a tendency
for die two oscillators to
automatically lock to the same
frequency. If this occurs, a
considerable change in the

resonance of die search coil
tuned circuit Is required to [lull
the oscillators out of lock and
unto different frequencies.
Once again, this effect results in
reduced sensitivity but tan he
useful in some applications.
Figure 2 shows a drruii example
of a detector based on the beat
frequency principle. The circuit
shown is intended to illustrate
how simple design techniques
may lie used to produce this
type of detector-Component
values shown are approximate.
Because some parameters will
vary depending on the chosen
operating frequenq-. some
values are amined. •
Inductor 1,1 forms the search
coil and is resonated by variable
capacitor VC1 to foira a high Q
tuned circuit. Tlie tuned circuit
forms part of an oscidator stage
based around field effect
transistor TR1 and associated
com|)onenLS. VC1 allows the
operating frequenq- of the
osdliator to lie varied. A.second
oscillator stage is formed by L2,
C4. C5. R4 and TR2, tills time

operating at a iked frequenq-.
The output of the two oscillator
stages is fed to D1 via limiting .
resistors. Di introduces :i nonlinear elemenr Into the signal
path that effectively mixes the
two osdliator frequendes. The
result is an output rich in
frequendes corresponding to
the sum and difference of the
two osdliator frequendes and
associated iiamuuiica. Tlie
oscillators arc tuncxl to opeiatc
on closely adjacent frecjuendes
such that the difference
frequenq-Mis within die
audible region. For example if
one nsdllmor is tuned to IQOkHz
and the second, osdliator is
Luned to 101kHz tills will result
in a difference frequenq' of
I kHz. The output of the diode
mixer is fed to an audio amplifier
comprising IC1 and associated
components. This Stage is based
around a standard operailona]
amplifier and would normally be
capable of driving's high
impedance earpiece or
headphones. The value of
capacitor C9 is chosen to limit
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the response of the amplifier at
high frequendes which could
otherwise result in undesirable
effects, The gain required from
the audio amplifier will depend
on the amplitude of the signal
at Dl. This in tum depends on
the osdUator frequenq- and the
Q of the tuned drcuits atnongst
other factors. The gain of the
audio amplifier is determined
by the value of resistors R7 and
RIO. in some applications it
may be desirable to drive a
small loudspeaker. Where this is
the case the output at P3 could
be connected to a small power
amplifier.
Because the design of the
drcuit is very simple it will tend
to suffer from problems such as
frequenq- drift. This is not
always a serious problem.
However, where necessary
unwanted drift can be reduced
considerably by regulating the
supply voltage and usingliigh
tolerance capadtors witlr the
appropriate temperature
coefficient. Conijxinent layout
also plays an important part.
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Figure 1.
Beat Frequency
matat detector
block diagram.
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Figure 2. Illustrative example of Beat Frequency metal detector circuit.
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Search Coil Design
The size and form of the search
coil depends on the required
sensitivity of the detector and
on dimensional restrictions
determined by the application.
Also, clifferem types of search
coil provide varying degrees of
accuracy, fbr example, dtecdii
used iu a simple handheld .
detector of the type often used
in ihobuilding industry' is
normally relatively small so as to
allow for compact construction
and accuracy when determining
the position of metal objects in
walls etc. Conversely detectors
used for locating objects buried
in the ground normally have
much larger search coils to
provide high sensitivity and are
not usually required to be
paniculariy compact. However,
a larger diameter coil may mean
a reduction in accuracy, ihe
shape of die coil can also have
considerable influence on the
overall response of the detector.
A simple linearcoil wound oh
an open former may be used
for a hand held unit where it is
intendetl for use at close range.
In more specialised metal
detectors, circular or square
search colls arc common. .

Ses-ch
Cci

A further consideration in
relation to search coils forming
part of a resonant circuit is the
affect of non metallic objects on
die Q and resonance of die
tuned circuit. These effects are"
often related to capacitive
loading of the circuit by nearby
objects and can result in
spurious operation whereby die
circuit acts as if it is detecting
metal when there is in. fact ho
metal present. Capacitive effects
can be reduced by die use of an
earthed non-ferrous shield
placed around the search toil.
Hiis shields the coil from
electrostatic influences but has
negligible effect on the magnetic
characteristics of the circuitOther Resonant
Detectors
There is another form of
detector that also makes use of
the detuning effects of metal on
a resonant tuned circuit. Rgure
3 provides a conceptual
illustration. A fixed frequency
oscillator is used to drive a tuned
circuft comprising the search
coil and a variable capacitance.
The inductance of the search
coil and die associated cajxtcitor

P-KSre/

OVCECl

Figure 3, Block Diagram of a
resonant detector using a
fixed frequency oscillator.
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Figure 4. Using a
comparator to
operate a small
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Input voltage level.
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are chosen so dint the tuning
.range of the tuned a'reuit
covers the osdllator frequency.
In use the detector is placed in
a position away from metallic
objects and die tuned circuit is
adjusted to resonate at the
oscillator frequency using the
variable capacitor. When
correaly adjusted, this results
in a peak in output signal level.
Moving the search coil close to
a metal object results in a shift
in die resonant frequency of die
tuned circuit; however, this
time the oscillator frequency is
fixed and as a result the signal
level developed across the
tuned circuit drops.Bar the
circuit to work effectively die
asdllntor roust exhibit good
frequency stability. A simple
method to easure that die
frequency rcmaias stable is to
use an osdllator circuit based
on a quart?, crystal. Relatively
simple but effective detectors
providing a reasonable level of
sensitivity can lie produced

using dies principte. As with
most simple metal detectors,
die sensitivity is deiennmed by
die size and shajie of the search
coil. The practical sensidvity of
die drcuit is also determined by
themediod cif indication, lor
example, the voltage develofied
across the tuned drcuit could
lie buffered, rectified and used
to drive a muring coll meter.
With careful circuit design
making use of stable, high
tolerance components it is
possible to achieve good
sensitivity; The voltage produced
could also lie used to drive a
voltage controlled audio
frequency oscillator to give an
audible indication.
It Is also simple to set a
'detect' threshold by connecting
u comparator to the DC output
of the circuit. An example of
how this may lie achieved Is
shown in Rgure 4. By setting a
specific switdiing threshold for
the comparator, die drcuit can
be arranged to produce s
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LED1 - Red LED (WL27E)
Figure S. Example of a simple IC based metal detector circuit
switched otltput when metal is
detected, hi die example thls is
used to drive a small piezo
buzzer. R1 and VR1 determine
the switching ihreshoki. R3
prorides hysteresis to prevent
the comparator oscillating
around the trigger point. Using
this principle, the-sounder
remaius inopenttive until a
metal object is detected that is
large enough to drive die
comparator input over a
predetermined switching
direshold. By making the
switching threshold adjustable,
different levels of sensithity
may lie set.
IC Based Metal
Detectors
Off the shelf iCs are available
that are designer ! speciftcally^ for
use in metal detector drcuit-s.An
example Is the CS209A IC
(Majslin stock code Iff l>9P). Hie
ifetice makes use of the iact thtit
pieta] In dose proximity to an
oscillator tuned dratit itffects the,
Q of the drcuit and hence die
signal amplitude. A level detector
monitors the osdllator output
and switches wiien a preset
threshold Is retidied, (Vn example
of a simple drcuit using rite IC is
shown in Figure 5 for reference.
The device Is ideal for use in
applications such as hand held
detectors for searching out wires
and studs in walls.

Detectors making
use of variable
coupling
A slightly different design makes
use of variations in the degree of
coupling between two coils
when metal is placed in dose
proximity There are various
arrangements for this type of
circuit which is sensitive to
ferrous metals. The block
diagram of a detector using this
principle is shown in Figure 6.
The output level from coil 2 is
monitored. When a ferrous
metal object is placed dose to
the coils the oulput level from
coil 2 increases with the
coupling. The unit may be set to
trigger an audible or visible
indication when the output level

from the coil reaches a preset
threshold. A moving coil meter
or batgraph display may also be
used to provide a level indication.
This type of detector is generally
not suited to applications
requiring high sensitivity and has
few- practical advantages over
other detector types.
Magnetometer
Based Detectors
All of the detectors mentioned
so far work by directly affecting
thedianicteristics of comiionents
in the metal detector circuit.
These provide good general
purpose perfbrmance in a wide
range of applications. However,
they are only really suitable for
use over a short .range where the

cfTJ
CiTUt

Figure 6. A simple detector using variable conpting.
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metal object is relatively dose to
the iletector. Tliere& irc, if you
tire crying to detect metal buried
deep in the ground (metres.as
opposed to centimetres) different
techniques are required.
One method of detecting
large ferrous ttbjeas buried
deep in the ground is to look
for localised variation in the
earth's magnetic, field Sensitive
magoetometers may- be used to
[ metisure variations of this type,
i Because field variations may be
: very small, detectt irs of this
i type can be snmewhtn complex
i to o nistmct. Als<i, die detectors
i can often i>e influenced in an
i unwanted way by ambient
! magnetic fields from power
; lines, geological features etc.
i Nevertheless, If you are looking
; for something large arid iron
i buried deep in a rcmoie
i location, a magnetometer based
\ metal detector may provide the
! best chance of finding it.
:
Techniques used to produce
; magnetometers are varied,
i IJnetir liaK effect devices that
; produce an output voltage
i proportional to magnetic flux
; :tre readily available in IC form.
! These are convenient but
I produce a relatively small
= output voltage. Therefore, to
i provide reasonable [letlbrmunce.
j when rite changes in the
j magnetic ireld are small it Is
; often necessary to follow the
: hall effect device with a low
| noise, low offset DC amplifier.
! Other devices for the
; measurement of magnetic fields
j include Flax Gtite and Proton
i magnetometers. These can
• provide good sensitivity when
i properly aligned.
:
One of die etsiesi ways to
I detect localised v-ariarioas in the
i canh's magnetic field is to
I .compare the output from two
j mitgneiomcter sensors spaced
j some distance horizonuilly apart,
i as illustrated in Hgure 7. \VIten
•- the magnetic field is undiscorted.
| the output from lioth sensors is
j similar (once any diilerenccs
i due to tolerance are ironed out).
; However a metallic object
; positioned immediately below
; one of the sensora results in
i ilistonion of the field and a
I variation in magnetic flux.
: Because the dLstoraon is
i localised and one of the sensors
j is closer to the metal f ihiect thiui
j the oilier, a liifferencc in the
j output of the two smsors
L results. Tills difference can iie
\ amplified to provide an audible
j or visible reading,
| In addition to the presence of
j ferrous metal objects, there arc
= also other passible reasons for

ffetsbr l

to use as possible. For example, a
detecior designed for D1V use in
the home should preferably he
compact enough to fit in your
tool Ixjx. Conversely, if die unit is
designed for outdoor use, it Is
important to consider such
aspects as wretnheqiroofing.
Some applications frtay retjuire
the seardt coif to be submerged
in water requiring complete
waterproofing. If your hobby is
searching for buried treasure
you will want the deteaor ro be
as light weight as possible and
so on. An example of a typira!
layout Is sliown in Figure 8. The
shape and dimensions of some
metal detectors are heavily
influenced by the design of die
circuit itself. This is panicutariy
die case widi some
magnetomeier based units and
detectors requiring large search
coils,Although these
coasiiier.itions may be fairly
obvious, diey are an importam
foctor and can affect the drcuit
layout considerably.

btmsor?

G'Oind

Fsrrixis ea!
Ob!=E
Figure 7, Example showing detection of ferrous
objects using two magnetometer sensors.
locnlised vnruition of the earth's
magnetic fieki. Theiefore
magnetometers of the type
discussed can only he used to
iitdirate where ohjeas may
ixjssibly i>e buried and do not
give 100% certainty. Also. ;ts
with most uietal dcteaors. it is
sometimes difficult to
distinguish Itetween a small
object buried near to tlsc
surface and something larger
buried stwral metres tieep.
Indicators and
Interpreting
Results
Hem- a metal detector indianes
tltat it has detected 3 relevant
object tarn he quite important.
In most cases the output from
the detector circuit may lie
used to drive an appropriate
meter. This could be a simple
analogue meter, a bargraph or si
digiial display In mast
applications, however, it is not
practical to watch a meter
reading all the time, if the
drcuit provides a switched
output that becomes active
when a metal object is detected,
this may lie used to switch oh a
lamp or buzzer. An audible
indication is often much more
appropriate, especially if you
are walking around a field
looking for buried coins. In this
situation, probably the last thing
you need Is to condnuously
watch a mciec. As we have seen,
some'types of metal detector,
such as the beat frequency type,
atuoinaticnliy produce an
audible output and for these
units this Is the normal mode of
operation. It can still be useful
to Iiave a meter reading in
addition to help (he user
determine die degree of
responsewhen an object is
detected. For metal detectors
that produce an output in the

fonn of a variable voltage, this
can easily he convened to an
audible output using a voltage
controlicd audio frequency
oscillator. Tills will produce a
note thai varies in pitch similar
to the BFO unit when an object
is detected.
Using peak hold techniques it
is possible to make the response
of a metal detector dynamic to
aid pinpointing of a find once it
has been detected. Multiple
search coils can also be used.
These may be switchable so that,
for example, a large coil is used
to initially detect the presence of
metal whilst a smaller coil
provides more accurate
pinpointing of die find.
Magnetometers are
sainetunes used to detect very
large ferrous objects or mineral
deposits. Interpreting and
making seme of the data
produced in such drcumstances
can be very complex, In this
type ofspedatised application, .
it Is useful to provide a .digital
interface so that the reading
ant! precise location can be
stored in memory and loaded
onto a personal computer for
processing.
Discriminating
between different
materials
For some applications it can lie
useful to discriminate between
different types of metal. As
mentioned, some types of
detector will only respond to
ferrous mctais. Also metals of
different types result in different
proximity effects. For example,
the variation in frequency
produced when a metal object
is close to die search coil of a
BFO based detector will not
only depend on the size and
position of the objea but also
on its composition. Ferrous

metals (containing iron)
produce a lotalty different
response to non-ferrous mctais
such as copper, gold and silver.
This effect can lie used to great
advantage when searching for
prednus metals (coins etc.)
buried in die soil.
Housing
Considerations
So far we have covered some
electrical design criteria and
fundarnenoi theory relating to
metal detectors. Of course, when
producing a practical unit, the
physical aspects of construction
are almost as important. A metal
detector should be constructed
and housed so as to be as simple

Next Month
This month vve have looked at
dte basics of metal deuxtor
design so as to fonn an overview
of die type, of techniques
commonly user!. Next mondi we
will look at the constniCTion of a
metal detector and consider
specific requirements at a
practical level.
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Figure 8. Typical layout of a metal detector used for
treasure fiuntlrg.
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Ithough coasumer video - VCRs ajid
canicunicrs - Ls still firmly ruled by
VHS and Snmi, tliat is beginning to
change with the Digital Video (DV) format
making inroads into the camcorder marker,
and Data-VHS waiting in the wings to record
the new digital TV channels.
Digital Video
DM like 8mm, is a committee-developed
format. And, uniquely, it now encompasses all
markets from consumer to broadcasc

Preliminary discussions on stahdardisatiou
began in 1990 between four of die companies
that had been working independently on
digital video: Matsushita (Panasonic), Philips.
Sony and Thonison.. Shortly tifter diet' were
joined by Hitachi, JVC, Mitsubishi, Sanyo,
Sharp and Toshiba and formed tire Diatal
Video Cassette Consoixium. Which led in
1994 to agreement by the, then, 52
companies on standards for SD (Standard
Definition) and HD (High Definition) formats
at the HD Digitaj VCR Conference, leaving
die specifications for two additional formats,

16-bit 2-channel recording
Subcods
10

VWeo
Audo

Scanning
direclmn

L\VU\\ L\Vb\\ L \\ L\\ B'WnWRW n \\ L \\ I.

'T

Sir European DVB (Digital Video
Broadcasting) and American ATV (Advunctxi
Tolerision digtal TID bratdcasting ). to be
finalised nearer the launch of those services.
And in 1995 the first DV camcorders appeired
on world markets (die 'Cassette' pan of die
name hating been dropped).
TTicy were more espensive dian
consumers liad been used to; but then the
quality was greater and they incorporated
more features. For full advantage had been
taken of die changeover 10 digital.
Technically Superior
The horizontal resolution of DV is about 500
lines: this compares with just over 400 lines
for HIS and S-VHS, and around 250 for 8mm
and VHS. And die colour Ixindwidth of 3MHz
is six times dial of the analogue formats. The
audio is rip less impressive,with -iSkHz 16-bii
linear PCM stereo sharing the tracks (Figure
la); and, depending on die hardware, the
addltlonaJ choice of recording and'or plating
back at 44.1 kHz or 32kHz. Hiere arc also two
32kHz 12-hit non-linear stereo diannels
(Figure lb). If a recording is made using the
hirer, then fresh audio can lie dubbed onto
stereo 2 during ptast-production, leaving the
original on Stereo 1.

12-bit 4-channel recording
Subcod
Video

0 \\ 1 \\ 2 \\ 3 \\ -l

9 \\ 10 \\, 11 \ \, Scanning
direction

Aud 0
m.
Siereo 1
Figure la/b. Audio reoordlng metfiod.
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Stereo

Time Base Corrector
A tlmebase corrector (TBC) is a standard
Feature for playback liecause the format is
pushing the limits, Tliis retimes die digital
video signal coming off die tape to correct
for equipment fluctuations and so
minimises horizontal jitter. There is also
error CQrreaion to minimise draputs momematy losses of signal caused by dust
on die tape or damage to its surface. This is
the ubiquitous Reed Solomon variety, which
works on symbols (groups of hits) and thus
deals very effectively with burst errors, such
as dropouts, where a lot of errors are
confined within a small area and affect only
a limited number of adjacent symhots.

I
\
j
"
;
i
:

A. ^
Sub Cods sector
mm* (Cue signal is recorded)
video sector
(Video signal is recorded)
Figure 2.
Track recording
arrangement.

Audio sector
(Audio signal is recorded)

{Tracking signal, etc. are recanted)
Tape runningOne (rarne: 10 tracks for NTSG
12 tracks for PAL

Head

Recording Mechanism

fidfesr,

Tape
running

Drum

Tape
running

Flying erase head is not needed
Top view

Side view

1C system tor
cassette memory

^7
nnnn
Figure 3. Cassette IC memory.
Surprisingly Small'
The early consumers muse have Ixren
surprised by how small the Mini DV
cmicQnicr cassene k, for at 66x4a-<I2.2min
it makes even die Strun and VHS-C cassettes
seem large. Even the fyli size DVone is
noticeably smaller than Vi iS. Unusually, ±e
recording times are the same for PAL and
NTSC. Tills is becuise 300 cracks per second
ane recorder! forlxith: 12 tracks per fcamc
tor 25Hz P.\L and 10 tracks per frame for
301 Iz. NTSC (Figure 2). Ghing rhaximuni
recording times of 60 ami 270 minutes
(dierc is now an 80 minute Mini DV
cassette; ami LP increases times by 50%).
And botli cassettes can be used in a DV VCR
widiout an adapter for the Mini one.
Hie cassertes offer more than just size
advajitages. however. Tliey are closed tjpes
to keep out dust. They can also include a
huitt-in IC memory (Figure 3). Tills includes
all the physical mfomiation ttfaout the tape,
but also allows for a table of contents (TOG)
to lye written and read, giving rapid access
to scenes, plus any other data that the
manufacturer thinks should be written to
memory Hie memory capacity can vary, but
die size in bits is printed on the cassette
{I6k seems to tie the maximum at present).

Sliding erase
prevention tab
Contacts tor
IC cassette memory

greater definition. Canon and JVC have
recently launched models with a CCD that
can he switched between interlace and
progressive scinning: thus maximising the
quality of still pictures, and diose moving
images thar are likely to be played in still or
slow motion.Many of the latest models can
also record a burst of still pi awes.
Video auxiliaiy data is recorded in the
videb.sector of the tracks. The standard data
consists of die date and time when the
recording was made, a recognition ID when
widcscreen mode is wed, and the input
source - such as channd number. Optional
data is mainly camera information - shutter
speed, etc. All of which can be displayed on
screen or hidden. The same applies to
audio auxiliary data; this being recorded in
die audio sector of the tracks.
Lastly, die insert and track information
(ITT) sector (actually, this Is recorded first,
the heads travelling up die hacks). This is
mainly the auto tracking data to maintain
head and track alignment. But it also
includes data alxjut inserts. With die tracks
divided into sectors it is a,straightforward
matter to insert new video (Figure 5) or
audio or both into existing material without
causing any glitches (if die equipment
allows it). These, and straightforward
assemble edits, being aided by die timecode
and search facilities.
Digital Out
With quality being maintained by the use of
the.DV terminal to send video, audio arid all
the additional data on the tape in digital
form. Always assuming the user has two
camcorders, one with DV in/but. or a DV
VCR. It is more likely that the material will
be decompressed and convened to
analogue for editing onto VHS or S-VHS.
The first camcorders either had just DVout
or an analogue output and the first VCRs
were only launched last year, so there has
not been much scope to experiment with
digital editing and raulti-generacion copies.

Photo 3.
Sony GV-D900 DV
Video Walkman.
EvenWithout cassette memory high speed
access is jiosstble using the data recorded in
die sub code sector of die tracks. This
contains an index signal marking the
beginning of cadi scene;
timedxie. which marks every
frame in hours, minutes and
seconds, plus Icime number 1-25; and the ppsirion of still
pictures amongst the moving
images (Figure 4). This last is
another new developmehi: a
single image is memorised and then
recorded for several seconds, along with
ambient sound, using thime mode for
May 1999 ELECTRONICS AND BEYOND
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other tricks in niinlmisc the amount that is
recorded). DV is not above employing a trick
or two itself: one of those being to only
compress the picture area tliat will be visible
on die TV screen. The discrete cosine
transform (DCT) method is then used to
prepare the picture for compression proper,
because of its ease of compulation. A ratio of
5:1 is applied, svhich reduces the video
transfer rate to 25Mbps. Coding is done on an
inmi-lfame basis; this does mean that motidh
artefacts can occur if there,are differences
between fields due to rapid subject movemeni,
and editing can be more difficult than with
die alternative intm-field system - but it Is
tetter dian die analogue formats.
When it lias been error correcietl the
whole lor is recorded onto the I/fln wide
metal evaporateti rape by two heads on a
21.7mm. dfameter drum rotating at
fJOGOqim. Tills gives a writing speed of
9.9ni/s. The track pitch is lOjim forSP ant!
Tfxm for IP; with tape speeds oflS.Snun/s
and 12.6mm/s respectively.

Index ID

O

-o o

O o

0:12:34:0-1
0:12:34:03
0; 12:34:00
0;12;34-;01
0:12:24:02'
Alt DV equipment records.the lime code automali'cslly.The lima code Is recorded on dach' Irame and
Is iisslul (or accurate editing.
Index ID
Index ID

1

*
Scena-A

Sc0ne:D

Sccne-B

Scene-E

Index ID Is a cue signal lo help you find the start of a marked scene.
PP-ID
Moving picture

PP-ID.
Moving picture
. Still.pfclure

:

PP-iD

Moving piclure
3-- Still picture

PP-ID.oceurs automatioaliy when a stilt picture fe recordeB. Tns'digitat.VCR maintains high picture
quality for each frame, giving exceilent results wheii image is'otilpuf on a still video printer.
Figure 4. Sub-code sector.
Tire DV terminal is based on the
1EEE1394 standttrd for data tlTionghpur of
up to 400Mbps (knowTt also as i.Link or
Flrcwire). It allows equipment to be
connected up in similar fashion to a
computer network - up to 54 items in total.
And die equipment to be intefaced with a
compatible computer for non-linear editing.
Eventually it is expected to form the link
between all home multimedia products digital TV DVD, etc, passing not drily video
and audio hut control signals, too. Some
equipment also has an R5232C terminal for
exporting still pictures to a computer's serial
port. Cameras have also appeared that can
output still pictures orgrabbed frames to a
storage unit; Sharp has One dial contains a
2MB flash memory, arid Sony lias one that
incorporates a standard floppy disk drive.
in addition to being the first digital format
for consumer Use, DV Is also die first
consumer format to use componem
recording. This keeps die luminance (Y)
signal separate frorrt the chrominance signal,
and dMcles that up into its colour difference
qpmponents - R-Y and B-Y (or Cr and Cb) Mgure 6. Hating three sejiarate signals allows
a wider colour bandwidth, eliminates cross
colour and cross luminance artifacts, and
obviates the need to encode and decode as
would lie die case with a composite signal thus minimising degradation and making it
easier to edit and manipulate.
Once in component form the signals are,
sampled and quantised. The luminance is
sampled at 13.5.MHiti The colour difference
signals are sampled at 6,75MHz: diis
sampling of alternate pixels effectively
fTft ELECTRONICS AND BEYOND Mav 1999

halves the horizontal resolution by
comparison with die luniinancc: die
resolution is dten halved vertically by only
sampling Cr and Cb on alternate lines - a -1:2:0
sampling structure (Figure 7). This is used
to keep down die data rate and, ultimately,
the cost.
Sampling rates are recommended by the
CC1K501 standard These are based on a
fundamental frequency of3.375MHz; with a
minimum sampling rate of four times that,
13.5MH2, necessary to avoid any quality loss
(although colour Ls not so critical), f lowever,
DVs 8-hiccsuaniisaiioa of the luminance and
colour, difference signals does conform to
the minimum recommended by CQR601
for a good cost/quality performance.
DV is also the first consumer format to
employ direct compression (the analogue
formats have ail reduced the luminance and
colour band widths-and employed various

Professional News
Gathering
Going back to 1993. Matsushita decided that
DVG also had the potential to make a
professional news gathering ami field
acquisition format. The equipment would
be smaller and lighter dian other
professional equipment; ami it would lie
cheaper, not only because of the
compromises necessary ra make it viable as
a consumer product, hut also because it
would have diat mass production base. After
canvassing the opinions of various broadcast
and news organisations they showed the
first prototypes in 1994, and tegan delivery
in 525 line markets in 1995 and in 625 line
markets in 1996.
DVCPRO is essentially a beefed-up version
of die standard format. The track pitch is
increased to 16gm and tape speed to
SS-Smm/s (there Ls only the one speed).
And metal particle tape lias been substituted
for ME. The sampling structure has teen
changed fmni 4:2:0 to the 4:1:1 that is used
for die NTSC version of consumer DV This
means that Cr and Cb are sampled at
3.375MHz; reducing the horizontal
reoiution to one quarter that of the
luminance, but without affecting the vertical
resolution. Tills allows more intensive post
production, at the expense of a reduced
colour bandwidth. Other changes are the

Inserted video signal
video ssclar
Auoio sEcfor

Figure 5. Video Insert.

Digilal signal

recorded on Ihe rape

A/D conrerl

signal

i
c.
signal

R-Y

Compopom

P1

R-Y
fe-

AID corwori

Compression

■Error correction

AID convert

■C signal is recorded after being divided into R-Y signal and B-Y signal
Y= luminance
Figure 6. Coinponant video recording mothod.
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addition of an analogue audio cue track to
give access to audio during first winding,
and to provide a third low quality channel;
the recording of linear and vertical interval
industry standard timecodes (IXC and V1TC)
in the sub code sector; the addition of a
control track to enable faster servo lock after
mode transisiipns: and the option of a serial
digital interface (SDi) - die broadcast standard
In 1996 Sony launched its professional
version - DVCA.M. This is cssemially die
same as the consumer format, apart from
15pm uacks, a tape speed of 2S.22mm/s,
and a more advanced metal evaporated
tape. It aisoinuoduced a feature called
'Cliplink': this captures a small index picture
troni die first frame o! each shot and stores
it in camera memory, along with shooting
data - timecode, shot and take numbers, etc;
as the cassette is ejected all the index
pictures (up to 19S) are recorded onto the
tape in a niaximum of seven frames, and the
shooung data Is written to the caisertc
memory Panasonic have since launched a
similar shot logging system - "DVpix link'.

Photo 4. Panasonic AJ-D700
used by Visage for electronic
nmvs galheiing (EMG),

Photo B
Sony DVCAM
equipment.

Dockable VCRs
Both DVCVM and OVCPRO will play DV
capes (SP only), and DVCPRO will also phgDVCuM tapes. 'I "he range of equipment
from both Sony and Panasonic his
increased rapidly: with dockable VCRs thai
can Ik mated to a raiiety of cameras,
camcorrlcrs, VCRs, edit VCRs, non-linear
disk-based editing systems, hybrid disk-tape
editing systems and players. Much of it
making use of die serial data uansfer
interface (SDTi), which handles compressed
video, sub cixle and autiio without change;
and which allows dubbing at tour times
DOrmai speed with .some VCRs.
JVC has launched a dockable DV VCR, and
together with Panasonic and Sony, include
uprated consumer DV cameordets in their
ranges - being small and unobtrusive these
can be useful ih certain situations. While
Canon has a 'prosurner camcorder with a
nee.' interchangeable lens range.
In 1997 Panasonic launched DVCPRO50: a
variant aimed at top professional and low
end broadcast users, based on the 50Mbps
HD specific)lion. This requires advanced

. a mm
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ME tape, running at
37.6mni/s, -with a four head
drum recording 20 10/im
trad® p4r frame. The sampling
frequencies are. 40.5MHz for
luminance and 13.5MHz for
the chrominance signals,
laing S-bii quantistttion.
The audio specifies four
channel Ifrbit 48kHz, and .
eight channel 12-bit 32kH2Panasonic's DVCPRO50
version runs die tape at
double the HD speed
(4x standard), has a 4:2:2
sampling strucmrc, 33:1
DV-based inua-frame
coniijression, and four lb-bit
48kHzaudio channels. The
equipment will also record
and play a: 4:1 ;l/25Mbps,
and will pias- standard
DVCPRO recordings.
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Digital VHS
Hemming to domestic
recording. Philips, and
probably other less
forthcoming companies, plan
4:2:0 Image sampling structure
Figure 7. Component
to launch D-VMS Ijefore the
sampling structures.
end of this year. "Ri maintain
conipaubility this will be
there is no point in repeating it. The data.'
MPEG-2 transport stream which, apart from
added to Vl iS orVHS/S-VHS VCBs. D-VHS
will be taken from the box or TV' via
Heed
Solomon
error
correction,
and
an
lias been developed by JVC - the inventors of
1EHE1394, recorded and played out to die
embedded scrambling mechanisni for copy
VHS. with tedmical advice from Grondig.
bos:
or TV via IEEE 139-1 (Figure S). Because
management,'is
recorded
.exactly
as
it
is
Hitachi, Matsushita and Philips, and support
the data is the same there Is no getting
received and is output in the same state.
being expressed by most of die others.
around charges for encrypted material. It
The reasoning Isehind this is that consumers
Technically D-VHS is.unlike oilier digital
will also make it easier !br the programme
will already have set-top boxeS:Or integrated
formats in that it does not format die data
providers to change the signals, adding
TVs capable of decompressingMPEG-2 so
but records a bitstream. in this case an

^ "l}jj j 1 1

j|
'im
m

Tdner
system

Set top box

D/A
Digital ■
expansion i4>» conversion

.
\
WO
conversion

Digital
compression

Bit stream

Bit stream
Application interface
D-VHS intefface

Figure 8. Digital broadcast recording with D-VHS.
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MPEG Transport Stream to Track Mapping
Two adjacent data sync blocks ot the main area are
used to store one MPEG TS packet

/

data sync block n
*
data sync block n+1

MPEG TS. packet (188 bytes)

*■ cu O
5a
sr Q Q
u
C
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more audio channels, perhaps, or lo mis
aspect ratios, for as long as it is embedded
in an MPEG-2 u-ansport sueam ir is
irrelevant to D-VHS.
D-VHS differs little Irnm VHS. The track
pitch is 29pm. die tape speed is l6.67ninVS.
and die tape is an upgraded version ofSVHS oxide. Its recording dam rate is
19.1Mbps. and its net data rate is 14,1Mbps
(with hursts up to 72Mbps). The track
structure and tran.spnn stream to track
mapping are shown in Figure 9. In addition
to this standard (SID) mode there is a high
speed (HS) and four low speed (IS) modes
for future products. These differ in tape
speci and data rate. HS runs at double
speed (33-33mm's), with a net data rare of
2S.2Mbps; LS2 mas at half speed
(S.33mm/s), recording 7.0Mbps; IS3 runs at
one third sjieed (5.67mmts), recording
4.7Mbps; 155 at otie fifth (S-SSmm/s) (br
2.8.Nflips: and LS7 at one seventh (23Smm/s)
lor T.OMfaps.
HS is intended for recording high definition
transmissions - STD for the 625 line cable,
satellite and terrestrial transmissions that
can be receivetl now, and multiple packages

Jx

lUp
liu>

1st part ot MPEG
TS packet-

%
,.IX
irST)
0- ■iff 2nd part of MPEG TS packet
g S Q ESS
l"n

such as two or three movies boxidoist
simultaneously. LS will be for low bit rate
hroadcasting such as cartoons. A DF-300
tape that will give 3.6 hours in PALSP VHS
wfil give 5 bouts in STD mode, white the
DF-420 will give 5 and 7 hours respecuvely.
So ati on-screen inenu will be provided for
locating indhadual recordings.

ra

C
a■3.
-crw
CH
Sc
c

Figure 9. D-VHS
track structure
and MPEG Ts to
track mapping.
Courtesy of Philips
Finally, the ATV and DVB variants of DV It
has gone very quiet... This could mean that
an nnoimcement Ls imminent; or that they
want to forget it. Personally, I cannot
imagine many people wanting to buy a DV
VCR for recording off-air, even if they have a
DV camcorder, not when they will lie able to
buy a D-VHS one. But, time will tell.

y-yej5>0._

Photo 6. Panasonic NV-DV10O00 DV-VCR
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would be tlte most useful application fitr
electromagnetic waves as if would have
immediate and practical social benefits.
\Ve now know that light lias panidc
prajterties and this characteristic
differentiates light from Hertzian waves, so
direct production of light via Hertzian waves
would seem to l>c impossible.

nallin
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In Part 2, George Pickworth Looks At Artificial Light
& Light Beam Telephony.
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Diaphragm
It will be seen from Figure 9a that parallel
rays front the sun pass through a convex
lens which causes them to converge on a
small reflective diaphragm. After reflection.

X-Rays

-15

-13

14

-1 2

Light

10

Y Rays
Figure 8. The electromagnelio spectrum.
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The PHotophone
Working indepetldeniiK Bell and AC Brown
produced the first telephone to employ
stmligln as the medium in 1SS1 and whilst
generally known as the photonhonc, Bel!
seems to hav e called his version a
radiophone -see Figure 9aUnlike conteni|tcjKineaus intiuctively
coupled telephones, where the sender and
receiver were mutually coupled by tlteii
closet! mjignctic field, the phottiphone must
go down in liistoryas the first true radio
telephone, i.e. where energy leaves the
sender and is carried via waves to the.
receiver. There is no coupling between the
sender and receiver.

-

Direct
Pa ruby, around 1840, demonstrated that
light is effected by magnetic fields, and
when Hertzian waves were found to form
part of lite .electromagnetic wave (em)
s(>ecinjni. it was assumed dial tile only
difference between Hertzian waves and light
waves was their wavelength - sec Figure 8.
Lodge believed iltat if a wav coult! ite

Cosmic Rays

Selenium
In 1870, an assistant of Willottghby Sniuh
discoverer! tltat the resistance of selenium
varied in inverse ratio to the intensity of
applied light. This phenomenon, together
with the development of tlte microphone
and telephone eaqtiece by Professor Hell,
provided the essential components for ait
aniplirude-mpdulaied, sunlight-tdephftny
system. The heliograph provides! a pattern
for the vital sighting system

devised to produce Hertzian waves with the.
wavdengtit of light, they would producelight for more efficiently titan with
incandescent lamp where much of the
energy input is radiated as heat.
During his lecture to the Ashntolcan
Society at Oxford in 1898, Lodge expounded
his philosophy tltat generation of light

Concurrent witli advances in sunlight
telegraphy, Clerk Maxwell predicted
the existence of electromagnetic
wares which were later demonstrated to
cxisr by Hertz and are now generally
referred to as Hertzian waves. However, any
beliefs that Hertzian waves would quickly
render landlincs and tallies obsolete were
dispelled by Prxtfessnr 'llsompson.
Thompson, experimenting with Henzinn
waves about lilt long, demonstrated that
tltcy cxhibitetl cliantacristics similar to light
waves in that they could be rellected.
rcfraaetl or difinicted. But of panicular
significance it was found that Hertzian
waves, like light waves, are rectilinear.
Prof. Lodge believed that Hertzian wave
systems would only hate line of sight range
arid therefore could offer few, if any.
practical advantages over visible light
systems which included the hdiograpli,Aldis lamp and the lime-lighr.

Difficult
Hertzian waves were, and stili are, far more
difficult ro produce titan tight, moreover, a
detector is required to make 1 lertzian waves
manifest to human senses. On die oilier
hand, visible.light is detected directly by the
eye. So, during the latter part of the 19th
century it is not surprising that attention
was more orientated towards improving
communication systems based on light
heants than towards Hertzian waves wlticlt
were very much an unknown quamity.

8
Jllra
Jioiel
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Infrst-Red
Visible

Hertzian Waves
■
T.V. | T.V.
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Radar
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1
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N.B.each division is 10 to the power indicated

Figure 9a.
Bell & Brow's
Photophone.

Parallel rays
from the sun

acetylene and lime-light lamps produced
much more light -see Figures 10 & 11. Lei
us first look at the aceiylene Limp.

Lens A

\

Converging
rays

Sound pressure waves
Diaphragm
Parallel rays to
distant receiver

Lens B

Parabolic mirror

Parailef rays
from sender

Selenium ceil
\
Telephone
earpiece
Figure 9b. The Photophone receiver.

Water drip control
Reflector
• Water

White flame

■ Needle valve
Burner

Drips of water
J
Gas

Calcium carbide
granules

Figure 10. The acetylene lamp.
the rays diverge and arc .made parallel again
by a second convex icns. The resultant
pencil beam of light is directed to die
distant station.
Directing the beam would have been
simplified by using a mirror to direct the sun's
rat's on to the first lens of die modulator and
a second mirror to direct the modulated
beam to die distant station. The moduiaior
could then tot remained in a fixed position.
Wllbn tlie diaphragm was subjected to
sound pressure waves, (shades of Edison's
phonograph) it liecame alternately convex
ami concave to a degree depending on the
magnitude of the sound pressure waves.
This caused some rays to be reflected
radially and therefore did not pass through
the second lens. The effect was to
ampikude modulate die reflected beam.
Remarkably, a tiasicaily similar system was
used with die German \VW2 photophone,
but more about dmt later.

;
:
i
;
;
;
j

Demodulation
The beam was demodulated at the distant
station by means of a selenium cell and a
telephone earpiece. Linfonunately (have no
information of range attained. However, the
upper frequency limit for a selenium ceil
was only a few hundred Hz bur was apparently
suffident for imelligihle speech - see Egure 9b
Artificial Light
Obviously for signalling purposes, an anlEcial
light source is far more versatile and
convenient than sunlight. Moreover, with
anifidai light, the source is static and this
avoids problems, the thoventent of the sun.
The anifidai light sources could either be
integrated with the signalling system such as
the Aldis lamp or as a light source for the
heliograph during hours of darkness.
\Tick-ty|x; paraffin lamps were used during
emergencies for shoo range signalling, bur

Acetylene Lamp
Acetylene gas was produced in she lamp
assemble by water dripping on to calcium
carbide. A special burner produced an
intense white flame. The lamp had two
chambers, the upper containing water and
the lower containing die 'carbide'. Water
dripping on to the carbide was controlled
by a needle valve - see Figure 10.
Carbide was produced by healing coke arid
limestone at a high temperature in a electric
furnace. The lamp was environinentally
friendly as the sjjem catbide was essemially
lime and prodded a useful garden fertiliser.
Acetylene lamps were universally used on
bicycles and early cars. I had one on my
hike, it gave a much brighter light than
battery powered lamps and was much
cheaper to run. Carbide was bought in
sealed tins from general stores.
The lime Light
The lime-fight produced high intensity
white light by heating a pencil of quick-lime
(calcium oxide) in a flame rich in hydrogen
and oxygen. VTith the circa 1900 signalling
lime-light, the quick lime pencil was heated
by a methylated spirit lamp complemented
with a jet of oxygen. See figure 1 la.
However, some types of lamps employed
acetylene gas Instead of methylated spirits.
The most remarkable feature of the
signalling Lime-Iighc was the method of
producing and storing die oxygen, for it was
produced by boiling in water a mixture of
isotassium dilonue and magnesium
binoxide in a retort placed on the camp fire.
After passing through a cooler, the oxygen
was stored in an animal skin bag held in a
wooden frame. When oxygen was required
for the lamp, a second bag filled with earth
was placed on the storage bag, ihereby
pressurising die gas. See Figure 1 lb
Modulation
With sunlight telephony i.e. the
photophone, it was obviously only possible
to modulate die light beam whereas widi
artificial light it possible to modulate either
die fight beam or die actual light source
though the latter was generally only possible ■
with an electrically generated light source.
Nonedieless. ingenious methods were
Tried to modulate acetylene gas lamps by
inserting a gas bag, which also served as die
diaphragm in the gas feed tube. The resultant
pressure pulses caused variations in the
intensity of the flame, see Figure 12. Let us
now look at electdcaJly generated light.
The Arc Lamp
Arc lamps powered by AC were notorious
foe generating sounds corresponding to the
frequency of the supply current. This
motivated Tesla to tievdop high frequency
alternators so that the sound was above
audibility. High frequency altemaiors were
subsequently developed for use as Hertzian
wave transmitters. On die other hand, an
arc lamp fed with DC produced only a slight
May 1999 ELECTRONICS AND BEYOND

cinema films by varying intensity of die iighi.
in s\7npathy with sjieedi or music, this
caused corresponding degrees of opadnr on
the photographic film. During projection,
th.e variations In opacity caused a photo cell
to produce electrical currents
corresponding to the original sound.

Parallel rays
1
A

Flame Lime pencil

Lamp case

/r
..K i
—d f \ r

/i

Knob for inserting
lime pencil holder

/j-

Ume pencil holder

\/

Wick
i
Signaling
shutter

- Methylated spirits
3 Oxygen

Figure 11a. SImpfiflei} diagram of
a signalling lime light - the lime
pencil Is rendered white hot by the
methylated spirft/oxygen flame.
Figure lib. Oxygen storage bag
for lime-light.
Skin bag
ho Idingoxygai^

Bag of soil
acts as weight

Wooden holding frame

—r ■ /— ■., N

Oxygen

'hissing* souniL
Around 18S0 Prof. Ruhmer noticed ihar
the audible sound corresponded to changes
in the intensity of the light and the
phenomena was aiiributed to variations in
the volume of the plasma surrounding the
arc - see Figure 13Speaking Arc
Ruhmer subsequently deveiofied a method
whereby the arc was driven by DC but
modulated by pulsating DC produced by a
microphone and tottery - see Figure 13.
The light I team was directed to the distant
station where demodulation was by means
of a selenium cell similar to that used v.irh
the photopheme as siiown In Figure 9.
Range was given as 7km.
Enter The Thermionic Vatve
The amplifying valve enormously increased
receiver sensitivity but it also enabled
electro/mcchanical device; tote used to
modulate the light l>eam. The most effcah-c
modulation methtxf was to employ a
s?)lenokf, energised by speech currents, to
panially ror.ue a mirror and thereby deflect
some of the rays to where they were
dissijraied. Tlie eflea was that the inteicsity
of the light beam varied in sympathy with
speech. Sec Figure 14.
Power valves enabled electric lamps to be
modulated directly, hut this proved to he
inefficient and was out of the question with
eariy low power v-tlves; these were best
suited to aniplifying receiver currents and as
already mentioned for driving electro/
dPTrfc ELECTRONICS AND BEYOND May 1999

Automotive
Headlamp Bulbs
During the I930's much interest was shown
by esperimenters in directly modulating
automobile headL'imp bulbs. Indeed, as a
schoolboy, I too experimented with such a
system in 1939 with the objective of
establishing a light beam telephone link
with my friend on Dost Hill. Unfommatelv
the war put a stop to my esperimcnts but
not before I had demonstrated the
feasibility of the link. A simplified diagram of
my 1939 system is shown in Figure 15a.
Because of the huge voltage difference,
i.e. 300V to the 6115 valve and 6V to die bulb,
(many cars had 6V electrical systems in
those days) transformer coupling was
necessary; Tills arrangement had the
advantage in that an auxiliary DC power
source could be used to constantly bias the
bulb to point where light emission varied
more or Jess linearly to variations in
modulation currenr. (As measured widi a
photograph exposure meter)
Because of the characteristics of an
incandescent lamp, i.e. that resistance of the
lamp increases in tlireci Kitib to the temperature
of the filament, light emission does not

Pulsating gas to lamp
t
Case

JU

Rubber diaphragm
Sound pressure
waves

Gas

Gas regulator

Gas inlet
tncchaniqtl moduhtors. Nonetheless, as
more powerful valves became available,
direct modulation offered ah alternative to
clccno/mechanical modulators.
Neon Lamp
Being a high voltage device, the neon lamp
could be modulated when inserted in the
anode circuit of a low power valve. With the
valve a pern ting in class A its quiescent current
kept the lamp alight when moduLnion was
zero. However, output froin such:a neon
Limp was too low for light beam telephony
The principle use of die neon lamp was
to photographically record sound on

Figure 12. Diagram showing device to
modulate gas feed to a lamp - sound
pressure. waves acting on diaphragm
gas In the chamber thereby moduiating
the gas . flow to the lamp.
increase linearly with applied voltage.
My receiver, as shown In Figure 15b, had a
viewing tube which enabled me to
accurately focus light from the sender on to
the photo ceil. 1 am presently renewing my
early experiments but using (tower FEB for
modulation which nicely match with T2V
automotive bulbs.
Electro/Mechanical
As already mentioned, much greater efficiency
could be obtained by moduiating lite actual
light team by means of an dectnVmechanical
devices, die following \VNV2 apparatus being
a good example. See Figure 16.

I

Parabolic
mirror

Plasma

Carbon
microphone

100V DC + •

I

A
Voice modulated
light beam
,;

100V DC Carbon rods

+250V DC
Q
Neon lamp

Low power valve

Figure 14. Direct modulation of a
neon lamp - the valve's quiescent
current keeps the . lamp alight when
modulation is zero.
Alihongh designed primarily for use with
an electric lamp as the light source, the
1944 German Modulated light Beam
Apparatus (Photophonc) Li.Spr 250/130 had
an adaptor to enable the sun be used as the
light source.
As the light could te intemipted and the
device was used for \isail telegraphy
(Monie) I am not certain if sunlight could lie
modulated or If sunlight was used simply for
telegraphy. Nonetheless, die modulator was
basically similar to tlie origiiial radiophone
except tiiat a small mirror rotated by a
solenoid instead of a diapIiragnL it also had
poiarisers which greatly improved the level
of modulatioii.
Solenoid
My interpretation of how the device worked,
taken from limited information available. Is
as follows, .Mtcrophone current was amplified
by valves which energised a solenoid thus
causing the mirror to rotate a degree or so in
s\Tnp5tJay with s[)eech."\VitJi no modulation,
half of the light nrys travelled titnmgh the
space between the first polarised Irars. and
were therefore not (wlarised. Tire other half
passed through die palariser bars and was
tliereforc vertically [Kilariseti.
After ireing reflectetl from the riiirror. the
vertically polarised light travelled between
the bars of the second polariser whilst the
unpolarised light passed through the
second polariser and therefore fjecame
horfeomally polarised.

Figure 13, Ruhmer's 'Speaking' arc.

K

Modulation
When the solenoid was enetgisetl. the
mirror moved on its axis and die vertically
polarised rat's progressively came up against
the second polariser where die.- were
blocked With maximum mirror movement,
i.e. maximum mcxlulaiion, emiued light was
reduced by 50%. For night time telephony
red or infrared filters were brought into use
-see Figure 15.
Tlie receiver, installed In the same
housing as the sender employed a photo
cell and a three valve ampiifiec

before entering the leaii glass rod placed in
die centre of solenoid. So, when the
solenoid is not energised the light axles
through Use .second polariser which is in the
same plane as the first polariser.
When the coil is energised the magnetic
field causes die light beam to twist within
the glass rod and tliereforc become out of
alignment with the eat polariser. The result
Is tliat the intensity of light exiting via die
second polariser varies in stympachy with
variations in the magnetic field.
As already racmioned, this effect was
discovered by Faraday around 1830 but it
was ahead nf its rime and had no practical
applicadon. However, electromagnetic
modulation received renewed attention a
few years ago, when it was found that the

Modulation
By Magnetic Field
The most elegant moduiaiion
though
thejeast efficient, is based on the effect of a
magnetic,field on light. Seejigure 17.
Light passes through the first jxilariser

Lamp control current
z
7

Figure 15a. The
author's 1939
experimental car
heatilarop light
beam modulator.

+300VDC

Modulation
transformer

6V DC
6V headlamp
bulb

Figure 15b. The light beam
receiver - the Image of the
sender lamp was focused
on the cell. by observing
through the viewing tube.

6L6 valve

viewing tube
Focusing tube

White card
Photo celt
To three valve
battery powered
amplifier

Light beam
from sender
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Figure 16a. German WW2
Photophone system LI. Spr.2S0/i30
No modulation, the output consists
of both vertically and horizontally
polarised light.

Light Source

Glass bars
horizontally
polarised

Vertically
polarised
t

□

[i mn [i □

Glass bars
vertically
polarised

Horizontally
polarised

□ P □ dip □
/

Non-polarised rays Horizontally polarised ray.
Solenoid

Pivot point

X
Fixed mirror

t
Modulator mirror.
No modulation

Figure IGb. With maximum modulation modulator mirror now moved so that rays
horizontally polarised by the first polarlaar
are blocked by the second polarlser. N.B. The
rays actually converge on to a single very
small mirror, In an arrangement similar to
Figure 9a. Drawings are shown for clarity.
Emitted light reduced by 50%
Only vertically polarised light

Light Source

Glass bars.
HorizonlaJly
polarised

[ mo

i □ □ □

Glass bars
vertically - □ 03 □ □ PGl
polarised

Horizontally
polarised rays
blocked by
second polariser

Fixed mirror
Direction oi pull
by solenoid
Modulator mirror.
Max modulation
twist of the light beam was more
pronounced when ihe lead glass rod was
replaced by certain organic chemicals.
LEDs & Lasers
Even with modem light emitting diodes
and lasers, modulation of lite beam by
electro ^mechanical means still seems to
offer many advantages for long range light
beam telephony as the technique provides
a simple method of modulating a very
powerful light beam, which as we have
seen, the source could well be the sun.
Obviously, inertia with any mechanical
modulation system limits high frequency
response and for thai reason the mirror on
the German \V\V2 photophone was made
very small. However, electromagnetic
modulation would seem to overcome the
problems associated with c!ecin>'mechanica!
modulators.
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In the final pan of this study we will look
at the future for sunlighr signalling systems
together with some thoughts on the stdry

First
polariser

that die Greeks burnt the Persian ships at
the battle of Saiamis by soldiers reflecting
sunlight from their shields,

Solenoid
winding

Second
polariser
Light out

Light in
\ Lead glass
rod
Figure 17. Modulation
by electfomagnBtlc
field, based on
Faraday's discovery.

Introduction
Solar FJare is a cross between a
inidiLioaa) ixwrd game and a
computer game. 1c has a
playing board and pieces but
moves are governed bj- a
mlcroconuoller module instead
of die usual dice. The selling is
somewhere our in space In die
future. Your space-staiion's
hydrogen tank has exploded
and you must take on the
dangerous mission Qforbiting
the nearest star to colleci
hydrogen liefore everyone on
the station dies. You race
against the oilier players to see
who can complete the mission
first. I made it for my eight year
old nephew Gregory-last
Christmas and it went down
wdl widi him and die adults. It
is mostly a game of chance but
there are elements of risk
taking ant! dedsion making
which make it fun to play
The heart of die game is an
AtmelAVR 90S 1200
microcontroller. It's a 20-pin
RISC machine designed for
very low compoaem-eoum
circuits. The SI200, as I'll call it
for short, is electrically reprogrammable which makes it
gre.it for experimenting, if you
want to do this you'll need a
program mer - there are a few
types commercially available and an assembler. Atmel itas a
free assembler available lor
download. Ifydu just want to
build this game then you can
get a pre-programmed S1200
from the author, ready to plug
in and play

(

ROJEC
tiwy

IMV
©

e>

\>sm

stow

6:

• •
Ray Kent describes a hybrid computer I
board game with a lot of excitement.

PICs With
Everything?
It used to be chips with
everything, now it seems to be
PICs with everything. At die
risk of sounding like a I.uton
supporter, 1 have to say that J
found diat the range and
diversity of the PIC family of
micracontrollere gave mc a
headache -1 liecame an AVR
fan. A year ago the AVR family
was simplicity itsdf: if your
program was too big for tile
90S1200 you put it in die
90SS515. A few more family
members are available now, but
these two chips will cope widi
a wide range of projects.
Getting It Wrong
First Time
After 15 years of writing
software I'm still incapable of
getting a program right first

time, so my first requirement
for a micromrollcr in a .simple
. system is electrical repragrammabiliiy - ideally incircuiL Build your circuit and If
the program doesn't work dick
the erase button on your PC,
amend the program, reassemble it and squirt die new
version into the chip down a
serial link. The AYR is happy 10
do this up to 1,000 pimes
before its FLASH memory gives
up die ghost. Even I can
usually get a small program
■ rightbefore version 1001.

v\

Under the AVR's
Hood
The family member used here
is the ATPOSISOO. The S1200
has a Harvard archilccruire as
opposed the more common
Von Neumann architecture.
Essentially diis means it has
fixed views on what's an
instruction and uhar's a piece
of data. Program instructions
arc liefcl in IKhytes of FLASH
which retains diem during
power-down arid can only lie
modified with external support
from a programmer drcuii eidser through a serial link or
by the parallel method which
involves removing the chip and
placing it in a suitable
programmer's ZIP socket. Data
is held in two separate chunks
of memorv: one volatile, die

r

-1 -'t--,

1
t
ii
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RATING
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other ncm-vof:sti!e. The volatile
areti is only 32 bytes in size and
is descriliecl as 32 registers' rather
than RAM. The non-volatiie area
is 64 bytes of EEPROM which
an he erased and re-wrirten lip
to 100,000 times before it dies.
'Ihis docs not require any
external Circuitry - the chip has
it all built in - your program can
erase and re-write the internal
EEPROM itself while running
using very simple code. Just
don't do it too often.
Having got used to working
with PCs containing 32 Megabytes
of RAM, the idea of dividing by
a million (or so) and having
only 32 bytes makes me Feel
radier claustrophobic, but this
problem is remedied by oilier
members of the lamilv. If vou

need more RAM you could
upgrade to the'SS5'5 which has
an extra 512 bytes as well as
more pins and other features.
Go Slow
The 51200 can run at up to
!6MHz using an external crystal
and two capacitors, hut if you're
happy running at 1MHz you can
dispense with these and use the
on-chip RC oscillator. The f. ester
it runs the more current it
consumes and die faster die
[lattery dies. Solar Elare runs at
IMHzand just about manages to
construct simple audio squarewaves add noise at a lOkRz
sample rate. The pioccssor
consumes a miserly 3mA w-hen
flifly active in this application.

,Vce

AT90S1200

u
lOuF

Vcc
X, R2
470R

Vcc

RESET

VCC

20

PD0

P 37

19

PD1

PB6

IB

PBS

{ENGINES= 1}

D2

{E«G/WES=2>

17

03

{ENaiNES = 3]

PB4

16

04

IENGINES=4}

P83

15

05

{ENGINES = 5}

PD3
f S2 (LASERS}'
8
f;
n/c— PD4

PB2

14

PB1

13

D7

PD5

PBO

12

D6

10 GND

PD6

11

R3
n.'c— XTAL2

IK

n/c— XTAL1

O.OZZUF

PD2

j S^{ENGIUES)

■«

«■

06

[£NGINES = 6}

-e
■«

D11
r
at
9V

^ Extern:!] and internal
interrupt sources
+ Programmable watchdog
^ Analog comparator
^ low power idle and
power-down modes
^ Software security lock
^ Programmable pull-up
resistors for unused or input
poms - nice one. I once
designed a circuit for an 80-pin
microcontiollec where most of
the board was filled with
useless but necessary resisiors.
An important nonTcaturc is char
ytm can't add external program
memonr (since it will only fetch
instructions from internal Hash).
Adding external data memory
would be just about possfole in
a Headi-Robinson kind of wav.

01

C5

X

A Passing Mention
111 briefly mention some oilier
highliglits of the S1200's
spedfication
^ RISC design - most
instniaions execute in a
single cycle
^ Versions are available for
supplies liecweeii 2.7V and 6V
8-bit timer and pre-scaler

101

R1
1 OK

PZ1

Not Sourcing,
But Sinking
The S1200 lias 25 progranimablc
L'O lines. Eadi port (pin) of the
SI200 can sink 20niA, but will
only source alxiut 2ni;\. This
means you am drive an LED
directly (via a current limiting
resistor) in sink mode.

1N4001

IC2
ViN

HT10S0

C3

02
GND
1 DjrF

VOUT

tOuF

04

Vcc
5V

■lOOnF

n
7^

Figure 1. Complete circuit for 'Soiar Flare'.
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Figure 2. Component positioning.
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Software Description
This is not the place to give a
crash-course in ANT? assembly
language, so 1 will jusr give an
outline description of the
functionality.

;

vz
ESS

;
j
j
I

Battery Power.
There is no on/off switch. The
software puts the S1200 to sleep
after four minutes of inactiviry
or when the user presses both
SI and S2 together. Pressing SI
generates an interrupt to woke
it up again. The circuit consumes
about 10mA "when fully active
and a negligible 5M when
sleeping. Don't waste your
money on exotic batteries for
this drcuit - the Cheapest variety
of PP3 w'rli probably last for
more than a year in the hands
of anyone other than an
obsessive enthusiast.
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Figure 3. PCS track layout.
Circuit Description
ITie %' PP3 batter)' is connected
via polarity-proieaion diotie
Dll to a standard regulator
drcuit based around IC2, C2
and C3. Tiiis is a fovv-drop
regulator tvith a low internal
current consumption oF3.5uA.
C4 Is fitted dose to the
raicrocontfoUer flCI) and
provides supply-line d&coupling.
When power is applied, pin 1 of
IC1 is held low keeping it in
RESET state until C1 charges via
Rl- The microcontroller then
comes out of RESET state and
starts program execution.
IHTOutpurs. Each port line
of ICI is configurable as input or
output. Here, we set ail S-Pon B
lines and lines D6 and D5 to
output. These iO-lines can mm
the LED's on by being set to
zero, sinking current. The LED's
share a single current-limliuig
resistor In this design, whldi
means they will be slightly
dimmer if more than one is on

eancurrcntly. In practice, the
soft ware only drives one I_ED at
a time except during die TKirp'
condition (two LEDs) and the,
start-up routine (three) and it's
not.noticeable.
Inputs;
Ports 02 and D3 are connected
via SI (the 'ENGINES' button)
and S2 (the 'LASERS' button)
respectively to ground. These
two lines are programmed as
inputs with the internal pull-up
resistors activated, so they will
be at Vcc except when a button
is pressed.
Sounds:
The pieso sounder PZ1
provides simple sound effects.
Ports DO and D1 are driven in
push-pull mode - when DO Is
high DI is low and vice versa. A
bit of'top' is filtered off the
signal by R3/C5- Make sure you
use a 'sounder' or bare

RAV KENT

:

i
e
I
;
:
transducer, not a piezo buzzer.
Buzzers liave a boili-in oscillator I
j
circuit and only produce a
single tone. The piezo produces i
a rather thin sound, particularly j
;
if you try a bare transducer
I
element - the casing of a
:
'sounder makes a big difference. i
If you like to espcrimem, try
attaching a bare transducer to
the base of a thin plastic
I
disposable cup (you'll need a
bigger case). Or go the whole
i
hog and replace the piezo by a ;
simple audio amp and speaker j
i
(but don't connect Ron DO
;
directly to your hi-fi - it won't
■j
like a 5V signal with a strong
10kHz- component!).
Unused Pins:
Port D4 is unused. Lines XTAL1
and XTAL2 could be connected
to a crystal circuit to provide a
higher clock-speed (up to 16
MHz), but in this design we use
the internal 1MHz RC clock so
they are left unconnected.

Reset:
After powering up, the chip
leaves RESET mode and starts
program execution. VTe initialise
the ports by setu'ng them up as
input or output. We activate the
pull-ups on the two input
switch lines, and for the output
ports, set their initial state to
'one', which puts them at 5V
and therefore turns all LEDs off.
Note the inverse logic - zero for
LED on. 'one' for LED off
We initialise the timer to
provide imemipB at lODus
intervals - i.e. a frequency of
1 OlcHz. Since most of die
instruciions are single-cyclewe
might hope to execute up to
100 instrucuoas between
interrupts. Much of tills capadty
is taken up fay the ihtemipt
service routine itself. If you try
adding much code to this
routine you can expect bizarre
behaviQur as the main routine
may never get time to execute.
Welcome:
The start-up routine now
provides a son-et-lumi.ere show
with LED's flickering on and off
to die nccompaniment of a
iiri jing sountL After a short time
it goes quiet and alternates Warp
and Stomi LEDs, waiting forlnpin.

Timer:
The Timer 1SR (imerrupi
; service routine) is the hean of
i live prograni and does a
I number of jobs.
1. Maintain a software dock
(Xtim) to provide an east'
way for Oliver routines to
achieve delays.
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.2. Maimainan ESOR random
number generator which
continuously generates
24-bit numi>ers.
3. Output 'samples' to the
piezo according to the value
of the control byre 'Audio' to
generate noise or waveforms
of two different pitches.
Main Loop:
The program's main loop
monitors die state.of the two
buttons. When a button is
pressed it sets the audio-control
variable to request the 'beyclick' sound - a short noise
burst. If the player holds the
button down the code keeps
repeating the click until they
release it. The routines for the
EXGiNHS and l-'IRE buttons are
very similar. Next they set the
audio-control variable to die
ENGINES or FIRE sound, as
appropriate. After a short interval
diey determine die ouicorrieby
referring to different sections of
die 24-bii random number
currently in the random-number
generator. When the outcome
has been dedded an appropriate
sound-cffcct is triggered and
the result displayed on the LEDs.
Pressing die ENGINES button
will light a single engine LED or.
less commonly, die STORM •
LED. If an engine LED is lit then
the WARP LED may also be lit signifying an extra go. The laser
LEDs will be off. Pressing the
LASER bunon will result in
either OK or FAIL bang lit, Widi
OK being more probable than
FAIL; all other LEDs will be off.

any farther you would need
taller switches. The easiest way
to get die LEDs to the right
height is to cut two strips of
cardboard 0.25in. wide for standoffs - a long strip for the top row
of LEDs and a short strip for the
STORM IED. Glue these to the
PCB to hm. between the LEDs
legs. Get die IED polarity right the longer lead goes to the
common line, the shorter lead
goes to theSl200.
It's safest to put ICi in. a
socket but it must be very lowprofile to fin I cut two lengths of
ten frnm a socket strip for this.
The top end of TCI (marked
with a dot or cut-out) is to the
left when you view the PCB frDtn
above in the normal playing
jKisiuon - Le, switches near to
you. LEDs away from you.
1 used low-profile radial
elecuolytics for Cl, C2 and C3
bur if you use taller ones there
should be room to bend die
leads and ihouot them
horizomally. Bending C4 over
gives easier access for inserting
and removing ICI.
(C2 lias diree leads in-line at a
spacing or 0.05in. This is
uncomfortably close for DfV
PCBs so I have moved the centre
pad out of line - you'll need to
bend die centre lead to fit. This
component can also be fitted
horizontally
The leads from the PP3 dip
pass through a small hole in the
PCB where they can. be locked
with a spot of glue.

Sleep:
If no buttons are pressed for
four minutes or if the user
presses both buttons together
the software will put the S1200
into power-down mode. Before
it executes the sleep instruction
it ensures tliat the ENGINES
button has lieen released and
then enables external interrupts
on this button, lb wake the
sraem up the user presses
ENGINES. Killing the external
inienrupt ISR which disables
external interrupts so we don't
get any during normal running.
Construction
Of The Electronic
Module
With only 25 components, this is
pretty straighrfbrwanL. The main
diing to watch out for is the.
height of components above the
PCB - if the top panel is raised

if you use a bare piezo
transducer instead of die sounder
recommended then bear in mind
thai it will be very quiet unless
you make.a small endosure for iL
This is pretty easy to do with thin
plastic and glue.
i made a case om of2iinni
MDF but the job was far too
fiddly to describe here. The
Maplin FBI bos is a dose fit but
you will need to mm down die
pillars and mount the PCB with
some wclt-placed filler. A bigger
bos would ght? more breathing
space arid might make
construction easier, and watch •
out for clearance on the PP3
holder - some types ofholder
area lot bigger tlian die PP3 itself

because strong colours will
show through the (ia{ier to
some extent. Glue the photocopy
onto it - spray adhesive is pricey
bur worth it in my opinion. If
the copy is black-and-white
dien colour it in with thin
artist's acrylic paint and a very
snial! brush - alternatively
watercolour or colouring pencils
might do. Vou only really need
to colour the space-stations and
it is best to leave the background
in hiack.and vvliite unless you're
good at getting even transparent
washes. Protect the surface with
a vamish that doesn't cause the
colours to run - test on a piece
of scrap before mining your
artwork!
Various modelling days and
putties
are available for liandConstruction
i sculpting die shutdes and
Of The Board &
gauge pointers - it's not difficult.
Milliput and Fimo are two of
Playing Pieces
die options, but for a readyThere are lots of options here
made
solution you could use a
depending on jour artistic skills
cork pin-board for die playing
and how* smart you want the
board and coloured plasticresult to look.
headed pins for the pieces:
The published drawing of the
1 made gauge jtoimers by
board is reduced in size. Ideally
forming modelling putty around
it should be blown up onto A2,
die head of .an M3 bolt which is
but A2 colour copies can cost
then passed dirough a hole in
i'-20 each. You could photocopy
the board and secured widi
it at a lower magnification onto
washers and a self-locking nut.
A3 paper Alternatively you could
If you want a realiy professional
opt for the portable chess-sct
finish and see all that as a iiassle
type of approach using {legged
rather than an ppporruniry to
pieces on a small playing boardexercise your artistry dien 1 can
Seal 3 sheet of 2mm or 4mm
supply a colour-primed A2
MDF by painting it on both sides
sheet for the board and cast
to prevent warping. Use white
paint (e.g. household emulsion) : plastic shutdes and pointers.

1 2 3 4 5 B
O O O O O O

WGRP
9
STORM

Figure 4. Box template showing LEDs.
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Solar Flare Rules
Your Mission
Your space-station's fntlrogen
tank exploded yesrcrday.
Wlihoui hydrogen you can't
make water and the water
stocks w1i! only last a few data.
Even the emergenq- supply
ship fan't readi you in time.
Mru hit on a bdlliant idea: die
enormous flares bursting miles
out into space front the nearest
star are made mainly of
hydrogen - you could take a
shuttle and collect some. It's
insanely dangerous but it's the
only chance for everyone oh
die space-station, 'tour mission
is to collect a tank full of

hydrogen and bring it back.
The hydrogen has to lie
collected by travelling around
the inner orbit, closest to the
star. It's marked in red. Each
step along the inner otbit gains
you one unit of hydrogen.
linforrunately this is a very
dangerous region - at any
moment a solar storm could
erupt, Singing you out of otbit,
or you might lie attacked by
other plityere lasers,..
Choose Your Station
Each player selects a spacestation (the six coloured circles
toward the edge of the hoard)
and places a shunie of the same
colour on it.

Who Goes First
Going clockwise around die
board, the colours are in the
order of the rainbow - bred,
2;oninge13:yelIow; 4;green.
5:blue, Gviolcr, Repeatedly press
ENGINES until somebody's
number comes up - this player
has the first turn.
Taking it in Turns
Players take turns accdrdirig to
die otder of the space-stations,
going dockwise around the board,
i.e. blue goes after gteen, etc.
One-Way Streets
The line connecting any two
neighbouring points is a "one-

way street."Vou can only travel
in the direction of the arrow from die thick end to the point.
If you study the Sioard youll see
diat this simply means you can
only travel clockwise, never
ami-clockwise.
Junctions
Some points have two paths
leading out of them. You can
take either path. You can
diangc direction in this way
during a move.
Exactly ■ or Minus One
When it is your turn you press
the ENGINES button. It will
normally give a number from
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one to six. \bu can choose the
number shown or that number
minus one.,So if ir shows '5'
you can choose '5' or '4'; if ii
shows '1' you can choose T or
'0', etc Occasionally it shows
STORM and no number - you
don't get a move.
Tbu must move if there is a
path available from the position
you're starting in - even if it is
not in the direction you would
like to go. Jf you arc completely
blocked .fay other shuttles"you
must more as far as possible.
No Jumping
You cannot jump over another
shuttle in a normal move.

again, in which case you can
have a third move, and so on.
Eachtimeyou press
ENGINES it is a separare move.
This is important for'the INNER
ORBIT speed restriction and ■
laser challenges where certain
restrictions apply to a move,
not to your whole mm.
Laser Challenges
If your move "wit! take you to
anodier shuttle's position (not
past it) then you must challenge

'Move the losing shuttle to the
nearest v-.tctm SAFE POSITION that is the one that can be
reached by the shortest orbital
path from iis_present position,
ignore the 'No Jumping' rule.
(There are six SAFE POSITIONS
- marked with rings.) Tf the
shuttle making the challenge
won move it one step to the
position that was challenged.
Neither shurtle can collccr
hydrogen during dtls whole
sequence.
It's not always a good Idea to
challenge another shuttle-if you
could avoid it by7 moving less,
for example. This is especially
true if the odier shuttle is. on
its way home - you might help
it along its way!

1
1

PROJECT PARTS UST
RESISTORS
-TQk-Min.Res
R1
■470 Min Res
R2
Ik Min Res
R3

Collecting Hydrogen
You collect one unit of
hydrogen for each step you
make along the INNER ORBIT,
i.e. between two points tltat are
IK) di on die INNER ORBIT.
(You don't collect a point for
arriving on the INNER ORBIT
or leaving it - only when you're
travelling along a red jiath.)
You cannot collect hydrogen
during a move that makes a
laser challenge-(see later),

CAPACITORS
GejtEleollQgFlSV
01,2,3.
C4
OJjtF MihiEster,
b.022|ir MiniEster
,C5

Inner Orbit Speed Limit
The INNER ORBIT is a right
curve and you can't stay in it
with a speed above three. So in
a single move you cannot move
more than tliree steps along the
INNER ORBIT. For example, if
you are on the INNER ORBIT
and you get a four you could
choose to move three (the
'Minus One' rule) or you could
move three on the INNER ORBIT
and then leave it for die list step.
Time Warps
When you press ENGINES you
may get Y'ARP lit up in addition
to a number. This means you
are in a tinte-watp and can
make an extra move before die
next player's turn. Make your
lifsi move (dealing with
hydrogen collection and any
challenge you might make).
Tfcen say whedier you vvahr to
make a second move. If you
decide to make a second move
press ENGINES again and make
the move in the usual way You
cannot change your mind after
pressing ENGINES - you must
go ahead widi die move.
Mien you press ENGINES for
your second move yon might
be really lucky and get WARP

that shuttle to a laser battle,
since two craft cannot occupy
the same position. You cannot
collect hydrogen during a
move that makes a challenge.
Move your shuttle to the
position one short of the
shutde you are cltallenging. Tell
the odter shutde that you are
making a cltalienge and press
the LASERS button. If it shows
OK you win, if it shows FAIL
you lose. The two results aren't
equally likely - you normally win.

■I.
1 '
1

_

. 1

MiOK
MriTOR
M1K

3
1

AT98G
CX21X
CX19V

'semiconductors
IC1
AT90S1200/16PC
iC2:
Voltage Reg (111050
.Dl.2.3,4.
Mini LED Vfeilcw
5,6
.DT.IO
■Mini LED Green
D8,9.
Mini LED Red
Oil,
.1N4001

1
1

NR25C
:BH6SV

6
-.2
2
1

VV38,R
■\M33L
WL32K
QL73Q

MISCELLANEOUS'
Lo Profile Sw HiButri
Sl,2

2

PZ1

PCB PiKo; Sounder
32 Socket Strip:

1
X

'PP3 BattBox
■ PP3 Clip
afic Chloride PP3
Box PB1'Black
PCB
Playing board
Shuttles
Gauge pointers.

i
1
i
1
1
'1
.6
6

.
CL48C * or CL49D plus 1
CtS2G for taller.buitrin j
.JH24a
DC17T
CK65V
HF28E
■NC97F
LH14Q '■* sea text
=* see text
Ysee text
^■-see text
■'•see text

THE AUTHOR CAN OFFER THE FOLLOWING PARTS;;
Drilled fibregjass PCB
Pre-programmed S1200
A2 colour sheet of boa id and control-panel
Set of 6 playing pieces and 6 gaoge-paintens
All 4 of the above items as a set (saving £2)

£6.50
£7.50
£6.00
£4.50
£22.50

Or, for the more D1Y inclined: *Software and drawings on floppy-disk

£4.00

Ptease add £1.50 pSo to any order and mate cter es peyatte to Ray Kent
Send your order to: Ray Kent, 79, Byron Road, Ifilon. London £10 5DS
You can also e-mail me; ray.kettt@vi(Ein.net or visit my Web site:
hltpvyifeespace.virgin.net/ray.kern
1
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Solar Storms
When you press ENGINES it
may not produce a number bur
light up STORM instead The
STORM affects ALL shutdes that
are currently on the INNER
ORBIT. Starting widi yourself,
and working clockwise around
the players, each shuttle on the
INNER GRBIT is flung out to the
nearest vacant"SAFE POSITION,
ignoring the 'No Jumping" mfe
(just as if it had lost a laser
challenge). Any shuttles that are
not on the INNER ORBIT are
not affected. Play dten passes to
the next player.
Tank Full
When your hydrogen tank is
full you can start making your
way back to your space-station.
The tank cannot get overfilled you can still travel along the
INNER ORBIT and just ignore
additional hydrogen units.
Docking
To Brush you must dock with
your space-station (gening
your shutde hack to the marker
it started on). \bu. can't dock if
you're travelling too last, you
overshoot. The space-station
has two entry points. This,
combined with the "Minus
One' rule means that you have
about a fifty-fifty chance of
getting on to it when you
approach. If the number given
by ENGINES is too high then
your shuttle overshoots around
the back of the space-station and
will have to orbit the star again.
The first shunlc to dock is
the winner. Good Luckl liim----i

o©®o®®®®
Gregg Grant recalls some of the glorious machines
of yesteryear.
as demonstrating the progress that science
and its application had brought, and would
continue to bring. Ail that was needed was
more - and bigger - machines. Therefore
when they built machinery they built big,
and built to last. Tliis is stlU evident today
when, in a number of areas, machinery of
Victorian vintage is being replaced. So solid
were many of those structures that - even
with modem demolition techniques - they
are by no means caw to remove. A good

Introduction
Not the least of nature's ironies is that, in
order to investigate the' behaviour of the
smallest pirtides, scientists have to use
some of die largest pieces of kit yet devised
by man. Sudi machines - to the toyman at
least - appear to have names, acronyms and
initials as obscure as their functions.
lb tlie Victorians, machines were the
symbol of their technological virility, as well
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Figure 1. The van do Graaf Generator of 1929,

example of a Victorian electrical device was
the Wlmshutst iNSadiine,
James .Wimshurst was a Londoner, die
son of the constructor of the first two
screw-propellcd siiips. After an
apprenticeship at die Thames Ironworks
and a post as a Surveyor ofLloyds, he
became, interested in what was then known
as electrical Influence machines. By 1S80,
he had built a number of the types then
available, but was unliappy with Uteir
performance. He decided that;he'd design
and build his own model, which he termed
a Duplex Machine, but which came to be
known simply as the Wimshurst Machine a
huge, two-plate example of which be
presented to the Science Museum.
By 1896, he rliscovered that diis massive
machine was an excellent generator of X
rays. It was also used in hospitals for
producing powerful brush discharges, at
thar time thought to be.a worthwhile
method of treating cancers, among odier
things! Indeed, it would remain the only
machine of its kind until well into the
present century.
Cockcroft and Walton's
Voltage Multiplier
The first true paitide accelerator was built
by the British physicist John Cockroft and
his Irish colleague Ernest Wall on, at
Cambridge- They devised a voltage
multiplier chat built up a high electrical
volrage, capable of accelerating proions
such that they displayed very considerable
energy, or speed. In tills context, speed and
CTtergv mam one and the same thing.
The Cockcroft and Walton multiplier
generated some 400,000V and, in 1932, die
pair succeeded in boosting protons to an
energy level such that they managed to
break up die nuclei of lithium atoms. This
was the experiment that really began the
nuclear age. and in 1951 irwon the pair die
Nobel Prize in physics.
The van de Graaff
Generator
In 1929, the American engineer Itohcn van
de Graaf arrived at Oxford as a Rhodes
Scholar, and took an immediate interest in
litc Wimshursr Madtine. Tie realised that it
could be considerably improved by storing
the charge on a hollow metal sphere.
The sphere was placed on top of an
insulating column, the charge being builtup oh a liigh speed.lidr. This belt, made of
insulating material, separated electrons
tram protons, depositing diem at opposite
ends of the machine: Van de Graafs first
machine - which he termed a generator produced a potential of 8 Megavolts (Mv).
Later, using diloroliuorocirbons - the nowinlamotis CFCs - or high pressure nitrogen,
van de Graaf increased his generators
output to l4Mv.
•There were, however, limitations to what
such maciiines could achieve in parade
physics research. Whilst their output was
an improvement over Wimshurst's earlier
models, iar higher voltages were required
to take parride physics further than they'd
been taken by Cockcroft and Walton.
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Seam of particles

o
Target.

Figure 2. The Linear Accelerator, or linac, of 1939.
Linear Acceleration
The Unear Accelerator was developed in
1959. Commonly known as the Linac a
rather obvious dual-element derivative, tills
machine - illusmuec! in Figure 2 - accelerated
panicles in stages. The panicles passed
through a series of metal tuljes, to wliidi
accurately timed voltages were applied,
ixwsting the panicle beam to speeds closely
approaching that of.lighL
There was, of coutse, an obvious snag
with the Linac; its size. To achieve the bean
cnergie? required, such machines liad to lie

which an ac voltage had been applied, thus
generating fields which alternately pushed
and pulled. As the beam's energy increased,
its path swung closer and closer to the
instrument's rim until it shut through a slit
to bombard its target.
Although his original model was small,
Lawrence achieved energies greater than a
million electron volts, or IMeM with it.
However, he disliked the name Cydolmn derived from die fact that the particles
travelled in what was, in effect, a circular
Linac - regarding it as a piece of laboratory
slang. Hence his ratlier grand alternative-

several kilometres, long. The American
physidst Ernest Orlando Lawrence however
proposed a solution to this probieni: make
die panicle path circular.
The Cyclotron
In 1930. after some iwo years of development
work. InwTcncc built a 30-5 cemimetre (col)
limnslec Magnetic JJesoiiance Accetereilor.
at the University of CalifomLa at Berkeley.
The pdndple is illustrated in Figure 3In this design, die particle path was bent
into a spiral by two D-shaped magnets, to

Linear —
accelerator

Beam of particles
Circu ar scce erator

Accelerating section

Target

Figure 3. The principle of the Cyclotron, of 1930.
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Electromagnels

Nine yeais later, liiwreiicc buiit a loin
diameter version of his original machine,
which produced energies of the order of
20MeV; Tliis, in tum, brought its own
problems. The particles, as a result of their
speed - which was some 90% of the speed
of light - greatly increased in mass, resulting
in their fagging behind and falling put of
syndvonisation with die alternating field.
This problem was overcome by a further
development of Lawrence's original macfaine,
which was termed the.SynchrocycIorron. As
its name implied, this madiirie synchronised
the supplv frequence'of thciletd with die
mass increase Of the panicles.
The Betatron
Accelerating protons was one thing.- doing
die same to electrons quite another, for
theyVe far smaller particles than protons. In
1940 however, a. machine for doing exactly
this was developed at the University of
Illinois, under the direction of the physicist
Donald Wf Kersi.
At die bediming of the cenrun; electrons
had l.tecn known as beta particles, from die
second letter of die Greek alphabet.
Consequently Kerst termed his machine a
Betatmn another, fairly obvious, dual-element
derivative.
Structumlly, the iietatron wns an evacuatetl
tube formed into a ciroular loop, which was
embedded in an electromagnet whose
windings were parallel to the loop. AC current
in the windings produced a taping magnetic
field which (xrrioditalty reversed direction.

large betatrons have produced electron
beams with energies in excess of340MeV
There Is, however, one problem, with these
machines - their weight. The 340MeV device
for example weighs a coasiderable 330 tons,
almost a ton for even- IMeV!
Mega Monsters
Big as such machine are. iliejwe been
dwarfed bt- the giant panicle colliders now
eidierup and running, oraltdut to be, in
fioth Europe and America.
As noted earlier, the problem w idi particle
accelerators was rdamity. wliich applied a
natural law of diminishing returns in dxat the
closer sudi techniques approached the speed
□flight, the greater die difficulties caused by
increasing particle mas. Science however saw
a way forwand in die Hartjcle CoUider, in
which parrides are accelerated in one
direaion, andamipartides in the opposite
direction, and then brought Into collision.
One such machine Is the Tevatron, built
at the fermi National Accelerator laboratory
in Illinois in 1983.-its circumference is some
6.3 kiloraerres (km) and ir uses
superconduaing magnets, cooled by liquid
helium, to produce a field suffidtne'to
accelerate protons in one direction and
antiprotons in the other. Hiis niadiine's
collision detector is a massive 5,000 tons
and it achieves energies of l.Stera - or
millioa-million - eV.
In J9S9, the Conseil Europeen pour la
Recherche Ntideiire (CERN) finally
completed its Lai-ge Elcamn-Posilmn
Cqllidsi; at l£P.
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This huge machine is 26.7 km in
cifcuthference and has no less ulian four
gigantic collision detectors called Aleph
Delphi, L3 and Opal, 'ilie events tltey
obsen e are collisions of the order of 100
billion eV!
Presently however, big sdemific
machines appear to be going out of fasliion,
certainly with die people who control
national wallets. In 19S9 for example, the
Americans began work on the most
ambitious particle investigation machine vet
devised, the Superconducting Super
Collider, or SSC. This massive piece of
equipment was going to occupy an oral
tunnel no less than 85kni long!
The budget liad been estimated at a
staggering 11 billion dollars. After same 2
billion of tltis sum had bought a mere ifikni
of tunnel, die United States Congress called
a halt. It conduded there were fur more
worthwhile - not to say readily
understandable - projects at which this kind
of money could be thrown.
!n Europe, CERN had considered building
an investigative piece of equipment evety
bit as massive as the SSC, the torge Hadroii
Collidei; or LUC. Tills, it was intended,
would use an existing runnel under the jura
Mountains near Geneva. Thus far however,
this seems unlikely Economic relativity, it
would appear, is every bit as limiting as its
sdentific cousin!
Next month, in the final piece in the series,
we'll look, at how an alphabet - or die lack of
one - could have influenced the history of
technology over the last two millennium.
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In part two, Mike Bedford looks at holography and stereoscopic CRT screens.
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Last niondt we introduced the subject
of the third dimension anti saw how
ordinary cameras, computerinoniiors,
"D's and ctnema screens are able - at.least in
pan - to fool us into perceiving depth, even
though were looking at something whicli Is
perfectly flat. 'Ibis is achieved by
reproducing various so-called visual depth
cues such as perspective, shading,
shadowing and the like. Bur, of course, this
isn't what most people mem when they talk
about 3D. So die main part of dte-anicle
looked at die various ways in wlach anotiier
important depth cue, binocular disparity, is
recorded photographically or generated by
Computer and How the rcsultam
stereogiams can be displayed. We saw that,
to reproduce binocular disparity, it's
necessary to generate two images, one for
tiRr left eye ami one for the right. We also
saw that some viewing method then has to
lie devised .such that each eye only sees the
image created for that eye. We saw various
method by which tilts could be achieved but
all can be summed up by the word
sfcrcoscopy. Exactly why stereoscopy makes
us perceive depth in such a spectaciilar way
is hard to say - I guess it's all tied up with
the way our brains process visual
infomuiion - but most people find the
results pretty specratulac
h> ELECTRONICS AND BEYOND May 1999

But impressive as the various types of
stereogram might be, die technique only
adds binocular disparity to the depth cues
already present in conventional
photography or computer graphics. You will
have discovered if vou read (asticondi's
article, that there are a fiirther two visual
depth cues which stereoscopy doesn't give
us. The first of these is ocular
accommodation which is the ability to
selectively focus our eyes on objects at
different distances, antl the second is
motion parallax. Here, as we mote our head
from side to side, the view dianges widi
object moving in front of more distant
objects which happen to be in a direct line
with our eyes. Our first topic this momli ts
holography, a special type of photography
wliich is able to reproduce every single
visual depth cue. This month we'll be
concerned purely with conventional
holography but this will lay the foundations
necessary to understand the; research into
computer-generated holographic iiardcopy
and electronic holographic displays which
we'll investigate next month. Our second
main topic in" this month's article is the
various ways in which stereoscopy can be
brought to electronic displays. Unlike the
quest for electronic holography, this is
technology w hich is widely available today:

Holography
Despite lite fact that the hologram is a
retailvely recent introduction, die word Is
now in everyday use. Perhaps tills Is due to
the protifctation of so-calied hologniphic
projeaions in Star Wars and theiite
although these arc most definitely in the
realm of science fiction rather than science
fact. More likely, it has something to do with
the tiny holographic stickers which now
adorn credit cards and the boxes in which
Microsoft Windows Is distributed. However,
the impact of these mass produced
holograms falls Ear short of thai of true silver
halidc holograms and its probably true to
say that most people hare never seen these
fully featured holograms.
When an ordinary photograph is taken
using a conventional camera, a lens focuses
light onto the film such diat each jKiint on
the liim receives Bght reOetieti off a
panicular point in die scene lieing cipturcd.
The properties of the film then allow die
reflected light intensity from each of these
points to be recorded. This gives a two
dimensional rcprcscniatian but - with the
exception of the implied information in
depth cues such as perspccttve and shading
- no information regarding depth is
recorded. At this point, let me remind you
that light is a waveform. let me also remind
you that laser light is referred to as being
coherent. This means that it is
monochromatic and that all die waves are in
phase. If, however, a laser beam is reflected
of some objecr, the waves in the reflected
beam will differ in phase, the phase
difference being a function of the relative
distance each wave liaii travelletL So, if
some mediod could lie devised such that
the phase of Sight, and not just its intensity,
could lie recorded then we would have
enougli information to reconstruct a proper
three dimensional image. Tills is die
principle behind holography - let's see how
it works in a more detail.
Simply taking a photograph in the nprm:!l
way but using a laser instead of a more
conventional light source does not produce
a hologram since die phase infomiation
won't be recorded. Instead, some sort of
reference is required against wliich die
phase of die waves in the beam reflected off
the subject dm be compared. This is
achieved by splitting the laser beam using a
semi-silvered mirror as shown in the
illustration. If the reference lieam can lie
made to coincide with the beam reflected
off the subject, an interference pattern of
light and dark friiiges is created. Tlie
interference pattern contains infomiation
alxiui die phase difference lietween the
reference and the object beam and, if the

beam
splitter

laser

diverging
lens
mirror
subject
beam

subject

diverging
lens
reference
beam

mirror

photographic
plate
area of interference fringes

Figure 1. Photographic recording of a hologram. ,
two beams are made to coincide on a very
higlt resolution film, dlis pattern can be
recorded photagniphically. See Figure 1.
It's im|X)nanr to note, however, that a
hologram is slot tut image in the same way
dial a photograph is an image. In other
words, one point on the hologram does not
correspond to a particular point in the
recorded scene. Since a lens hasn't been
used to focus the light onto the plane, each
point in the scene ends up illu riiinating
many parts of the hologram. Ail of this gives
rise to a number of intriguing projierucs of
a hologram. First of all, since the hologram
contains light which was reflected off the
object in many different directions, it
contains information wluch ,should allow
images from multiple viewpoints to be
recorded. However, and here w-e come to
our second point, when you look at a
hologram (or more specifically a
transmission hologram) in white light you
don't see die object which is recorded in it.
Its appropriate to investigate, therefore, just
how we do view a hologram. As you'll be
aware, one way to bend light is to use a •,
lens. Another way is to use the fine
interference patterns of a hologram which
can be thought of as a very complicated
lens. So. if you shine a beam of laser light at
the hologram from the same direction that
the reference beam was shone to generate
it. the interference patterns in die hologram
bends the light into various directions
equivalent to die directions at which light
hit the holpgrani during its creation. So as
you look through die hologram you see the
object in full 3D at the other side of the
hologram as if it were a window into the
original scene. And dial scene really is in full
3D. Not only do you get binocular disparity
since each eye will see a slightly different
image, but as you move your head Irotn side
to side or up and dow-n then die scene will
change. Viu'll see the scene from differem
angles and objects will move in front of
other objects. I've even seen a hologram
wiiidi included a magnifying glass, if you
moved your head so that you were 'looking
through' the rtiagnifying glass then the
objects behind it were indeed magnified.
Now that's what i call real 3D!
interestingly, to view a hologram you
don't fiave to use a iiiscr beam of die same
wavelength as that used to create it.

hologram is like viewing an ordinary
photograph. However, the properties of a
reflection iiolbgram causes all but a single
wavelength of tire light used to iiluminatc it
to he absorbed by die film. Only a single
wavelength is reflected, therefore, and die
viewer sees justa single image in a single
colour. Many of the mass'produced holograms
are of the reflection ape but are specifically
embossed as opposed to being created on
photographic film. This gives rise to the well
know rainbow effect - as tou move your
head, though, diesjieciRc colour of reflected
fight will change and the image can be .viewed
in a whole range of colours. See Figure 2.
All dial we've seen in this series so far
concerns conventional technTcjiies for
oreating and viewing three dimensional
images - either stereograms or holograms.
Admutedlv we looked last month at how

iaser
image
hologram

diverging .
lens
reference
beam

image seen
Birough hologram

mirror
light diffracted
by hologram
Figure 1. How a hologram is reproduced.
However die apparent size of the object
and it's distance liehind the hologram will
vary if you use a differem wavelength. For
example, if you create a hologram using a
red laser and view it using a blue laser, die
object will appear smaller than it actually
was. This also illustrates why it isn't possible
to view a conventional hologram using an
ordinary' white light source. Since the
hnlogRim will defnict all colours of light—
not just die colour used to create it-you'll
end up seeing multiple images or different
sizes each in a differeni colouc h might
vaguely resemble the original scene hut
that's about all. However, some types of
holograms, and specifically reflecfion
holograms - as opposed to the transmission
hoiograms we've already seen -can be
viewedin white light so long as it comes from a point source. A reflection hologram
is created by shining the reference lieam
onto the opposite side of die photographic
film from the object beam. And now, of
course, since the illumination of a hologram
has to be from the same direcu'on as the
reference beam ekiririg its creation, it is
illuminated from the same side as die
viewer, in other words, viewing a reflection

computers eiis'e the production and display
of left-right stereo jjaics, of anaglyphs of
various types and of single image random
dot stereograms and MsgtcfiyeimagesNevertheless, many of the techniques would
Slave lieen farhiiiaf to Victorian srcreoscopists.
Although this month's coverage of
holography is much more, up to date, with
the exception of the laser which is used to
create and view a hologram, this doesn't
have much to do with elecironics. However,
all we've covered so far is essential
background material to our nest topic, 3D
viewing methods designed specifically for
die computer display and for television.
Stereoscopic CRT
Screens
Having jusi looked at the magical world of
holography, you might feel diat a. return to
stereoscupy is a retrograde step, and in a
way it is although most people do,
nevertheless, find stereoscopic images
pretty impressive. However, since
techniques for corhpurer generated
holograms, holographic TV and video are
still very much at the pioneering stage it
Anaglyph of Martian iandscape
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seems uppmpriaie to start off our
invesiigations with technology which is
available today Actually, we've already seen,
two (xtssifale w-a\-s in which stereoscopic
images could be displayed on a computer or
IV screen. Hie first method is to display a
Ieft-righr stereo |Mlr on the screen and the
second is to use anaglypiis. but neither is
Ideal. Stereo pairs place constraints on the
size and/or viewing distance and angle
whereas ariagKphs can cbitiproiiilse colour
remllfion. Nevertheless, anaglyphs can lie
found on the Web for on-line viewing as the
two images of the Martian surface
photographed by the recent NASA mission,
to the Red Planet and displayed on their
W'cb site shows. One is a Martian scene
containing the "twin peaks' taken from the
Pathfinder lander whereas the other is a'
shot of the Pathfinder .and its tiidiags taken
fioin the Sojourncr rover. Gleariy analgv'phs
can liave a more up to tlate image titan 50s
horror movies. If you didn't obtain a pair of
red-blue glasses to view the anaglyphs in last
month's article but want .to see these
images in 3D, see the end of this article for
details of where to get a pair.
The next method of stereoscopic display

on a CRT which we're about to look at has
none of the drawbacks of conventional
stereOscopy. First of all, a stereoscopic pair
(if images is generated and each is placed in
its own video buffer on a specially adapted
graphics card. Now; the two images are
displayed aitermuely on the CRT at a high
frcquenq; Normally, this is done at double
the intended refresh rate. For example, if
you require a 70H2 refresh rate, the two
images would have to be switched ot a
frequency of l401iz and this dearly places
stringent constraints on the monitor. If you
were 10 look at die CRT in the normal way
you'd get a result which is not dissimilar to
that you get ifyou look at an anaglyph
without wearing red-blue funny glasses. The
picture would be recognisable but ir would
be blurred since ydii'd actually be seeing
two slightly different photographs at the
same time, lb avoid this and. in so doing,
see the image with fiiil binocular disparity,
you have to wear a special pair or glasses.
JEadt lens is an IGD shutter, that is a liquid
crystal filter which can be made transparent
or opaque depending on whether or not an
elecuicaLpoiemial is applied. The glasses
connect to the display hardware and this

Left eye view displayed

drives the lenses in away which is
syndironised to die switching of the images
on the .screen. So, when the lefi: eye's image
is displayed on die screen die left lens is
made transparent and the right (ens
opaque. And when the right eve's image is
displayed on the screen the right lens is
made transparent and the left lens opaque.
Clearly, as with all the oilier methods of
stereoscopic reproducdon we saw last
month, eadi eye.sees only the image
generated for that eye and the result is
three dimensionaL See Figure 3.
But, of course, there's a snag with Uiis
method of stereoscopv. Most people don't
like to have to wear die cardlxmrd glasses
which are used for viewing rmaglvphic
photographs or movies but the t.CD shutter
glasses are even less user friendly For a start
die user ends up tethered to the display
liardware via a cable and secondly, die
i glasses are heavy. Furthermore, thesoltuiun
becomes even more unwieldy with multiple
viewers - it certainly wouldn't lend itself to
video projection. OK, a few companies have
produced wireless LCD shutter glasses
, which communicate with the display
equipment via an infra red link but this
doesn't solve the weight problem, in fact we
might reasonably expect that these glasses
will be even heavier. An alternative
technology, therefore, uses passive glasses.
Still not everyone's cup of tea. admittedly,
but it's a major improvement on the active
system. Here, rather titan put active LCD
shutters immediately in front of the viewers
eves, an active screen is placed directly in
from of the monitor or video projector. This
screen tan be made to polarise the light in
different directions depending on the
applied electrical potential. Once again, this
screen is synchronised to the swapping of

Right eye view displayed
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Left LCD shutter transparent
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wish
display

I
Right LCD shutter transparent

Figure 3. Stereoscopic display on a CRT, but this requires very elaborate glasses.
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with crossed
polarising fillers
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Figure 4. Stereoscopic display using passive glasses.
the on-screen images such that the-left eyes
image is polarised differently from the right
eye's image. Now all that is needed is a pair
of passive glasses tvidi crossed polarising
filters such as those whidi are used for
conventional projection of photograpbic
stereo pairs. See Figure 4.
Head-mounted Displays
Perhaps the most obvious and easy method
of viewing a stereo pair is the method
employed all those years ago by the
Victorian photographers who popularised
3D. It is also the method used in the
Viewmaster 3D viewer. Simply put two small
images side by side ami use some simple
optics to ensure that each is seen by one eye
and one eye only, mid unlike free viewing of
left-right stereograriis this method doesn't
require you to learn some rather unriatural
viewing mediott. The next method of
displaying a stereo pair of electronic images
is basically- this method brought up to date.
As we'll see. though, when this technique is
used in conjunction with a real time image
generation system, exciting new jxissifailities
present tiiemsdvcs.
Hie system I'm talking alxiut is die headmounted display which generally tends to
be associated with virtual reality: What
makes this so appropriate for virtual reality
applitwiions Ls tiiat it provides a so-called
immersive environment. If you sit-in front of
a TV screen or computer monitor the image
on the screen doesn't fill your entire field of
view. So however cnmpelling die story line
of the film your watching or however
gripping die action in the latest version of
Tomb Raider, you're not going to loose sight
of die feet dialyou're actually sitiihg in your
lounge or study. The aim of virtual reality:
however, is to make you loose sight of
where you anually are and start to think

that you're in the world displayed on the
screen. And to do this the iinage. needs to
wTttp around you completely; This is
ad lieved by displaying-the image ail a linv
LCD screen very close to your eyres and
using optics to allow you to focus on the
image and make It fill your field of view.
However, if. Instead of one, you have two
LCD screens, one in front of each eyre and
each with its own optics, siereoscopy
becomes possible. And now you don't fust
have an iramerelve environrneni but you
also have one which is in 3D. Well almost,
certainly binocular dispaiity is added arid, as
we know, ihls can be one of the. most
effective visual depth cues.
But as we also know, it's not the onfy
depdi cue which is missing Cmm a
cohvenuonal photogniph or electronic
display. Die remaining two are ocular
aecorhmodation and motion jr.irallax and, so
far, we've only seen holography which can
reproduce diem. With pre-recorded video
footage the head-mounted display is only
ever going to give us binocular disparity;
However, if we're concerned with real time
computer generated, images then motion
parallax also becomes possible, so long as we
fit a motion sensor to the.head-mounted
display that is. Now, as the user's head moves
from side to side or up and down, die
computer can determine the direction of
view and re-calculate and display die image
accordingly. Clearly this can provide motion
parallax hut die technique goes beyond this.
As an alternative to moving to the leii and
right or up and down, the user might choose
to turn round. And now, of course,'it isn't
just a matter of seeing the same scene from' a
slightly different viewpoint but of seeing a
totally different scene. Once again, this isn't a
problem if die graphics is ixdhg generated in
real time. Strictly'speaking diis is more to do
with maintaining the immersive environment

than providing another visual depdi cue but
it is, neverdieless. another way in which the
electronic image can beoome more convincing.
Volumetric Displays
Next month, to complete our series, we'll
look at various iliree dimeasional display
technologies which are still at Ute forcfrom
of technology; Aid this is also where we'll
corapleie this parricuiar instalment.
Specifically we ll look at a possible
technology which seems so obvious but is
still very much esperimehiaL As we'll see,
however, despite the fact dial research into
diis form of display continues, it does rather
apjiear that die technology is something of
a blind alley.
I know thai it's very difficult to try to ualeam somcihing but, for the moment, try to
forget all we've covered in the series so far.
In other words, fotget about siereoscopy
and forget alxiut holography. After all, in
some ways these are not exactly intuitive
approaches. Diey are, despite appearances
to the contrary; both ways of recording
depth iafoimaiion in something whidi is
actually two dimensional. How might you
design a 3D display if you were starting
from scratch with no pre-perccived riorions?
.Might you take the approach of designing a
display which is actually three dimensional
radier than flat? Cenainly it seems rather
strange in the light of the other approaches
we've learned almut but in many ways it's
surely the obvious solution. Sucii a device Is
called a volumetric display and is the. three
dimensional equivalent of an LCD or CRT
screen. Instead of a flat surface in which any
plxei on that surface can lie illuminated in
any-colour, a volumetric display is a cute in
which any three-dimensional pixel or 'voxel'
anywhere inside that cute can be
illuminated. One way of constructing a
May 1939 ELECTRONICS AND BEYOND

could be turned ofELAVhat it wouldn't be
possible to do. however, is to make them
opaque. So motion parallax of a son would
be possible — objects would appear to
move relative to closer or more distant
objects as you move your head but it
wouldn't be possible fur one object to
obscure a more distant object, hi oilier
words, objects will till be transparent or
translucent so a volumetric display would
produce the three dimensional equivalent
of a wire frame model. This would be
useful for some tasks such as engineering
design, admittedly, but it,doesn't seem that
it would lend itself to general 3f) imaging
where photo-reality is a requirement.

voiumeiric display would be to assemble a
tlsree dimefisioaal array of LEDs. llie image
is dien wriiten to the display in much die
same w-ay as an image iswritien to a two
dimensiona] display. Simply light up the
appropriate lEDs to create an image of the
tliree dimensional objcc.r.Since die object
truly would lie three dimensiona! then the
various depth "cues which we've seen will nil
bethere. Of course, die image would only
be small, nothing would lie more than a
metre or so away so many of the visual
depth cues such as colour gntdienLwhich
arc only appreciable at distant wouldn't be
seen. Ironic-ally, though, some of the. trickier
ones to reproduce on a flat surface—
binocular disparity, ocular accomniodauon
and motion parallax—would all lie present.
Tills mediod of constructing a volumetric
display is by no means a practical
proposition of course— irwas provided
purely as an easy to understand iliustration.
The diQiculties which come to mind are
how to support the LEDs and how to wire
them up such that the supports and wiring
aren't visible and don't oliscure other
I.KDs. Most serious work on volumetric
displays has involved uling the cube with
some fluorescent material and causing a
particuiar voxel to illuminate by exciting it
with laser beams. The usual approach is to
address a voxel using a pair of laser beams.
By picking an appropriate fluorescent
material and appropriate lasers it's possible
to arrange that fluorescence will only take
place at a voxel where the. two beams
intersect. Now; of course, we have a means
of addressing voxels in three dimensions.
(Mi of this sounds very convincing atflrsi
sight but there is a snag.-Voxels could lie
illuminated, certainly; depending on the
technology it might lie possible to
illuminate them in any colour; and voxels

Auto-stereoscopic
Systems
la many respects the volumetric display is
Gir from ideal but it does liave one
imponanr property which, so tu; we
haven't seen in an electronic display - it is
auto-stereoscopic. In other words the
viewer doesn't iiave to wear glasses or
make use of any other viewing aid. This is
the usual definition ofauEO-stereoscopic
but I'd like to add one additional
constraint, namely that the viewer doesn't
have to engage in the sort of visual
gymnastics which are required to free view
left-right stereo pairs or Magic Eye images.
A stereoscopic display or hardcopy,
therefore is one in which the scene appears
three dimensional just by looking at it in
lite normal way In this scries we've only
seen one praciical method of three
dimensional.imaging which has this
properly and this isn't an electronic display
That one autostereoscopic imaging
technique is holography. Most of today's
research into electronic 3D imaging and

computer 3D hardcopy is concerned with
auto-stereoscopy and as we conclude our
look at llie third dimension in next month's
article we'll see a number of systems which
arc currently being put through their paces
in the development lalxiratories.
Sources
Remember that if you need a pair or redblue glasses to view die various anaglyphs
in last month's aarticle or the one of the
Martian surface in this anide, these are
freely available. 3D Images lad. will supply
two free pairs of glasses (fed-gfeen, redblue or one of each), lb take advantage of
this offer, send a stamped self-addressed
envelope to 3D Images Ltd. at 31 'lite
Chine, Grange Park, London, N21 2EA.
A wide range of 3D products and services
are available from 3D Images lid at 0181 3ch
0022 or http;//wwH. stereoscopy.com/3dimages. The com)nmy specialises in most 30
technologies including anaglyplis. lenticular
stereograms, Side-by-sidc stereo pairs. Magic
Eye type stereograms and holograms. They
can also provide stereo cameras (induding
digiml), stereo projection systems and LCD
shutter displays.
Spatial IniagingTJd, is a supplier of
commercial holograpliic services and
equipment, mainly for securiq- and display
purposes. The company can be contacted
on 0181 332 19'i8 or you may like to rake a
look at their IX'eb site at
http://www.holograms,co.uk where there
Is a wealth of infbrmation on 3D imaging.
If on the oilier fiand. you have no
comiherda! use for hologiaphy hut Dnd this.a
Jasdoaiing area, you might be interested in
I aza Holograms who sell from stock silver
halide reflection Itoiograms in 1-off quantities.
CoraacL 01278 683000 for a catalogue.
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BJC-2000
The BTG-2000 is 30% sfoaller ihSn the
cuEreht:BJC-4300, and is cialmet! to lie one
of the smallest desktop printers available.
But it is designed to nieet the needs.of
mono, colour and photo quality primal
output, and sols'ideally suited for,the
home user who requires quality at a
realistic,price.
This printer is veh-easy to install and setup. The front caver is pulled down and the
ink cartridge carrier automatically centres
itsdf, the cartridges are then literally
.dropped into the carrier. Driver Installation
software, is supplied on CD-ROM and
insialied in rtiintites.
In use the printer is rearoriably quiet and
simple text documents were-printed quickly
Results were more than adequate for normal
home and small basin ess use.-Colour
priming was much slower, especially when
the photo cartridge was used, but when
using glosss' photo quality paper, the printed
results ivefO edfemely good. Obviously, print
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John Mosely tries out the hery latest colour printers
from Canon.
Canon lias introduced four new
colour bubble jet printers to there
range - from the budger B!C-2(K30
to lite fast," high performance BJC-7100.
liach one offers a range of features suited
to your needs for use in die home, to,
cost effective business and professional
printing requirements.
Canon's patented Drop Modulation
Technology is used to produce quality
colour printouts by varying the size of the
Ink drops. Images are created by using
dots of different sizes and colour .- small
doc for areas of low colour simiration
and line detail, and Large dots for
sanitated areas and solid blocks. Canon
claim this results in images that have,
greater depth of colour and
.subtlety of shading.
All die printers can cope
widi a wide range of print
media, and feature
automatic sheet feed. At
the front of each
primer is a pull-out
tray to hold the
printed page.
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BJC-4400Photo
nils model is primarily aimed at users who are paniculariy interested in photo
quality printing at an affordable price'-whether in.the home or office
environment. Compared to die BJC-^jOO mono printing speed has increased by
30% - up to 6.5ppm..Colour priotlng using the-BC-23e colour graphics cartridge
is up to 2.3ppni. Specially developed inks used in ihe.BC22e. cartridge
(included with the printer) give esceHent true-to-life results, plus the printer
driver indudes 'image optimiser" which is intended to increase die quality of
low respludon images. Using the standard.BC2Ie colour caruirige: 720 x 360
dpi resolution is achieved, which is also achievable with the fhoho cartridge
with smoothing.
The sheet feeder lias a capacity of up to 100 and will accept 61 to 105gsm
paper, wiiidvis similar to the BJC-200Q. Again, using the IS-22 optional scanner
canridge-tums the printer into a 360 x 360dpi, 2'J-bit, scanner.
Bundled with the printer, along with die BC22e cartridge, is a (jack of
glossy photo paper, plus a full version of the best selling MGI PhotbSuiteJl
image manipulation software which carries a retail price of£49-99.
Again,' installing and sening up the.printer could not be easier, with
software supplied on CD-ROM. Hie results were "again very good. It lias to liesaid that if you use the photo paper and the photo cartridge, then the results
are astonishing. We used images, from a Kodak Photo CD, and used
PhqioSulte H to output the images to all the primens. reviewed here.

w

speed is ciepgndeni oil size of image, and
amoum of tea. Canon claim anyihing up to
4.5ppfh for mono pnnting. and up to 2ppni
for coiour using the BC-2ie; colour cutridge.
One ptlier feature that makes the BTC-2000
ver.- versatile is the ability to convert to a
colour image scanner. The optional scanner
cartridge replaces the. ink cartridge and
fallows the user to scan photos, images and
doaimema straight onto your PC.
The printer can accept a wide range of
paper types and sizes - A"4, B5, A5 legal,
envelopes - plus it will also print on to ihbric
sheet and T-shirt transfers iiraddition to
transparency and black prim illm.
if! have one minor gripe, then it has to
he th'e lack of any tisurtl indication that the
printer is on.
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Features
^ Compact size
. ^ 4;5ppm mono printing,
2ppm colour graphics
^ 720 x 360dpi resolution with drop
■ moclulaiion technology
^ Fast drop-In cartridge cliange
^ Optional IS-22 scanner caruidge
^• 'Excellent value for money
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Canon BJC-2000
Print Quality
Speed
Overall value
Item
BJC-2000
8C20 mono cart
BCZlcotoorcan
BC22 photo (srt
BC29 fluorescent cart
SS-22 scanner head

•irkifi
-4rk~+c
★★"Arikik
Order
code
raasQ
HJSSK
icesL
MXEOR
l«62S
iy28F

Price
inc. VAT
£119.99
£29.99
£45.99
£30.69
£34.99
£73.99
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Features

I
mono.pnntmg,
♦
2.3ppm colour
^ High quality general colour
printing .720 x 360dpi with drop
modulation technology
?
^ Photo ctraldge and paper.samples
I:
Optional IS-22 scanner cartridge
*> MGI Phbtbsulte J imaging software
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Canon E1C-4400
Prfnt Quality
Speed
Overall value
•/rArA-k
Item
BJC-4400
BC20 nkoocart
BOeicotaorcaa
BC22 plxaocart
BC29 fiuofEscsflt cart
1S-22 scanner head

Order
code
.PZ36P
WSSQ
KX56L
5W60R
KX62S
rrasF

Price
inc. VAT
£149.99
£29.99
£45.99
£30,99
£34199
£79,99

BJC-6000
Print Quality
Speed
Overall value

icirk-k -V
• kkrkrk ft

item
Order
Price
BJC-6000
r
code Inc. VAT
The BJC-6000 is in tended to be a costaicsooo ■
PZ37S
£219.99
effeciive business printer, primarily aimed at
BC30 black, tart
PZS5K
£33,99
professional printing. The printer is based on
BCai'cdoutcsrt
PZ37.M
£37.49
BC32phak> cart
PZolft
£37.49
a new four-colour prim engine that features
separate ink tanks, which can be configured
as either nioriQ/calaur or cotoUr/phoIo. All three print cartridges have separate repiaceabk;*
ink tanks, whidt helps to reduce running crisis, as only the ink tanks that are emptv needed
to lie replaced.
The Crat immediate diffcrence is that thiS printer is a lot bigger than the oilier twp. antl the
ink tanks are correspondingly larger, so should have a lot longer fife. This printer has'been
optimised for high speed printing, up to 8ppm in mono --and'is possible dtie to bi-directiona!
prineing and nwlti-nozde ptiat heads, tri colour this drops to a stil! impressive 5ppm, witii a
possible resolution of M40x.720dpi;
When it comes to handling different print media, then this printer is verv versa tile. It am
cope with media tip to 550gsm i.e. card, arid size up to AIT diac-is full bleed.
Optical sensors monitor iheiiiriividual carfridge.s for low ink levels andrio'irik. so that the
user is prompted, when ink level is low and when the cartridge is empty. When this stage has
been reached die printer will automatic-lily stop panting.
Again installation and set up Ls ven'straighr fdnvard, all software being supplied on
CD-ROM However, die print heads do need to be aligned, and this is performed from within
die printer maintenance window; after the software has Been installed - a relatively easy task
that takes a few minutes, in all cases, installation instructions are
excellent, being provided on an A3 size sheet in an easyto-follow diagrammatic layout.
This machine is much iaster in mono and colour,
results again were esceUe'ht. In draft model text printout
was very fast, and results were very good. It is important
to remember to select the prim mode le. draft, text,
graphic/text, photo etc, and the paper being used. The
print mode has to match, the cartridges instailed, and if
they don't ran arc politely reminded to change the relevant
cartridge. The colour/photo cartridge combination ccriainiy
produced excellent photo reproduction.
Features
♦ Sppiri mono printing, 5ppm colour
♦ High quality output with pigraented black ink for laserlike text - 1440 x 720dpi drop xncKiulatiDn technology 6-colour photo quality printing
♦ Twin-cartridge system
^ 4-separate ink tanks for Ibw-cosr, low-waste effidencj-.
O New printer engine
♦ Flexible print media - to 550gsm, AT full bleed,
- banner
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Typical printed Irnogo on
°pwi£?oI
courtesy
East man ^Photo
Kodak Company.
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BJC-7100
This is one of Canon's top-end bubble, jet
pdhiers, and is.iiitended for .office and
professional use. In addition to the printing
features alreadv mentioned on the other tnodels,
the BjC-710Q includes the patented P-POP - plain
paper optimised printing. P-POP technology coats
plain paper just before the inks are applied, the
inks then bond with the paper to produce waterfast results "which Canon elajni are of iiigh optical
density and exceptional clarity.
This printer employs a v-colour photo cartridge
system for improved photograpiiic quality, tsith up
to 23 levels of colour gradation; There is an image
opiimlser setting for low resolution input and a
dig!tai camera preset option for digital still images.
The results on plain paper are certainly very
acceptable, and print speed was reasonable fast.
Again, it's a case of ensuring you have the correct
print set-up, if you want the best the printer careoffer
for a given print media. Text documents were printed
put very fast especially in draft format - much quicker
than our normally used FLP HIP laser In normal text
mode quality was not quiet the same as the laser jet
but still excellent. The ink tanks arc much bigger than,
the two lower priced printere, so they-shquld last for
some time - depending on print content, off course.
The question of how long the cartridges will last is a
difficult one, for ifyou prinrlots of full-page A4 colour
images, then cartridge life" will, obviously lie
shortened. Ifyou can't stretch to a laser printer, then
this primer is certainly a very good alternative.

COIOR BUBBLE IH

Pr

V)

5

Features
^ P-POP technology for high clarity, water-last results
^ .1200 x 600dpi resolution across all media types
+ Up to 550gsm weight "media
^ High speed, high performance printing iri
mono (Sppm) arid photo quality (Spnifn)
^ Photo cartridge as standard
^ Low-maintenance cartridge tanks
^ .Optional network connecriviry
^ Plug-and-play ihsiallaiion
including the full version of MG( ,
PhotoSuite II imaging software
Conclusion
The price of printers has fallen, over Hj
the years, yet the finished results
H
and speed of priming have
continued to improve. I use a twoyear old Canon Bje-4200 at home, IM|
which has given me no problems,
jjettbrms very well, but cost me
about 25% more than the updated
BJC-4400!
All the printers were easy to set tip and.
in^all, and all worked first time.,Set up
documemation is excellent,-with a manual
included on the CD-ROMs They are all
Windows 'plug-and-play' and suitable for
Windows 3.1,95 antl,98. The one youselect will obviously depend on the
working environment arid usage, but all
should perform extremely well and
'
give a long and trouble-free service.
All die printers come with a one year
on-site warramv.
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Canon BJC-7100
Print Quality
irArtrki
.Speed
Overall value
★★★★★
Item
BiC-7100
BC50 mono caif
SCSI cotodr cart
EC62 ptMto can

Order
code
PZ38R-1
P277J
PZ78K
FZS0B

Price.
Inc. VAT
£209.93
£32.99
£33.99
£49.93
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ht this article David Clark looks at some of the
science behind one particular instrument used on the
Pathfinder mission.
On Uie fourth of luly 1997, after a
sc'.'cn month journey, a small craft
successfully laniled several scientific
instruments on die sur&ce of die.ted planet,
Mars. The purpose of one of those instruments
was die analysis of die oomposiiion of some
of the material on thai surface,
TTic niissioh (sec Elecirohics and Beyond
Novemlxr 1998) returned some Superb
images ant) an enormous amount of data
(Tom the planet. One of the aspects of these
explorations which captures die
iniagination of scientists, the media and
general .public alike is the search for
indications of present or past lite on the
planets, But of at least equal value is the
knowledge obtained abour the composition
of the surface, which provides clues about
dielomiadou of die planet and die solar
system itself Plans are underway for
journeys in the near future which will
explore below the surface of other planets

and their moons, in particular possible
oceans below an iq* surface layer on
Jupiter's moon Huropa, which are thought
to be perhaps the most likely site of some
form of life. But how do diese lifeless
explorers analyse die material they come
across on their out-of-this-world journeys?
In this article I'll be looking at some of the
science behind die main instrument which
sampled the Martian soil, the science-fiction
sounding Alpha-Proton X-ray Spectrometer.
What is a spectrometer?
Literally meaning 'measures' the spectrum',
the spectrometer is the device dial obtains
the 'raw' data making up the specimm
from which (hopefully!) meaningful
infonmiion can be deduced. Spectroscopy
is a general term for the analysis of these
sjicctra which are a graphical
representation of the ranges and intensities

of the energy emitted or absorbed by
matter as a consequence of the behaviour
of its atoms, and of the particles which
make up tile atom, ie die protons,
neutrons and elearoas (see text at the end
of the article), Tne terrn covers a broad
range of techniques, but a simple example
Is visible light spectroscopy which enables
information about a star to be found from
analysing the different colours present in
die spectrum of light emitted by that star.
The lemiinokigy used to describe a
particular technique generally reflects one
or more aspects of the type of energy'
analysed, the panicles involved and the
source of excitation which generates the
output being analysed. In the case of the
Alpha-Proton X-ray Spect romctcr (APX3)
tliis indicates .die involvement of alpha
particles, protons and X-rays.
How does
Spectroscopy work?
At a practical level, spectroscopy is
essentially about the measurement of
energy levels, and then comparing diose
measured values to some known references
values, determined by experiment or
theory, which are fixed.properties of
elements, or atoms, or in some forms of
spectroscopy, molecules. For example, take
the clement sodium (see Figure 1).
Sodium (atomic number II, atomic iriass
23) has a nucleus consisting of 11 protons
and 23 - 11 = 12 neutrons, and hence 11
electrons in its non-ionised form (to be
non-ionised there must die same number
of negatively charged electrons as there are
positively charged protons). The electrons
are distributed in three shells - 2 in the
inner shell. 8 in die next, and 1 in the
outer. In its stable state, a sodium atom has
certain amounts, or levels, of energy
associated with the inccraGiions of all these
panicles widi each other. These levels are
associated with projieities such as die
binding between the protons and neutrons,
the repulsion between protons, (he
repulsion between electrons, the attraction
between protons and electrons, the
shielding of the outer electrons by the
inner electrons, die sizes and distances
between diem ail, and so on. if this balance
is disturbed by adding energy to the atom,
say by bombarding it with a high speed
and/or charged parude. then for example
one of the electrons might jump" to a
higher shell. This is an unstable state so the
ciectfori will instantaneously Tall back' to
its original level, and as it does so it will
emit exactly the same amount of energy it
took to move the elearon (or 'excite' it) in
the first place, in the form of
electromagnetic radiation. Because of all
the properties mentioned above,, this
panicular amount of energy is unique to
the sodium atom, and die same is true for
ail elements.
Now suppose the panicle which was
. bombarding die element consisted of
protons and/or neutrons itself If it had
sufficient eneigy diis parude might interact
with the nudeus of the clement it came
into close proximity with, and if it did so a
fixed amount of energy would again be
May 1999 ELECTRONICS AND BEYOND

emined <!epending on (he nature of the
particles and the interaciion involved. Take
as an example here the nitrogen atom,
atomic number? (sec Figure 2).
'(he atomic numher indicates tliat the
nitrogen aimn has 7 protons, and in its most
common isotope has? neuuons asstxiatcsl
with tliese protons in die nucleus. An alpha
(Mriicle lias two promas and two neutrons,
and when nitrogen atoms are ■bombarded
with alpha partides there are intcrattions
whidi involve exdianges of certain amounts
of enetgy and "the emission of pmtons.
More miraculous perhaps Ls thcTact tliat
when nitrogen does interact with an alpha
particle a proton and neutron jfom the
.alpha panide become incorporated into the
nitrogen nudeus which then is no longer a
nitrogen atom nudeus but an oxygen atom
nucleus since as we lutve seen die number
of protons defines what an element is.

\
\
Nucleus consisling o! 11 pioions
and.12 neutrons

nitrogen nucleus + alpha jwrtidc O
oxjgen nudeus + proton -r energy
So by knowing the different energy levels
invoked for these different types of interactkms,
the elcmenLS present in an unknown
sample can be determined by examining the
energy emitted when the sample is
subjected to energy from an external
source, a radioaaive element pediaps.

Electrons in ■full',
hence stable, shells
Single electron In outermost shell. This electron can easily be lost,
giving rise to positively charged sodium "ion', since there Is now
one more positively charged proton than Ihere are negslrveiy
Figure 1. The sodium atom.
charged eleclrdns

Bnslde The Atom
a stable configuration is achieved) with eighteen, twenty and
An atom can be considered to consist of a small core, called the
twenty two neutraas respectively; die three isotopes therefore
nudeus, surrounded by electrons which orbit in 'sliclls' arburid
have corresponding mass numbers of thirty sis, thirty eight and
the lindens in much the same way as planets orbit the sun. The
forty. The differani stable isotopes of an dement ocnir naturally
nudeus is extremely dense and comprises around 99.9 % of tlic
in varying proportions, and this is reflected in the atomicweight
mass of an atom, but ouiy about one over ten to the power
of an eleihent which is effectlvelya weighted average of the
fourteen (one hundred million niillibnths) of die volume. Thereatomic masses of the Isotopes and hence not ,an integer. 99.6 % of
are only a few imsUibns where the dettran orbits can exist; these
argon Is in die form of the tsoiape with mass number fort)', and
posit ions are at fixed "heights' above the nudeus, and tliere.is a
this is reflected in argon's atomic weight of 39-948maximum number of electrons for each orbit which each otbit
can hold if the atom Is to be stable, the 'height' of ah electron
abtive the nucleus is a measure of tiie amounrof eheigy
possessed" by tiie electron, and if enough energy is donated
to die electron it will 'jump' to a higher energy level or
orbit. This however will not be a stable situation and die
dectfon will iivsranraneousk- drop back to its original
lad, at the.same time emitting the same, amount of
energy it absorbed to reachthe higher cnergy level
The nudeus can be considered to Be conipdsea of "
protons and neutrons (a proton is 1S36 times, and a
neutron 1840 times, as massive as an electron), A
.pmtbn lias a single jxisitirt: Gltarge. whereas a.neurrpn
has no charge. Tlie number of protons in an atom of
an element is.given.by the element's:atomic number,
Ibr example argon, atomic number 13, has lS proto'us.
An electron has a single negative charge aha so there
, are as many electrons in an uncliafged atom as there
are proions.-lt Is the ntirhber of protons that defines
htun ah element is, bfit the nuriibcr of neutrons
in the nucleus of an dement can vary
depending on the siabilily of the parucubr
Nucleus consisling of
configuration. The touil numlJerof protons
Electrons prbiling.ln shells
pfbtohs and helitfohS;
plus neittmns is the niass number of ail
around the nucleus.
element; atoms of an element with
The number of electrons in
the first 4 Weils which" give
different numbers of neutrons in the
the most stable forms are
nucleus am called isotopes of the element.
2.8, B and 18 {moving' outvrafd, 4th hot shown)
Argon has three stable isotbjfts (unstable
isotopes undergo radioactive defny until
ELECTRONICS AND BEYOND May 1999

Piorting a graph of these energy levels
emirred provides, a more easily
uhdersLanciable visuaiisation of the
spectnim of energ;- output, ami bycomparing tliis spectrum with reference
values information can be deduced about
the sample material
Tilts then. Is die basic principle behind
spectroscQpy, so now we'll look at alpha
panicles, protons and X-rays before moving
on to the principle of the Alpha-Proton X-ray
Spectrometer (APXS) itsclif.
Alpha particles, Protons
and X-rays
-Alpha panicles, proions ami X-rays sound
mysterious but in Cici we already know what
they are by knowing what an atom is.
because they are the termsused to describe
partial lar aspects of atoms and radiation. As
we have seen, an alplia panicle is simply a
particle consisung of two protons and two
iieturons, and can in tact lie thought of in
even simpler terms, since this is just a
helium atom (atomic number 2) which has
losi all (both!) of its dectrons i.e. it Is a
helium nucleus. The reason it is of such
importance is that it Is a very stable
configuration, and is one of die panicles
that is emitted when one type of radioactive
decay occuns. Aihen this npc of decay
occurs then the remaining clement has two
less proiOns and two less neutrons i.e. it
tnmsnnucs into something else. Hence for
example uranium (atomic number 92)
decays to thorium (90). which itself decays
to radium (SS), which then decays to radon
(S6), which in tum decays to polonium (34)
which finally decays to lead (82) which is
sittble, ie;

Figure 2. The
nitrogen atom.

Figure 3, The
hydrogen atom.

Nucleus consisting of 7 protons and 7 neutrons in the
rnost common form. A second Isoinpe of nitrogen has an
exlra neutron.

Nucleus consisting solely of 1 proton • if the atom Is stripped
of Its only electron a free elemental proton particle remains.

uranium cp thorium -i- alpha panicle
thorium o radium + alpha panicle
radium co radon + alpha panicle
radon O polonium + alpha panicle
polonium olead + alpha particle
Similarly, a proton is a simply a hydrogen
atom (atomic number I) with its solitary
electron removed, ie it is a hydrogen
nucleus, -anti so along with the iieturan Ls
one of the elementary panicles which
compose all elements. (See Figure 3.)
L/nltke alplia panicles and protons which
ttrc of course particles, X-ntys arc it form of
electromagnetic radiation. JElectrDrtiagnetic
radiation is defined as a disturbance in the
elearic and magnetic fields around the body
thai produces it. and is generated when an
elcctroa accelerates, i.e. speeds up or slows
down. So when an electron jumps from one
shell to another in an atom, and then Eills
back, ij is accelerating and so generates
electromagnetic radiation (sec Figure -S).
The Sjiecd at which it moves from shell to
shell is dependent on the energ;- levels
involved, and the speed at which it moves
defines the frequency of diat radiation, ie
die frequency is a measure of die energy.
Kiecromagnetic radiation occurs at
Irequendes ranging from tens of hen?, to
beyond ten raised to the power 25
(I followed by twenty five zeros) Hertz, and
this spread is divided into variously named

If an electron absorbs enough energy lo 'jump' from one shell,
or energy level to another, it will 'fall back" to its original level,
emitting energy at a frequency which is a measure of that energy.
Figure 4. Emission of electromagnattc radiation due to etactron translstions.
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ranges such as radio waves, visible light and
ganima rap. X-rays are simply part of this
spectrum of frequencies'and as such cover
die frequency spectrum of approximately
ten to the power sixteen to ten to die
power twenty Hero; (see Figure 5).

Frequency
in Hertz
to15
Gamma rays

Alpha-Proton X-ray
Spectrophotometry
(APXS)
APXS, as the name implies, analpes
material by subjecting it to alpha panicles
from a radioactive source. Under this
bomliardment 'light' elements (Tightness' _
referring to atomic number, and in tliis case
meaning those up to about silicon, atomic
number 14) emit protons, or positively
diarged hydrogen atoms. These include
carbon, nitrogen and oxygen which are die
elements making up crgauic comjiountls,
die indicatont of possibly living material.
'Header' elements, in this case heavier
than sodium, atomic number 11, emit Xrays as a result of ionisation caused by the
bomlardment. Hocks, soils and minerals
are composed of these elements and their
composition gives an indication of the
processes involved in their formation e.g.
perhaps volcanic.
Each 'event', or imcntciion, causes the
emission of a 'pulse' of a particular level of
energy. So by using detectors which
measure the number and energy levels of
these pulses a graph can be plotted which
shows peaks at energy levels
Corresponding to particular elements, and
die heights of these peaks indicate the
relative abundance of the elements and
hence the elemental composition of die
material under analysis, (see Figure 6.)

icr*

-i
X - rays

10"

10'

Ultraviolet light
Visible light
Infra-red light
Radar
Microwaves
Television
Radio

10'

Figure 5. the
electromagnetic
radiation spectrum.

Fxlra low frequency (ELF)
Itf

Newton's Rainbow
The techniques which come urtderthe
broad heading of spcciroscopy are now
used for the analysis of the constiiuems of
material found throughout the universe.
Isaac Newton in the seventeenth century is
the person credited with first recognising
die significance of what he saw when lie
passed a ray of sunlight through a prism
and showed that it was composed of many
colours. little did he know when he called

this spread of radiation a 'syiecinjm' that he
was naming nor only a range of colours but
also a range of tedmiques which would
enable us to deduce the tomjioiUion of
distant stars without leaving the laboratory,
and to take science on a journey not only
into die atom but also to Mais and beyoiid.
Acknowledgements:
Encyclopaedia Uritianica CD-ROM
Becimmcs rmdBe\wiri November IDDS CM
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Figure 6. A hypothetical spectrum.

Energy Level
Energy levels along the x-axis correspond to knov/n characteristics
X-ray energies generaled due to ionisation - thus each peak can be
identified as being due to a particular element. The number of pulses
plotted along the y-axis corresponds to the abundance of the element in
the sample.
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If you started on PCs before Windoivs
95 you might not he using your system
to the full. Mike Bedford shows you
how to make the most of the desktop.
m

a
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The natureof sofiware is
such that it's difficult to
write a column like this
confident that the information
presented will lie new to
virtually all readers. Without a
doubt many of you make fiill
use of the Windows 95 or 98
desktop. But since there are
lots of ways of doing things,
other people - mainly those
who have graduated from an
earlier version of Windows may not Ik aware of how
powerful this facility is. Using
the desktop won't allow you to
do things that can't be done In
other ways hut it could make
you more productive. Others
may simply decide that it's a
more intuitive interface.
Try it Out
The Windows 95 or 98 desktop
is the background whidi you'll
see if you're not displaying full
screen windows. By default it's
nitquoisebut, as we saw in an
earlier column, you can change
its colour or define a patternBut it's far more than just a
fancy looking screen background.
'Ihc easiest way to get a feel for
die desktop is to try some
things out. So to start out, open
[he Windows Explorer, make
sure it doesn't occupy the full
screen, select a data file (e.g. a
word processor or graphics
file), hold down the Ctrl key
and drag that flie off the

Windows Explorer window
onto die dtrsktap. You'll find
th:ir you end up with an icon
for tliac file on the desktop but
the original file will also be in
its original folder. And just as
with normal operations in
Windows Explorer, if tou hadn't
hdd down die Cui key then
you'd have moved die file to
the desktop rather than just
putting a copy of it there. In
the following screen shot I've
dragged a copy of the file wd Lair
onto thedesktop and you'll
notice that it appears alongside
the various icons which were
already on die desktop.
As you might expect, so long
as the file has an application
associated with it, then double
clicking on the icon will open
that file in the appropriate
application. In the case of my
file, double clicking on the
icon opens it in Corel Draw!
fry it on your file. The desktop
is. Iherefore, a useful place to
put files which you'rfrgoing to
access frequently — it's much
easier to open a file here than
to find it in the hierarchical file
system. Clearty, though, it
doesn't make sense to Keep
too many files here at anyone
time —needles and haystacks
come to mind.
I'm sure that a.number of
readers will already be trying to
iPi EfF'oimg bpiklop
R Edt Viev) looi Heb
<5 Desktop
AlFoldeft
inmsr
S-!M M fee's Dxnputer
SSJ IKRoppyEAO
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figure cut exactly where files
on the'desktop are stored.
Cerminly these must actually
be stored on die hard disk
somewhere.hut I suggest that
you slew the desktop in
conceptual terms only. Viewed
this way, the desktop is hot a
pan of the hard disk, in fact it's
not even pan of the local
computer, it's at a higher level
titan this as the following
Windows Explorer screen
portion will prove.
Desktop Folders
1 Jav-ing just suggested that you
don't keep many files on the
desktop, if you really want to,
you can organise thedesktop
as hierarchical folders just like
the hard disk although,
personally, I think this defeats
the object. However, do try it
out and if you find it useful
then use it. Find a blank area of
the desktop and dick right.
From the menu which is
displayed select New > Folder.
, A folder with the delault name
New Folder is created on the
desktop and you can change
this to a more meaningful
name just as you would in
Windows Explorer. In fact, if
you really want to find out
where Windows stores desktop
documents, double click on
the folder icon to open the
folder and you'll find that it's
actually stored in
C:\WINDOWS\DIiSKTOP\
(although this folder is hidden
by default in the Windows
Explorer). Furthermore you
can right click in this window
to create folders within that
folder ad infinlrum.
A Clipboard
The desktop can also be used
as a sort of clipboard. Let's see
how tiffs works. First of ail,
copy a small-graphics file (in a
format supported by your word
processor) to die desktop
using the Windows Explorer.

Now open up your ward
processor and type some text
into a new document. Now,
ensure that.the won! processor
isn't maximised so that the
desktop is visible and drag the
graphics file from die desktop
into your word processor
document. The gtapliics will
appear in die document ax the
position you release die mouse
button. You can also do this in
reverse. Try highlighting an
area of text in your word
processor document and
dragging it onto the desktop. A
new 'scrap' file-will be created
on the desktop containing the
selected text. Cleady this can
now be dragged into another
document. This also works
with spreadsheets, graphics
software, in feet just about any
application.
Shortcuts
The other type of object you
cm place on the desktop are
short-cuts to programs or files,
(n fact, you probably already
have some slion-cuts on j-our
desktop since this Is the way
some applications are instalied.
A short-cut is an icon which
allows you to start an
application or open a file m ore
easily than finding it in die Start
menu or from the disk. A shortcut is nota cop;' of a file or
applicauon though — we've
already seen how to create
these on the,desktop - it's
purely a way of accessing a file
which is stored elsewhere. As
with data files, though, it only
makes sense to put a few shortcuts on your desktop. If you
have too many it will prove
harder to find iheni on the
desktop than by other methods.
To creates shortcut, find the
file using the Windows Explorer,
select it and copy Now move
the mouse pointer over die
desktop, right dick and select
Paste Shortcut from the menu
which is displayecL
And finally, anything on the
desktop — i.e. a file or a shortcut - can be deleted (or moved
to the waste basket) by
selecting it and pressing Shift
Delete (or just Delete to put it
in the vvastebaskct).
' A-l -1
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GENERATOR

This month John Mosely constructs two kits from the
Veileman 'Minikits' series.
Tlie Velleinan Mini-kiLs are
noi just an escellem
introduction to electronics
for the beginner, but aiso

provide some "iight relief" to
the more experienced
constructor, or can be adapted
for more novei applications. Alt

= are inexpensive - costing less
; than a fiver, and include all the
main components, except the
: battery and enclosure.! have
| put together several of them
: now - each one ctn be
i constmaetl in Jess than an
i hour - and aU work ten- well.
:
Each kit is packed in a small

dear plastic 'box' that are
stapled to a thick folded card- It
is worth reniembecing that the
card has the insmtctions and
drcuit diagnint printed on it, so
be.very careful when removing
the packaging. Being someone
who's eyesight is not wliai is
use to be, the drcuit diagram Is
rather small, making reading
values a little difficult. However,
overcoming this probleni is
relatively east' and followiEg the
cansmioion diaanun soon
produces a working module.
Construction
Construction Is vert' scraigiit
forward, and In general starts with
the small components - reststors.
diodes. capadtors, transistors,
electrohtics, LEDs, DILIC .sockets,
sv.itches etc, Insenioh of the SCs.
if any, is left to Last. Most of the
kits require a 9VT?P3 battery (not
supplied) power supply, and a
suitable battery- holder is
Lnduded tiiai comeniently
screws to die PCB. Tta date, I
have, retitiiied no test equipment
to set up the finished kits.

LED RUNNING UGHT PARTS UST
RESISTORS
MISCELLANEOUS
Ri -12
3k3MinRes
SWi, 2
Sin^e Pole'Push Sw
RV1, 2M2 Hortz Preset
Bait
SVPP3
Battery Hoitter
CAPACriORS
l&pih OIL Socket
lOnF
C1
C2, 3
IpF.PC Bsct
8-pin DIL Soctet
PCS
SEMICONDUCTORS
Dl
1W4143.
ICi
' 555 ,Timer
ORDER CODE PRICE INC, VAT
1C2 'C04015;Du3l 4-Kt Shift Reg
VX96E
£4.99
LD1- 8 RkJ LED Ltr.'/Current

ass:
**1

PROJECT
RATING

01
1N414a

RV1
2'.\2
RIO
3k3
R9
3k3

SPEED

i.svr
SWI

H
Prog.'OM

'I—'
RsseUOFF
RST
OISCHGE 7 4
TRESHOLC

Vcc

OUT CLKA 9
CLKB 1
GND

25
Vcont

.1 C2
\pF

Vcc
15

RSTA s
RSTB 14

1C1
555
TTmar

TRIGGER
Batt
9V

SW2. 1

rCI
1
lOnF
,03
IhF
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R11
0 3k3

R12 3I<3

DA
7
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CD4015
Dual 4-Bit Shift Register
8
Vss

5
QlA

4
QZA

3
03A

2
10 15 13
12
11
Q4AIDB
Q4B
01B02E 03 B

Rl
□ 3K3

R3
3K3

R4
3K3

R5
3K3

RB
3K3

R7
iK::
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3K3

B9
3K3

LDl

LD2

LD3

L04

LD5

LDS

UD7

LD8

LED Running Light
The circuit !S A"e!y f tr.iightforwnrd
and uses a. 555 tinier that docks
a 4015 dual 4-bit shtftregister.
D1 provides protection from
inadvertent reverse connection
to a battery supply Ray Marston
in his excellent artide LED
Chaser & Sequencer Circuits
tDecember 199S Issue 132) "
explains the ojicratiDn of similar
ty]>es of drcuiis. RN'l is used to
adjust the speed of die lighting
effect. SW1 and SW2 are small
push-tcv-make switches that
tunt-off/reset die circuit (SWT)
and turn-on and programme
the effects. Hie first (.tush
causes one LED to light and
progress from left to right, and
condmialSy pressing increases
die number on to txm then
three etc. again moving from
left to right. A point is reached
when all LEDs will be on.
Although on the supplied PCB
all die LEDs are in a straight
line, there Is no reason why the
LEDs cannot be placed
remotely (to n small box), and
arranged in any desired shape.
It Ls important to observe
correct polarity of the diode,
electrdytics and LEDs, and the
board legend deariy Indicates
correct polarity. As stlways,
please check your handiwork
for shorts, dry joints etc. A fewminutes careftiily checking the
board can save a lot of time and
heanache.
lite final result produces
pleasing results. The LRDs are
bright and die unit consumes
very link- power. 1 had the display
on for several hours and the
battery was still going strong.

Signal Generator
This is a very simple circuit diat
again uses n 555 timer set at I KHz.
which produces a square wave
output. It can then be shaped
to produce either a 'squaK:,'
'integraior,' 'triangle' or 'sine'
wave output. A small jumper is
used to select die desired
output waveform. RVT provides
a variable output level to inject
in to a drcuit. This output could
be attached to a suitable probe
if so desired, with an earthing
connection via a length of wire
and a crocodile clip.
Again construction is very
straightforward, and took less
than an hour. Tliis project can
easily be mounted in to a small
plvsiic Ixix with a probe attachcd.
Tlie little jumper that is user! to
select the output waveform
could be replaced by a small
rotary switch or slide switch. Ibis
would depend on your choice if
you wanted all the availibic
output waveforms. Similarly, the
positive baitety lead could lie
rouied via a small push-to-make
switch, or a snuili single-pole,
single-throw lype switch. Ibe
battery should last for many
months before it needs replacing.
I checked the waveforms on
an cddlloscope, espedally the
sine wave, for disionlDn, purity
etc., and found the waveforms to
lie exceptionally good at IkHz as
claimed. Hie variable output level
produced a maximum output of
400mV pk-pk.
Tliis is an excellem little kit,
that not only is easy to make, but Ls
a very practical one roo. mm- -t

o

PROJECT flTta
RATING

SPECIHCATION
Output v/aveform:
Frequency:
Output level;
Power supply:

sine, square, trian^e,. integrator
1kHz fixed
Oto 200mV rms
9V

SIMPLE SIGNAL GENERATOR PARTS UST
RESISTORS
SEMiCONDUCTORS
81,2,3.
Ik Min Res
01
lfJ4007
R4. 5. 6
10K Min Res
"011,2
BC547B
R7
'15k Min Res
[C1
555. Timer
R8
4k7 Min Res
R9, 10
100k Milt Res
MISCELLANEOUS
Rli
1M Min Res
B£ct
OV PP3 Battery
RV1
47k Preset
Batteiy Holder
CAPACITORS
8-pin OIL Socket
Cl, 2
10nF
C3, 4. 5, 6
47nF
ORDER CODE PRICE INC. VAT'
C7
lOOnF
VX94C
£4.99
IpFPC Etoct
C8. 9

D1 IN4007

R1
Ik
R7
Ink

R9
100k
RST
□ ISGHG 7 4
01
555
TRESHD 6 Timer
TRIG

, C9
Batti "•IgF
9V

25
Vcort!

C7100nF

OUT
RS
GND 4k7

iCI
'lOnF
I1 C3
47nF

Vcc

R4 10k B5 10k

R6 10k Rtl 1M

IC4 I |C5
'47nF I «47nF

I[ C6
47nF

H10
100k
Square
-o-oInlegrator
o-oTriangle
o--oSine
o-

C2 10nF

TB2
BC547B
C8 luF
+. ■

H2
Ik
TRl
BC547B

R3
Ik

Out
GND

J1,.J4 select output vraveform
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Diary Dates
Erefy possible efiort has bssn made
(o ensure thai intormaiion presented
here is eoreect priw to pubTeation.
To attjid. disappomtment due to (ate
changes w amendments; p'ease contact
event otganisatkiriS to cotom details.
April 1999
1 Aptii. Internet Serranac Star, legafend.ViVefeor. Teh {01385) 884422
3 to 18 Aprif Edntijfgi lisanst^ Sciare
FestveJ, BSrfeag). ta t013U 220 S220.
13 to IS Apnl ftEPCON Bsetroncs, NEC.
mnrir^sm. TES (Oifiu 9io 79io.
20 to 21 April Intrant EXPO 1999. Eafs
ecus. Lx.iTi. Tet (OISll 742 2528.
May 1939
6 May. Internet Ssmiinec Stac Binrmgsare.
"fit (01285)834422.
17 to 19 May Caite & SateSte
J.tafecss! IS®, Eeds Out bardonsb (0181) 910 7231_
25 to 27 May ttsnat'.tjy L5(&fingl&39,
EaTs C&Jt london. fit 0171975 04{S.
25 to 28 May (feth liteniEiofal Ccrfeerce
on (.!etai§ snd rnins fear ErefS' SurS;'
WBTwHra!, IEE Casfeferce Cenue,
Snrmgisri Tet: (0171) 2401371.
26 to 27 May Emfeifed Sjsiems.
ffiynpa. lereJcn. fit (0171) 551JCOO.
June 1999
7 to HJune, i6ifi lntenBKaisI fifitraifc
Gofaess. EE, Efribojgi imaratjona)
CorSrerce Centre, fit: (0171) 2401871.
a June. yaansetSemuia--, Star, Lcnkn.
fit (01285)834423.
8 to 10 June. in,iTrfr>"ra' fidrxfcs1 Sno.v
fS; Brrsngarn fii (0181)930 773?_
21 to 23 June. PecffeinCattrolafi
tnSiBtora! ConJKBXS cn Hameh
(ntadacte in CitoM
OscJriss std.
Comtrard Centres, IEE, UrAestycf Estii
fit: (0171) 240 1873.
12 to 15 Jina &vtnn haratirai OimG-ce
oi tme^ PiKessouerd fts Apptrcstsns.
I.rsreteser. fit (0171) 2401871.
29 June to 1 July- Hsr.vcT-s fifecan,
N'sSasi E'ltbiScn Ceritre. Bnringiam;
fifc.COJSD 742 2828.
30 June to 4 Jriy BBC orcno.ys ViCfU Lve;
Eats Coat, Oareba (0171) 402 23SS
July 1999
S July. IntafreS Sensnsf, Star, QdTii'Sxtl,
f.firchcstK Te?: (012853 ^442226 to 28 JutyTrtrd bitofl^tdns! Conference
mA±9rtajAdErd'D'ACbr),emfid7tMS.
aril trvs? A&k&crs, Unises'S)' cf
StraaxJjtfe. (3a=@7.y, fit (0171) 2401871.
August 1999
10 Aug. Interns Smew. Star, Er&sburjJi.
TK; (012853884422.
23 to 27 Aug. ESevernli titsrratxxral
SjmposBsn on tf^UUtage Eigheerieg.
Ixfxix-L, Tel; (0171) 240 3S71.
September 1909
1 to 3 September WiiSi IntBirsefenel
Ccr^reate cn Bectiieal htecttossand
Cn.es, CanSfber/ChfiS Church CcfeS.
fit 10171) 2401871.
7 to 10 September N nth traranaScnal
Oertsrsce co Arcfcai Neural ."fetocfta,
EE Confetswe on Adiffeal ftetsal
rtsti'.ote, UrE.sstj'of Ei£pbji#t.
fit (0171! 240.3871..
Please send details of events for
Inclu^on tn 'Kary tetes' to: News Editor,
Sec ironies and Beycnd, P.O. Box 777,
Raytelgh, Essex SS6 8L0 or c-nrall to
svraddlngton@dx, compulink.cQ.uk.
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coninninicuions. refrigeration,
healtlicate and solar home systems.
Apjilitittions could also include
building integrated products anil
seniccs - for example, intiitifunnional.riHjfing and cladding
products, or tools which help in the
design, impiemcntaiion or
operation of photovoltaics systems;
balance of systems components,
such as energy storage systems,
wiring and connections systems;
and nrinutacturing processes,"
Battle continued. "The third
scheme would develop showcases
for UK technologv- and design by
demonstrating die use of
phoiavohaics in large-scale building
apniicauons, and to estalilish liest
jjnictice for the future. I would like
to see proposals from as wide a range as possible comnierdal offices, latge retail antlers, hospitals,
leisure centres, or large housing estates. I hope we
can fund five or sis instalLuions a year, including a
proponion of the capital costs as well as the
design, monitoring and evaluation of each project.
"This industry has come a long way ttlready. and
it has a great future ahead of il I am determined
to support the industry so thai it can take its place
in tills Govenmiem's drive for more energy from
renewable resources."
The iliree pmjioseii initiatives are currently at
planning stage, and comments from the
[ihotovoltaic industry are being sought on the
derail of the schemes. Application procedures for
the initiatives will lie announced at a later date.
For further details, check; <wmw. epsrc. ac.uk>
Contact: DTX Tel; 01793 4-kiOOO.
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Going Solar Together
Wliat tic Newcastle Unitetl's fcKJibal! .stailium, the
Karth Centre near Doncaster, and the liquinox
office buikiing in West London liave in common?
Answer, 'fhet' arc nl! buildings planning to use
solar energy iastaUadoiK to provide them with dean
dearicity They are also typical tif projects on which
energy tniiiLster John Batde asked for Government
and industry to wxirk together speaking at the
DTI-'Engioming and Phjxical Sciences Reseaivh
Council (liPSRC) Fhotovolraics Conference in
Manchester at the iwgjnning of Februaty.
Speaking at the conference. Battle said. "Solar
energy has real potential, and I want Govemmem
and industry to join forces to develop its longterm furore. This is why 1 am asking for the
industry's involvement in taking forward three
major new initiailyqs in the field of photovoltaics.
"Tlie first project is a field trial for around 100
homes across the coumty, to test a variety of
£10 Million For Business/
actual photovnl taics. installat iomsu n del reil
Science Partnerships
conditions. This would help us explore options
Lord
Sainsbury. the UK govemmem minister for
and |lave the way for a jxissible larger programme
science, has announced XiO million of newin die future. The projectwill look at die size of
funding available through the second round of
siTftems, npes of building, and diffcrenr
Foresight LINK Awards.
technologies; A design manual for house builders
is one of the aims of die projeci.
"The second initiative is a call
ESE
f. T. l>. J;
for proposals for the
'i-a 3 33-u c-i ^ ji
development of photovoltaic
components and systems, with
Sa-C# psft
the aim of enhancing the
O^h-r* fa- P77' .e*£M
competitiveness of ITC
companies. Projects could expect
to receive between 25% and 50%
of the total cost from a budget of
.ti million. Preference would lie
Tile Forcjiglil LINK Aw ards
given to projects involving
coDahoration between
companies, and so take advantage
U'rfcom* fa the Fo^eiTjhJ UXK Airardi hsmr pi(e.
of the widest sources of expertise.
L-'tt A£i iijr U fc>j «C cxct lirjbnztJ f
it cd tltxJ A- rOTri{^a?rtfcn- — I U
"tViieniiai projects could
' ftgafcrf fra Ai;5rt?trr
include applications with export
•
cita Tina; i-: 4^073jtd ce vtv ±4 Ttn^c. ar*? fjub'e f-ty7c(im £; t? y.rer IxaLrtt
-iA ic4.c?«r 4
TJ-'PIC K S&rorsd "'cri)
potential, especially for
■
G
.AfcfTirsai
rrftneea
asfy, j!flir
25 rfp^xi yrtr V
developingcounmes. These
could include water treatment,
i
I n . ^
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The fiinding will go towTatfs projects iliaj
explore, new tnnrkei and technoiogv'
opponunities in areas identified b\* Foresight
as inijxjrram to the hirure competitiveness
and quality of life of the UK.
The principal thrast of applications for
Awards must be innov-.itive, higli quality; preconipetitive research in ttreas ofcouimerdal
potential. All such applicatiotis which
address Foresight priority areas not covered
in- currently open UNK programmes wliich the Awards ate intended to
Complement - will be welcomed and given
full consideraiiou.
Small and medium-sized businesses are
particularly encouraged to play an active
pan in applications, as are businesses in
sectors that do not have an established track
record of working with die science base.
Furdierinforihaiion on the Aw.inis is aiulfaliie
on the.ForesightlXNKAwartls Weh site.
For funhcr details, check:
<ViWrf.dti.gDv.uk/ost/1 ink/award. htro>
Contaci: DTI, Tel: (01793) 444000.
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An affordable mobile office from Phenom
Now here ts a palmtop computer that is of great value. Right now for only .€299 from
Maplin Electronics, you can get equipped with the 'office on the road'. This little
devil will give you all the normal Windows CF packages iticiiitiing Wbtd, Excel anil
PowerPoint. When your work is done, the urgent letters and reports can be E-mailed via a
nearby phone line using ihe PCMCIA 33-,SK modem that comes with the package. Tlie
alternative is to beep the inlpmiatian and when bade a base you ran download all those
valuable reports, letters and spreadsheets on to your desktop PC via a cable defcking station
and ifnk software. Tlie-inbuiic web browser also gives you the potemia! to surf die' Internet,
TJie .mono screen with optional backlight is touch sensitive and operates very easily
using the provided stylus. This can speed up operations along with auto document recall
when first; opening up.
It Has even got the facility to present your Power Point slide presentaiions via ah external
colour monitor. Estimated battery tileiime is il hours on a single charge.

Jobs to Kick Off Apple
Developer Conference
Siei"e Jobs, Apple s interim CKO. will deliver
the kick off keynote on the first day of
Apple's 1999 Woddwide'Deieloper
Conference (VCAVDC), to be held on May 10
to 14 at the San Jose Conventlgn Centre in
San Jose, California. US.
jobs will be joined by Avie Tevanian.
Apple's Senior Vice President of Software
Engineering, and together they will give
dcvelopers an oveniew of Apple's softw-are
Kwdmap, including the first in-dqitli look at
Mac OS X, Apple's next generation
Ojierating system.
TheVvVvDC will include technical cracks
on .Mac OS. Mac OS X, Carbon, the Intemer,
Jam. QuickTime, AppleScript. CclorSync,
WeliOhjects, Universal Serial Bus (USB). ...
Fire Wire and /MtiVec
For the first time, the conference will
feature special sessions for Adolie
Photoshop and QuarkXPress plug-in
developers, there will also be business
presentations outlining Apple's marketing
programmes and sales strategies.
hlni'h'--l
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Ptioto 1~ ^The famous
Hubble space telescope
photograph of stars
fonnjhg in tbe Eagle
Nebula, some 7600 light
years away (Courtesy
NASA STSCl).
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Douglas Clarkson delves into the tmiverse, particle
physics, and life!
tfTSfc ELECTRONICS AND BEYOND May 1999

II is certainly ven* pleasant io write in the
year 1999, very much aware tliat at the
height of the Cold VCar, there was reason
to doubt if we would survive collectively at
all. Indeed it is perhaps a worth while
reflection that some aspects of die
Millennium Bug originate from the element
of doubt regarding the survival of civilisation
to the year2000 - as if the resolution of such
problems should not be taken too seriously.
Science in the twentieth century, while
creating weapons of mass destruction, has
been highly successful in railing back the
bounclaries of knowledge to the ends of the
known physical universe and also to the very
fabric of matter itsdf. It is a paradox indeed
diat both approaches are looking to provide,
a better understanding of the way everything
fits together in lite physical world. In tem'is
of a theory of everyihing. svstems at die
extremes of scale have to be recondled.
The process dynamics that triggered the
whole of the physical tsniveisc into existence
and detemiinc its ultimate fete Is being
investigated by the Largest computers on the
planet, and the mast powerful panicle
•acceleratnts working and soon to be wotidng.
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Doppler shift with
. distance - Indicating a
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value of Bubble's
constant of 15 km/sec
per 1000 Ught years.
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Sharing the Mysteries
of Science
Questions of [he-origin of die Universe have
entered the niainstream of everyday
thinking - as was made evident by the
popularity of Steven Hawkins's book 'A Brief
History of Tune' which between its first
edition in 1988 and my copy of 1992 has
been reprinted no less than 27 times.
Indeed the publicuion of this tide was to
see the emergence of a whole new strata of
'Popular Science' publishing which would
deal with an expantiing range of topics
including Cosmology, Genetics and Chaos
Theory. One of die successes of Steven
Hawkins books was the ability of the author
to formulate questions within the text which
aroused the curiosiry of the reader Not all
of die questions, however, thus raised could
be answered. This did not detraci ffom the.
success of the book. In fact diis must be
seen as one of the essentials for progressive
science that it must constantly be asking
itself quesdoas. There Is also somedting
important about sdentists communicating
dieir understanding to the public since it is
die public, through the mechanism of
taxation which fisnds major programmes of
(Mrtide physics research.
One of the problems with modem sodety
is that science is percehred as prindpally one
of prodding answ ers - answers to eventhing
-gixing the impression that eventually dtcrc
will lie no questions to answer. In so doing,
die mystery olthe unknown is consequently
diminished. One of the perplexing
developments in society has been the loss of
die .sense of mystery of everything. Science
may have given us lots of answers bur it Is
not die role of sdcnce to give the
impression that there remain no mysteries.
Some Big Questions
The mind of die sdemist has, however,
expanded in various fields in relation to
looking at the bigger issues, rather than
becoming completely bogged down with
everyday laboratory physics - interesting as
such studies may well tie. As increasing

3x10'

confidence is placed in die Big Bang theory
which considers that the Universe expanded
from an incredibly hoLnudeus, so there Is
now sjiecuJadon about "when the dock
struck zero' or even 'before the. clock struck
zero-. Also, since everything that Itappeiis to
us in our daily life hopefully can be assigned
a reason, scientists are beginning also to ask
- 'Why did the Big Bang take place?' A more
correct description, however, of die theory
of the origin of Creation is the 'Standard
Model'. Tills is perhaps not a very exciting
expression. Even, when we go shopping, we
try eo avoid having to buy a 'standard model'
of anydiing.
ALso, as scientists discover the basic laws
of matter, die basic building blocks of
panides and ways of assodauon are.
determined, questions are also being asked
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about the precise set of rules that ensurethe stability of die physical universe. Js there
some basic process of selection at play in
the way for example, that atoms when
created allow organic moteculcs to exist?
What are the rotes that cause protoas,
neutrons and clceirons to exist tis they do?
So we see that science is making discoveries
and also asking "Why is it like this'?
This aspect of the rules of the gameis
descrilied in terms of eidier the Hveafc
aathropic' prindpte or die 'strong andiropic1
principle. A more (undamemal aspect of
such analysis relates to die very process of
expansion of the Universe which lias beeii
determined to be very sensitive to minute
variations of interactions of energy raid
matter and which with the wTong' values
could have resulted in a 'damp squib1 rather
than, the grand 'roller coasted of an event
that we are led to believe took place "when
the dock-struck zero'. Recent photographs
of the Hubble Space telescope reveal the
shear magnitude of the process of creation
of scars and associated planetary systems.
Photo 1 shows the famous photograph of
stars forming in the Eagle Nebula, some
7000 light years.away.
So science has therefore progressed from
merely determining the laws of physics to
assessing them in the light of possible
permutations of all die laws that could
possibly have come into existence. This Ls
like some codebreaker trying to assess the
psychology of the person setting, die codes.
Some LheorisLs can even conceive of paralie!
physical universes chat relate to different
solutions of die basic cosmic, equations.
\t1iile at the beginning of the century,
physical science was diminishing the
potehuat for the existence of God in the
Universe, by explaining in an apparently
increasingly mechanistic world, there is also
a more creative, inquisitive scientific
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Pho^o 2 Hubble Image'of he outer-reacheVoMhe visible Universe showing «
beivildering variety of sha es,,sizes and colours oTgalaxf s (Courtesy NASA STSCI)
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The Esoteric Response
Science today thus asks the question - "Why
was die Universe created? Various
mainstream religions and philosophies
would for their part indicate that the
creation of the universe provided an
opportunity for consciousness to develop
and in so doing for consciousness, by free
will, to discover die mind of the Creator.
Moreover, some more esoteric sources
would indicate that the physical Big Bang
was the result bfaystallisatfon of thought,
that thought energy was the ultimate source
of energy for the Big Bang - a cosmic
thought of die Creator. So in looking for the
First Cause, as itwere, this was initially
separate from matter but manifested
subsequently as mancr.
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Pfioto-3 Hubl
refnaifcalfly uun'fojrn in all directions, 'Courtesy NASA STSC1}.
refnaiiial^
mainstream active presently which is trying
to come to grips with the many chailenges
□f thought triggered by die discoveries of
science. These are interesting times in the
mind of the Gosmnfogisi.
Consciousness Revisted
In theboofo on popular science, we still see
many which refer to the mysteries of human
consciousness as a topic linked to 'explaining
die universe". Almost as if someone is
tapping chalk on a blackboard, the reminder
conies through many of them - our

understanding of human consciousness has
noradvanced to any great significance in the
last 100 years despite the best efforts of
science. .As sdemists contemplate a uniform
theory of everything, the aspect of human
consciousness deftly defies, a physical
explanation. As various authors, however,
put a time limit on unravelling the number
of years required to fully'understand'
consciousness in terms of neural networks
and Ohm's law there remain a solid cote of
others who are skeptical of the ability or
even the role of science to find a satisfactory
purely physical solution.

Measurements of the remnants ot the
heal of the Big Bang, recorded by the
cosmic Background Explorer saiellite In
1989, fit perfectiy vvilh iheory
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Cosmic Milestones
The fitting together of some of die many
pieces of the jigsaw of creadon has taken
some time to progress thus far. Most of the
significant developments have taken place in
die 20th century, dirough Newton's
'discovery' of gravity his until very recendy
been thought to be die most critical lactor in
the long term survjra! of the physical
universe and also the most difficult to explain
as part of a unified theory of everything.
While there had been speculation of the
nature of die Milky Way as iieing a vast local
collection of stars, it was the completion of
the 100 inch telescope at Mount Wilson
near Los Angeles that gave Edwin Hubble in
die 1920s the opportunity to resolve
individual stars within so called Messier
Objects such as M31 anil M33. It had been
known for some time that cycles of stellar
evolution gave rise to so called Ceplieid
variable stars whose variation in brightness
with time could Be related to their absolute
luminosity. This provided a means of
determining the relative distance of such
stan; at die very edge of the then visible
universe. By observing the diaracieristic

0.8

0.6

Curve is theoretical
prediction based on
i Big Bang model of the
universe
Black squares are satellite data

0.4

Figure 2. Data obtained by
.the Cosmic Background
Explorer Satellite In 1989.
The data points shown as
squares provides a perfect
fit to the 2.76 K biack
body radiation.
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Figure 3. Process of
cooling of universe.
Each cooling by a
factor of 10 Is
associated with a
volume expansion of
a factor of 10.
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wavelengths (red shift) of lines enutted by
such stars it wis licicmiined from the
JDoppler principle tltat tlie more remote
galaxies were in relative terms moving faster
away from us. In feet, the very early data
that Hubble collected would appear
uncomindng today, though subsequent
observations would more than confrmi his
theory as indicated in Figure 1 wliidi shows
levels of red shift as a function of distance to
object observed. One of the problems,
however, of this approach is the sheer
problem of extending the observation
distance to more and more distant galaxies
and hoping to observe specific Cepheid
variable stars. Tlie universe is stil! expanding
wltit die best current estimate Of expansion
of the order of 15km per second per million
light years - the 1 kibble constant. The age of
the Universe, however has not been
absolutely determined but is probably in the
region oF!>e!ween 10 and 20 biilian years.
This is the level of expansion which is
assumed the universe is currently
undergoing throughout its entirety. To
provide some perspective in the rate of
expansion of the universe, if a sphere of
radius 1000 million light years is considered,
in one year it will expand by a fector of
0.000000005 % or equrvatcnily it would take
a billion years to expand by a factor of 5%.
The rate of expansion must be slowing
down, however, as die relative gravitational
energy of galaxies becomes a less negative
term - i.e. as they try to free themselves
from mutual gravitational attraction. The
tftiestibn as to whether the Universe's
expansion will keep on going as an 'open'
expansion or attract hack on itself under
gravity as a 'dosed' expansion las not yet
been completely determined. Until very
recendy the key factor was considered to
relate to the average density wills which
mass is distributed in the Universe. Current
estimations of mass range from between 6
to 0.03 nudearparticies (neutrons,protons)
per diousand litres. Recent work relating to
determine aiiy residual mass value of the
neutrino is seen as a crucial fanor in such
determinations. Investigative science has
therefore a iot of fundamental discoveries to
make before this issue Is settled. Also, the
recent work in observation of distant
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supernova on the edge of the visible
universe - suggesting that the expansion of
the Universe is accelerating - has thrown
Cosmology in a spin.
There is also the suspicion that since the
interaction between neucinos and
maner/antimarter is so small, there could
still be significant levels of antimatter in the
universe in the form of antl-neutrinas. As
time goes on, docs this imply that even this
mass component of the universe Is not in a
steady state but is slowly declining with
time? Future work in partide physics will in
addition be seeking pan ides of so called
Dark Matter In order to account for die
large component of apparent missing mass
in die universe. To date only around 10% of
matter can lie accounted for by direct
astronomical observation.
An Eagle Eye
Trie Hubble Space telescope has enabled
resolution of die most distant optical images
so ftir captured. En setting the telescope to
look to die very furthest limits of resolution,
photo 2 shows images of deep field galaxies
at die very edge of the present detectable
universe. Some of die galaxies are 30th
magnitude in brightness. What is revealed is
a bewildering array of types of shapes and
colours of galaxies in a tiny spec of the sky.
Analysis of many images of distant galactic
Relds indicates that the Urmerse is stailsiicaUy
die same in all directions - providing some'
clues about the-uniformity of the process of
expansion of die early Universe. Photo 3
indicates a typical field of galaxies indicating
a range of types and sizes of galaxies present.
The Cosmic Microwave
Background
The physical universe that we know today is
regarded as one which evolved from eariier
beginnings. It is estimated that at one phase
during the initial expansion when protons,
neutrons and electrons had become stable,
there was intense characteristic radiation in
die form of photons at a characteristic Black
body radiation of around 3000 K The
Universe then was a very 'bright' place. As
the space of tlie Universe expanded, the
individual energy of these photons was
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correspondingly diminished as their energy
became spread over a much larger volume.
The remnants of this original "big flash'
radiation is been as a dvaracteri-Stic Black
Body radiation at an equivalent temperature
of around 3°K. Figure 2 shows the data
obtained liy die Casinic Background
Explorer Satellite in I9S9- The.data points
shown as squares provides a perfect fit to
the 276 K black body radiation.
Tills background radiation was first
discovered in 1964 by two ratiio astronomers,
A. fUnzins and Roljert W Wilson. This analysis
also provides infomiation on the energy
density of such photons - providing in the
process an indication that most of the energy
of. the universe now is in the form of matter,
while during the initial phare of die Universe,
most of the energy was in the form 'of high
energy photons.
in feet, the remnants of this early
radiation field indicate that in winding back
the dock of time as tlie universe became
smaller, it became consequently hotter as
characterised by die energy of photons
present. In respect of this, photons of pure
energy could begin to produce partides of
physical matter. Electrons and positrons can
be considered, to form from photons of
energy of characteristic temperature 5-9 x
10" K and protons and neutrons at
significandy higher energies of 10'J K.
Figure 3 indicates the principle of cooling of
the Universe which has been considered to"
have undergone since die start of time.
Thus for a reduction of temperamre by a
fhctor of 10, is associated a time fector of 10.
As physical particles were formed, they were
formed as matter and antimatter types, with
an imbalance of the order of one part in.
1000 million in favour of manor panides.
The remaining partides of matter remain as
evidence of the much greater numbers of
panicles of both types that would have been
formed but which annihiinced themselves.
Thus the sheer existence of the physical
unheise is as a result of the infinitesimal
lack of symmetry between matter and
antimatter. As might be expected, scientists;
are very keen to determine exactly why this
is so. If the syinmeuy was exactly zero, then
no physical universe would exist at all.
Next month we look at how technology
yeilds some answers.
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feedback signal Vl, which is fed
into trie error amplifier Ul.
Tlie life of Ul is very tiresome
it sfiends all of its time trying to
keep V2 equal to VI by xruying
the drive to die base of pass
transistor Ql. 'fhe dicrmal
shutdown module cdnsiancly
monitors die temperature of die
silicon and if it gets too hot it
shuts down the device, at least
until the temperature drops.
Wc all know they work- Vre
liave all used them as Hide black
boxes for a quick and easy way
to get a clean, stable, regulated
supply for a project (npicaily
12V for analogue otcuIls and 5V
for digital circuits). But what is
wrong with diis rosy picture?
Wliy do some designs need a
swi tdiing regulator, while
others are quite liappy with a
linear one? Veil, there is no one
single answer, instead, there are
a numlier of parameters diat
combine to make the choice
between switching and linear.
I Here we will look at some of
the more important ones.
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The Efficiency Drive
Switching regulators are
generally more power efBdent
than linear regulators. In the
linear regulator the pass
transistor is always passing
current, being neither fully
saturated nor turoeti ofL In the
steady state, the pass transistor
acts as a resistive element,
carrying the load current and
the difference between the
ruppfwolrage and the output
voltage. The power dissipated
by the pass traasLstor is the
product of these two tjuantities:
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Neil Johnson of Cambridge Consultants Ltd., discusses the
design of a compact 12V to 6V switching regulator.

L.

Power supplies based on
simple linear regulators
are fine for simple
applications, where the
demands for efficiency, space
ami thermal design are lightHowever, as these requirements
become more important, the
switching regulator offers a
more liable .solution.
For many designers, these
inheretidy siriiple devices are
shrouded in mystery deep in
the realm of electromagnetic
design- This article intends to
shine some light on this topic,
lb help us all understand the
theory behind switching
regulators we will .also look at
the design of an ifi-car power
adaptor for a Psion 5 personal
organiser, bui can be used for
any suitable device requiring 6V
All stages of die design will be
ftiily illustrated thfoughoui, so
you should be able to apply die
same techniques when designing
your own switching regulator.

Linear Regulators
- Not!
Before even considering the
design of a switching power
supply let us look at why we
cannot get away with using a
simpler linear regulator. Most
linear regulatots, qpified by die
Familiar 78sx series threeterminal regulators, are very
nifty cieviGes. They are based
around a pass transistor, error
amplifier and voltage reference,
as shown in figure 1.
Considering die external
simplicity of diese regulators
there is n lor going on inside. To
understand how it works, we
will stan at die output and work
our way back to the input.
The output voltage proodes
current for resistorJR1 to bias
diode DI. This generates a
temperature-stable reference
voltage, Vi. Divider network R2
and R3 tap off a portion of die
output voltage, providing die
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In

Q1

-□ Out
R1
U1

R2
n

D1^

[|R3

...i
Qnd
Figure 1. Three terminal regulator:
unsung hero of the eieclronfcs age.

-01^
Vin

0

Rload

Figure 2. The four basfc components of a buck converter.

Wbeiv

/V = /.v Wo (Wirns)
= power dissipated
by the [tern transistor
I = load current
Vf = difference bettveen
input and output i vltages

For exjimplc, suppose the iupui
voUuge is 15V the output
voltage is 5V and die current.
dnuvn by the load is 1A. Then
the pass transistor raust
dissipate 10\V of power. This
power manifests itself as heat —
the whole regulator will get hot.
'lb maintain the regulator at a
safe operating cemperature
(else the thermal cutout will
uint off the regulator) a large
heats ink will lie needed.
The efficiency of this regulator
is the ratio of die otupin power
to die input power

Switch Slate

On
Oft"

Source Current

Inductor Current
Vripple

Load Voltage

Diode Current

Assuming the input current is
equal to the output current,
tliis can lie rewritten as
n =V«U>/Vin(%)
For our example alxive, tlie
regulator Ls ojierating at about 33%
efficiency. To put it another wa\;
over 66% of the,power provided
by the source is being wasted.
Now. what does this
seemingly inexcusable lack of
efficiency really mean? We heed
a big transformer to provide
more power dun is actually
needed. We also need a targe
hcarsink to help the regulator
dissipate all that waste energy.
We hare to tonsicler carefully
where to mount the regulatorall tltat waste heat has to go
somewhere. The heat radiated
by die regulator and its hcatsink
will heat up surrounding
components, slowly cooking
them to a premature death.
However, it is not ail tloomiind-gloom for the humble
linear regulator. It is very cheap,
costing a few pence for the
smaller devices. The surrounding
circuit is about as simple as
possible—two capacitors.-And,
of panicular importance to
analogue signal processing
systems, there is little noise
present in the regulated output.
•
Enter The Switcher
for most purposes the adrantages
of linear regulators outweigh
their disadvantages, which is
why they are so prevalent,
universal and cheap. Bui most
does not equal all. There ate
amaiions where lack of efficiency
and/or excess heat is a very- real
problem, and these are die
situations where switching

w
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H = Pmt / Pin t%)
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Figure 3. the Buck converter switching cycle. Vripple is due to non-Ideal components.
regulators have taken over.
The emergence of the
desktop computer has been a
major force in pushing power
supply technology to produce
ever cheaper and more effidem
power supplies. The higher
efndency means smaller heatsinks
ami more compact designs. And
removing the need for Luge bulky
transformers drastically reduces
die overall cost of the unit.
The power supply design
described here provides a
regulated 6V output, and able
to deliver up to iA, from a 12V
source. If a linear regulator
were used we would need a
heats ink to dissipate up to SVV
of waste power. Using a
switching regulator, whose
efficiency is about 80%, we only
waste about 1W of |iower, and
\re do not need a hearsink.
Super Features
So far we hare drily compared
like with like features of the
linear and switching reguiators.
Bur this is only liaif of the
picture. Switching regulators
can do things that linear
regulators cannot - output
voltages greater than the input,
and output voltages of opposite
polarity to the input. Both these
features put switeiiing regulators
way ahead of linear regulators.
There are many basic switching
regulator designs, or topologies,
but the two most common are
the buck and die boost There
arc many others, for example
the flyback regulator, and also
hybrid combinations of different
topologies, for exsimple the

buck-boost.
The buck convener
produces an output voltage
that is less titan the input
voltage. At a 'black box' level it
behaves exactly the same as a
linear regulator. However, it
can Ojjcnirc at a much higher
efficiency, typically 80-90%.
The b;isic layout of a buck
convener is shown in Figure 2.
The opetatioh of this
regulator has twin distinct
phases. Hie first one occurs
when the series switch, S, is 'on'
and the input voltage is
connected to the input of the
inductor- The. output of the
inductor is die output voltage,
and the catch tiiode, D, is
reverse biased. During this
period, since there is a constant
voltage source connected across
die inductor, the mtlucior
cunenr begins to linearly ramp
upwards as described by die
following equation:
U =(\'t,-Va*XT™/L
Wbtiv /.yi is the inductor ciin eiu
during the on phase
I'm is lite input voltage
V«4 is the output voltage
Ten is the on lime
L is the i alua of inductance
During tliis 'on' period, energy
is stored widiin die core material
in the form of magnetic flux. If
the inductor is proiierfy designed,
there is sufficient energy stored
to carry the requirement;; of the
load during the "off' period.
The next period is the 'off"
period. "When S turns off, the

voltage across the iriducior
reverses its pokriry and is
clamped at one diode voltage
drop below ground by catch
diode D. Current now flows
through D thus maintaining die
load current loop. This removes
the stored energy from the
inductor. The inductor current
duringThis time is;
/^= ftw - VffTnj/L
Where /off is the inductor enn en!
during lite off phase
Vr is the i altage across
the catch diode O
Tif is the off time
This period ends whenS is
once again turned on. Regulation
of the corivetter is accomplished
by varying the duty cycle of the
power switch. The duty cycle Ls
determined by the ratio ofThi
to the overall switching cycle T:
D = Ton ! T
Where T is the. period of switching
Ton is the duration of
the 'on'period
For die buck convener with
ideal components, the dun*
cycle is defined by the ratio of
the input and output voltages;
D = Voui/Viti
Die complete cycle is illustrated
iti the wavefonns of Hgore 3Wlth ideal components tltere
would be no ripple on the output
However, the non-ideal resistance
in the inductor gives rise to some
ripple in die output (Vripple).
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Figure 4. Block diagram of the Psion S In-Car Power Adapter.
Putting Theory
into Practice
Wc have now seen the
arguments for using switching
regulators, and covered the
basic theory of Qperaiion for the
buck converter. Hie teruainder
of this anide will look at die
design of a power supply to
provide 6V at up to LA from an
unregulated supply in the ringe
11 to 15V The PSli is intended
to power a Psion 5 personal
organiser computer fixim a car
cigarette lighter socket. It could
be used for any number of
other applications by changing
some of the components.
The top-level block diagram
of the power adapter is shown in
Figure 4. The primary purpose
of the input filter is to block any
switching noise from die
regulator from finding its way
out into the car's power lines.. If
left unaitenuated this noise could
lie picked up by die car's radio,
causing unwanted interference
The regulator converts the
input power to a regulated 6V
which is then filtered by the
output filter, this time to
provide a clean outpur signal,
but also to, again, limit the
spread of switching noise.
The overvoltage crowbar and
associated fuse Is provided as
an emergency protection for
the load. One failure mode of
any switdiing device is to short
the input to die output, which
could be disastrous for the toad.
The crowbar circuit senses the
output voltage and, if it exceeds
a set threshold, will automaiicaJly
put a short across die supply,
blowing the fuse and protecting
die lead.
Finally, some indication of die
supply Status is provided,
primarily for the user's bencfit.
Square One
Turning the block diagram of
Figure 4 into a circuit Ls die
next stage in this design study.
During the design process there
are many options available for
cvstomising the circuit. They
will be highlighted at the
relevant points.
1 - The Regulator
The first block to consider is
die heart of the adapter - die
regulator: The device chosen
for this project is the LM2585TADI, available from a number of
aianufacturets (National
Semiconductor and Motorola to
name but two). The iVDj'

signifies this is the adjustable
output version of die LM2575
family The other members of
the family provide fixed outputs
of 3.3M 5Y 12V and 15 V The'T
means the device is in a .5-ieggcd
TO-220 package.
The LM2575 regukitor packs a
lor of functionality into a very
small package. It can supply up
to LA, has an internal osdilator
running at 52kHz, lias a shutdown
mode for low power operation,
is very efficient (typical iy 80%),
has a built-in 1.23V reference,
and has thermal shutdown and
current limit protection.
The regulator needs a few
additional components to build
a switching regulator system.
"Sh saw earlier that as well as a
switch, we need a diode, an
inductor and a capacitor.
Since the circuit will be
running at 52kHz we need a
diode with a fast recovery time.
Ordinary silicon rectifier diodes,
like die 1N4001 family, are
From

r

;md
we can derive

From vou,=>
-'iHi)
where Vrer= 1.23V
By setting R1 to 1.0k, 1%
Vout to b.OV antl rearnmging:
V,mil
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much too slow for diis purposeInstead, a Gist .switching
Schottky diode is needed. For
this prbjecr a 1N58I9 is suitable.
Hie dioice of inductor is
cruda! to the success of this
design. It. must be large enough
to be aide to'store enough
energy to power the load during
the 'off phase, (t must have a
low loss to ensure a high efiidency.
And it must have a low DC
resistance to keep the output
ripple as low as possible and to
reduce the loss of energy due
to current heating in the wire
(so-called T-squared-R' losses).
The mathematics involved in
deciding on a value for the
uidtictor is shown in Figure 5.
The value calculated from
Figure 5 is 330/iH- looking
through the latest Mapliri
catalogue (you did not chink 1
was going to look anywhere
else, did you?) there Ls a
suitable inductor, code BLI57.M,
with the added advantage of it

_Cvfin - VQU,) A'CTJC 1
L
Vin f^

= lyun) and rearrange to solve for t;
,
~^om) ^'oui 1 j.

Now putting in design, values for Vjn, Vcm,

and fo

_15.0 - 6.0 15.0
L_ h
1.0
6.0 52kHz
L= 69.2 gH
The value calculated from the above equations assumes idea!
components, lb allow for die uiadequades of real components
a factor of 5 should be applied to the above value. The nearest
pfefeaed value would then be 330gl-f.
The value of output capacitor must satisfy' the following condition:
v.
Com- 7.785 JN*
\'ou L F
t

Putting in component values, we get:

15.0
Cout— 7,785 6.0 x 330/iH
Com2- 59|tiF

Mowcver, for acceptable output ripple voltage use a mudi
higher value, for example470/fF.
Figure 5. The values of the main Induetor and capacitor can be
calculated with the aid of some basic algebra and rules of thumb.
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being, wound on a toroidal core,
ibroidal cores are very good at
keeping die magnetic Dux
wirliin die confines of rhe core,
for low loss, vvhidi lias the
added benefit of reducing stray
magnetic fields inducing noise
in other, nearby; circuits.
The output capacitor must be
chosen to satisfy' two conflicting
requirements - cipadtance and
effective series resistance (ESR).
In general, as capacitance
increases, so does ESR, mainly
due to the physical Gdostruaidn
of the. capacitor. Needless to say,
what is required is a big
capacitor with a low ESR.
For this application a
capadror with an ESR of 0,ID,
or less, and a rtiiriimum
capadtance value of 330gF is
required. The nearest available
componcnr from the Maplin
catalogue is a 470luF 35V low
ESR radial electrolytic. And it
corncs.in a bright pirik can.
So tar, the components
chosen for the regulator will be
suitable for most applications of
the LM2575 .series, ifor some
applications, where the average
current drawn by rhe load is
dose to 1A the diode should be
uprated to one capable of handling

=1000
5^)
=3878 Q
Hie nearest
preferred
value
forR2 is:3k9, vvhidi should
he a IK tofenmce componentFigure 6. With the value of
R1 fixed at ik, the value
of fI2 Is set the by the
desired output voltage.
From

fro 72.T/I.C Hz
reammging we get:
<a»!=E
"C(2,Tt)An LC lowpass filter lias a otteff rate of&fB. .For a ressooable
degree of anenuation of the
switching frequencyvsay' 2-tdB,
v.e need a cut-ofrfietpienq; fc.
or3250Hz. Inserong the values
of C and fc the valtK of L
dkubrc-il finm above is 2-^lH,
Hxf nedses: prefenel '.aloe is 2^41
Figure 7. The fitter
Inductor, together with
the capacitor, forms an
efficient lowpass filter.

SUPPLY RAIL
ZD

t:
j-

Figure 8. A
simple and
effective
crowbar.
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GROUND
moteithan I.5A (for example a
1N5S22, order coJe AL03J)The last pan of die regulator
to consider is the feedback
network. The network Is actually
a potential divider, setting the.
feedback pin to some fraction of
the desired output voltage. The
worked example in Hgure 6
shows how the values of the
two resistors are calculated.
"With a bottom resistor of IkO,
die top resistor taluc must lie
3k9. Both resistors should lie
1% tolerance or better.
Using the equations of Hgure
6 it is possible to calnifate values
of resistance for any desired
output voltage, if one of the
fixed output regulators is used,
die bottom resistor should lie
omitted, and the top resistor
replaced with a wire link.
2 - The Filters
The next two blocks are the
input and output filters. Since
they must filter out noise of the
some frequency they can be
made from the same valued
components. Because die load
current passes through the
filters they should lie as energy
efficient, as possible. This
precludes die use of any
resistive elements, so we have
to use an entirely reactive filter
made from inductors and
capacitors. For this application s
single LC filter will be sultidenL
The data sheet [or the
regulator recommends a low
ESR capacitor pflOOgF be
placed dose to die input pin.
This neatly answers the question
of what value capadtor to use.
The value of die inductor is
calculated from some madis and

some rule of thumb, shown in
Figure 1- For an auemiadon of
approximately 30dB of the
switching noise, and given thai
an IC filter has a ajt-off rate of
20dB per decade, the filter
needs to have its—3clB point at
about 4kH2.
A diode should be connected
in series with die input filter to
protect the filter and regulator
from accidental reverse
connection. Hie cost of the
regulator—seven pounds —
more than justifies the additional
cost of a five pence diode.
3 - Load Protection;
Fuse aiid Overvoltage
Crowbar
The next major circuit block to
consider is die overvoltage
crowbar circuirrThe purpose
of this section is quite simple:
monitor die output voltage
and throw a short across die
output if the voltage exceeds
a pre-sei threshold.
The crow liar itself is a ihyristor
connected directly across the
output. When the sensing
circuit turns on the tliyristqr, it
shorts the power supply by
placing a IV dummy load across
die rails, it passes al! the
current the supply can provide
iiefore the fuse blows, cutting
off any further current. During
this brief on state the output
voltage is reduced to about IV
Scanning through the Alaptin
catalogue a likely candidate is
the CPIOSD. It comes in a small
TO-92 package, lias a continuous
current handling capacity of 2A,
and can handle (leak currents of
ISA This gfrts pfency of headroom
to allow the fuse to blow- before

the thyristor itself dies.
The sensing part of the
crowbar uses a zener diode and
lead resistor. The zener diode
monitors the output voltage.
When it exceeds die zener
voltage (plus a diode drop for
the thyrisior) the diode will
conduct current into the load
resistor and into the diyristor's
gate, turning it on.
Tlie circuii for die crowbar is
shown in Figure t>. The thyristdr
is shown labelled as an SCR
(Silicon Controlled Rectifier),
which is just another name for a
diyristor. The name 'thyrisior is
itself a contraction ofTHYRatron
translSTOR', a thyratron being a
gas-filled thennionic valve tliat
exhibits a similar switching
diaracteristic
The value of R sets the zener
on current. This should be
about I OmA, which gives a
value of R of about dSR. The
capadtor C is there to absorb
any harmless spikes on die
voltage rail that might
acddemally trigger the crowbar.
Hie knee voltage of die zener
diode should be about one
tliodedrop less than the
desired thresliold voltage. For
this drcuit a 6.2V zener diode
would be suffident.
4 - Power indication
The final part of die circuit to
design Is the power indicaron
No prizes for guessing that an
LED arid current limiting resistor
are going to be used. Assuming
an LED voltage of 1 IS, and a
current of 10mA, we need a
current limiting resistor of 430R.
Putting It
All Together
Now that all the various parts of
die system have been designed
we can connect diem all
togedier. resulting in the drcuit
of Figure 9. By now you should
recognise most, if not all, of die
components in the circuit.
The input power enters the
circuit through protection
diode Di arid input filter I.I, Cl.
Tliis feeds direcdy into the
regulator, IC1. 'Iheswitching
output feeds the odierbuck
converter components D2. L2
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and C2. 1U and R2 feed a
fraction of the output voltage
back to the convener. Pin 5 of
the regulator is the shutdown
pin, and is pulled low to select
continuous operation,
Tlie output filter, f3 and C3,
passes the output to the
protection fuse FSl, before
passing over the ever-vigilam
crowbar, consisting of D4, R-j,
C4 and D5. Finally, R3 and D3
proride power indication,
Because switching regulators
suffer from high switching
current circulating around the
circuit some care must lie taken
when hiring out the: printed
drcuit board (FCB). The tracks
tliat need extra tliickncss and
short lengths ace highlighted in
Figure 9 by the thicker lines.
The PCB foil pattern for this
project is shown in Figure JO.
Referring back to Figure- 9 you
can see that the critical drcuits
are laid out widj thicker tracks.
Radiused comers have been
useti where necessary, generally
trying to keep all tracks as
direct and as short as possible.

Construction
'Che component overlay for the
PCB is shown in Figure 11. All
components mount direcdy on
the single-sided board, and there
are no wire links, so building the
power supply should be quite
straightforward.
Stan with die smaller
comjionenis- the diodes,
resistors, PCB pins (if used),
fuse clips, LED and capadtor
C'L Then work your way op
through the larger components
— LI, 13 and die remaining
capadtors—beforejiuing the
main iriduaor, L2. Remember
to take particoLar care with the
polarised components, especially
the electrolytic capacitors,
Tnc final component to fit is
die regulator itself, IC1. Tills is
mounted directly on die PCB,
and does not need a hentsink.
Make extra sure die device is
properly oriented, with the
metal back of die device facing
away from L2.
Give the board a thorough
clean with a stiff brush and
some iso-prapyi alcohol (IE.A) or
= other flax-removing agent. Once

Fit IkO
R2 5k9
O ^

Cl
J? 25757'Anj
Uti-m
GMO O-

22uH

ct r
tOOuF
x

D2
,S'5ai9-

330iiH
cz
470uF

JAQa
CPIOED

lOQuF
I

63 K

XX
lOOfl
I

-O +B.oy© ioia
H3
«0R
LED

-O

Figure 9. Putting H all together. Note the critical paths marked with extra thick Ones.
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aU of the flux residue has been
deaned off give the board a
dose inspection with a
magnifying glass to check for
solder splashes and to check die
quality of all the joints. Clean up
or repair any suspicious joints.
Testing
Before using the power suppiyIn its intended application it
should be tested to make sure
that a) it actually works, and b)
will not damage whatever it is
connected to. This second point
Is especially relevant given the
potentially high voitages that
could be presented to the. load.
Testing thus project will require
some key items of equipment.
Firstly, a decent multimeter,
prefecably with a DC current
range of 1A or greater. This will
be uscti to measure the output
voltage and the current drawn
from die supply;
Secondly; some sort of
dummy load is required to test
the regulator at a numiier of
load currents. Three spot values
of load current should be
suGrdent. For example, IdOroA,
500mA and 1A, requiring load
resistors of 60R at 0.6V.T 12R at
3\^ and 6R at 6\V respectively.
Thirdly, a bench power supply
capable of delivering 15V at up
to 1A. The unit should also have
some sort of adjustable current
iimiting device, just in case
something goes terribly wrong.
Firatlly, for the more curious,
an'oscilloscope for observing
and measuring the various

waveforms present within die
switching regulator.
Begin by connecting die PCB
to the bench power supply,
putting an ammeter in the
positive supply rail. Set the •
current limit to about 500mA,
the ammeter range to 1A, and '
turn on.
The needle of the amroeter
should flick over to the right
hand side of the scale before
settling back towards zero. This
is the tum-on sutge that most
simple switch-mode power
supplies exhibit, and is primarily
due to the main capacitor
charging up.
After a couple of seconds thc.
current should have setded
down to a steady value of a few
milliamps. The only load of the
regulator at die moment is the.
lOniA or so drawn by the LED.
The current drawn from the
supply should be a little over u
diird of diis, allowing for die
efficiency of the regulatorUsing a voltmeter check the
output of the regulator is very
close to 6.0V Also cardtilfy check
all of the components on the
board to see if any are getting
hot. At this stage of operation
everything should be cool to die
touch. If not. switch off xmmediaKk
and investigate the cause.
The.next three stages in
testing involve our dummy
loads. Disconnect the regulator
from die supply and connect the
60R dummy load. Reconnect the
regulator to die supply and
check the input current is about
50mA. and the output voltage is

+
T\
s
PsionS Car
Adaptor
4"
Figure 10. Foil pattern for the PCB.
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6V give or take a small margin
of error of 0.5V
Repeat die same test for die
orher two dummy loads. For a
load current of500mA the
supply- current should lie about
260niA. For the 1A dummy load
the current limit on the supplyshould be raised to LA. in the
steady state, the current drawn
from the supply should be
about 500niA.
Testing die over-voltage
crowbar is a bit trickier. Remove
the protection fitse FSI and
connect a lead from the positive
output of the supply to the
output side of the fust holder
(die dip furthest from L2), Set
the current limit of the supplyto about 50mA. Slowly increase
the supply voltage until the
crowbar activates and the
supply current limiter kicks in.
Tills railage should be about dSV
If all is well, disconnect die
supplyand replace the fuse.
You are now the proud owner
of a switch-mode jlower supply!
Usemore,
not useless!
The project described here has
taken us from initial design
techniques dirough to a
working switching regulator
module. The most obvious and
immediate application for it is
as an in-car power convener for
a Fsion 5 personal digital
assismnt. To cpmplerc the
project, you will need a cat
lighter socket connector, a DC
connector for the output, and a
case to house.it In. Arid there
you have it. End or project. Or
is it? W'ell, npt.quite.
A small, simple, and effident
switching regulator has a' wide
range of uses. These can range
from operating other in-car
equipment, to providing a local
supply inside a larger piece of
equipment. There are literally
hundreds of uses for this
module, all possible with one or
two minor changes.
The description of the design

D3
FAWf1!©-

■P5_GN0
•P5_P0S

■rL2_'FSI

'I
I

Figure 11. Component overlay, the circles at the corners are to allow clearance for M3 washers.
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of this module briefly looked at
ways of modifying the circuit for
oilier uses. In particular, varying
die output voltage can be
achieved in two ways.
The first way is to cliange die
upper resistor, R2, in the feedback
network. Figure 6 illustrates the
steps necessary to calculate die
new value given the desired
output voltage. A variatian on
this approach is to make R2 a
variable resistor- This would
realise an adjustable L\ power
supply with all the benefits of
this design (high efficioncy; low
dutput ripple, and stnaU size).
For example, a 22k
potentiometer in place of R2
would give an output voltage
range of.between 1.2V and 2SV
The power source for this
regulator should lie able to
provide about 35V at up to LA.
A transformer, rectitterand
large reservoir capadior would
be sufiident, as the switching
regulator and output filter are
responsible for providing a
dean, regulated output.
The second way of chaQging
die. output voltage.is to replace
the variable output regulator
with a fixed otitput regulator.
There are a nomber of
regulators available, with
outputs of 3-3M 5V12V and 15V
They should be used in place of
die adjustable regulator for
these, specific, voltages. The
imponam difference is that they
do not need an external
feedback network, as it is
already built into the regulator.
On. die PCB resistor RJ should
lie removed and resistor R2
replaced by a wire link.
These two simple modifications
turn this project into a jack of
all trades, with hundreds of
possible applications - enough
to fill an entire book. But this is
a magazine, so we will only look
at a few uses, and leave the rest
up to your creative minds.
1 • Portable Power Pack
The high efficienq* of a
switching regulator makes it
ideal for battery-powered
applications. Coupled with a
rechargeable battery ir makes a
versatile portable power pack
for operating a wide range of
appliances.
One possible use is in a
bicycle lighting system. One
large reeiiargeable battery can
provide all the power needed 10
run. a number of LED-based
from and rear indicators, power
for a tungsten-ltalogea fronr
lamp, and even a horn. Instead
of using a lossy voltagedropping resistor for each LED,
drive them dfrectlyfrom an
efficient switching supply. .
Figure 12 shows die son of
scheme that could be used.

2 - Bench Power
Supplies
Combining a potentiometer and
an adjustable regulator is an easy
way to build a variable bench
power supply The high efficiency
of die regulator meansTOU only
need a small hcatsink, as the
regulator body has to dissipate
lar less wttsie energy than an
equivalent linear regulator. •
figure ,13 lias the dctails.
The regulator itself has builtin thermal shutdown and overcurrent prntection. For this
application the over-voltage
crowbar circuit is not needed
and can be left- off the drcuit
board. The fiise could remain in
circuit, protecting the regulator
from excessive load currents.
Ano ther way of building a
bench supply is to have a
number of fixed outputs. These
could provide a set of standard
voltages, for example 5V12V
and 15V The high efficiency of
the regulators means all die
regulators can be run from one
supply rail with ho penalty in
waste energy
3 - Distributed
Power System
The final idea is for builders of
larger systems. In a system of
many boards or modules,
requiring a number of different
supply voltages, an efficient w.ry
of distributing power is to use a
high-voltage common supply rail,
fitch module would then have
its own local regulator to derive
the required supply milage.
Switching regulators offer an
energy-efficient solution to this
design challenge. The global
supply could be run at anytiiing
up to 60V cutting down on
resistive heating losses ant)
.simplifying the internal wiring.
Adding a new module would
simply mean adding another
local regulator, not a major
wiring exercise back to die
central power supply
The Final Act
And so we come to the end of this
projecc Having thrown back the
shrouds of mystery surrounding
the switching regulator, we liave
looked doselyat how it works and
how we can use it.
As an illustration of the issues
covered a complete (Xiwer supply
design, from initial specificatian
through to final PCB artwork,
has been presented. Finally
some ideas for further uses of
this versatile module have also
been described.
Unfortunately this article:
cannot hope to coverall of the
theory, design techniques and
applications of switching
regulators. However, there are a
growing number of good books
on this fascinating subject.

Mam
Hea
S)
+

Switching +
Regulator _

12V
Rechargeable
Battery
Figure 12. An efficient bicycle lighting system.
A good place to start is the
section on switching regulators
in life Art of E/ectroltics (order
code \vS20Wj, Section 6.19 in
the second edition srani off
with a general miroductioti to
switdting regulators, looks at a
number of topologies and
design studies, before finishing
with a collection of useful tips
and advice on theselection.and
use of swiidling regulatois.
For a more in-depth coverage
of this topic Keith Billings' Sivilch
Mode Potrer Supply Handbook
is an excellent choice. It covers
everything needed to design all
sons of switching rcgularors.
For those who prefer drcuits
to theory; the. i'ower Supply
Cookbook by Marty Brown at

£-1

Left
Indicator
—o o
Right
Indlcalor

j ?
^a

<7^fS
+

Svlj'AdW^
RegutoliY

4Output
o-

Flgore 13. Variable bench power supply.
Motorola Is pmbalily more
suitable. It also has the advantage
of covering linear regulators and
also resonant switching rcgulatots
for the more curious reader.
As with any book topic iris
worth browsing a few books on
the subject to find one you can
readily absorb.
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PROJECT PARTS LIST
RESISTORS, all 5% 0.25W unless stated
R1
IkO, 1%
M1K
R2
3kS,l%
M3K9
R3
390R
M390R
R4.
68R
M6SR
CAPACITORS
Cl, 3 lOOiiF 35V Sw/ ESR radial etectfolytic VN77J
C2
.47quF 35V tov/ ESR radiai eiscun^tic VNS5G
C4
lOOn pnlj'ester
C,K2dX
INDUCTORS
LI, 3: 2^H, lAclwkfi
AH2SF
12
33QuH 1A st'/tlchdd-incide choke
BU57M

vJt

SEMICONDUCTORS
tci
Lfi1257ST-ADJ sv.ifthing regulator
AD86T
U1
1N4001
QL73Q
IN5819
U2,
AN07H
U3
3mm red LED
V/L32K
D4
BZY88C5V1.j5.1V 500m\VZehef
0HO7H
Ub
GP106D thynstor
UM74R
MISCELLANEOUS
PLl Car accessory plug
HW12N
HU '1.3ram DC potver jack
FK05F
t-si 1A 20mm Quick Blff.v niie
CZ7TJ
fuse clips (2 oft)
KU27E
PC8, tetminal pins, case, wire, solder, mounting hsraware
(suggest ttsirig M3 bolts, nuts and spacers)
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Last mnmh's opening
q^isotle of this special
feaaire exphincd the
basic operating and usage
principles of 7-segmeni
alphanumeric displays. Tills
month's concluding episode of
the anidc deals with practical
7-segnieni decoder/driver ICs.

resistors must limit the segment
currents to less than 24mA in
the 74L547, and less than 6mA
in the 74I54S. The 741548 can
be used to drive a 7-segment
ICD display by using the
connections already shown in
last month's Figure 11.
Note from Figure 1 tint each
of these ICs has three input
'comrol' terminals, these being
designated U (Lamp Test),
BI/KSiO, and RBI. The IT
terminal drives all display
outputs on when the terminal is
driven to logic 0 with the RBO
terminal open or at logic 1.
When the BL'RBO terminal is
pulled low all outputs are
blanked; this pin also functions
as a ripple-blanking output
terminal. Figure 3 shows how to
connect die ripple-blanking
terminals to give leading zero
suppression on the first three
digits of a 4-digit display;

Usiu

Practical

mam

Decoder/Driver ICs
Decoder/driver ICs are available
in both TIL and CMOS forms.
Some of these devices liave
integral .ripple blanking
facilities, others have built-in
data latches, and a few even
have built-in decade counter
stages, etc. The rest of this
article describes a Few of the
most popular of these devices.
The 74LS47
and 74LS48
These 7-segment decoder/driver
ICs are members of die IS Til
family. They have integral
ripple-blanking facilities, but do
nor incorporate dam latches.
Figure 1 shows the functional
diagrams and pin designations
of these devices, each of which
is housed In a 16-pin D1L package.
The 7-1LS47 has active-low
outputs designed for driving a
common-anodc LED display via
external current-Iimitlrig
resistor-. (Rx), as shown in
Figure 2. Tite.74LS4.8 has a awehigh outputs designed for
driving a common-cathode LED
display in a manner similar to
that of Figure 2, bur with the
displays common terminal
taken to ground. Tire Rx

Dispurj
» ® • e o « ®
««•••«•«
Ray Marston looks at practical
7-segment decoder (driver ICs in
this concluding part of this special
feature article.

7 x Rs
(See text)
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Figure 2. Basic way of using a T4LS47 1C to drive a common-anode LED display.
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Figure 1. Functional diagram of the (a) 74LS47 and (b) 74LS48 BCD-to-7-segment decoder/driver IDs.
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RBI

D

A, GND

direct decoding operation, but
when LE is taken high it freezes
the display.
The 45113 can be used to
drive most popular types of7segment display Figure 5 shows
die basic connectinas for
driving a camnion-ciihode i fd
display; a current-limiung
resistor (Tlx) must be wired in
series with each display
segment and must have its
value chosen to limit the
segment current l.ielow 25niA.
Figures 6, 7 and 8 show howto modify the above circuit to
drive LED common-anode
displays, gas discharge displays,
and low--brightness fluorescent
displays respectively. Note in
the cases of Figures 6 and 7 that
an npn buffer transistor must
be interposed between each
output drive segment and the
input segment of the display; in
each case, Rx determines the
operating segment current of
the eiispiay, and Ry determines
the base current of the iransistor.
The 4511B cm also be used
to drive 7-segmerit licjuid-trystal
displare by using an external

BCD Tnpuls
I
X
il
Thousonds
74L547
61/
RBI
RBO
X
OV

Lfcid
Hundreds
74LS4-7
01/
R81
RBO
T

Tens
74LS47
Bl
RB1
RBO

n w
Units
74LS47
ay
RBI
RBO

(MSO)

(LSD)
to 7—segment displays

Figure 3. Method of applying leading-zero suppression to the first three digits of a 4-dIgJt
display using 74LS47 ICS.
The 4511B
The most papular CMOS
4000B-serics BCD-io-7-segment
IJTO-driving 1C is the 451 IB
(also available as the
74UC4511), wliich has an
integral 4-bit da:;! latch but has
no built-in ripple-blanking
facilities. Figure 4 shows the
functional diagram and pin
notaiions of the device, which
can use any power source in
the 5V to 15Vr range. The 1C is
ideally suited to driving
common cathode LED displays,
and uses npn bipolar output
transistor stag® that can each
source up to 25mA.
The 45IIB Is very easy to use.
and lias only three input
control terminals; of these, the
not-J.T (pin-3) pin is normally
tietl high, but turns on all sc\-eii
segment of die display when
pulled low. The not-DL (pin-4)
terminal is also normally tied
high, but blanks (turn off) all
seven segments when pulled
low. Finally, the LE (latch
enable) terminal (pin-3) enables
the IC to give either direct or
latched decoding operation;
when iJ;. is low; die IC gives

To 7—segment dlsploy
Vcc
4U13

1

BCO-to-7-segment Decoder/Driver
TXTT
4-bit Lotch

LT BL LE
GND
Figure 4. Functional diagram and pin notations of the 4511B
7-sBgment laleh/decoder/LED-drlver SC.
7 x Rx
(See text)
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Figure 5. Basic way'
of using the 4511B
to drive a T-segmarrt
common-csthode
LED display.
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Figure 6. Drtvlng a common-anoda LED display.
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Figure 7. Driving a gas discharge readout.
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Figure 9. Functional diagram and pin notations of the 4543B
universal 7-segmenf latch/decodor/drivor 1C.

Figure 8. Driving a low-brightness fluorescent readout.

swinging folly between the
GND and Ycc values) must be
V+
applied to tire PHASE terminal:
common—co thode
for driving common-cathode
display
LED displays, PHASE must be
PHASE
grounded: for driving commonanode displays, PHASE must be
4543B Out
4543B Out
/
tied to logic high.
GNO
GND PHASE
The display can lie blanked at
\
common—onode
any time by driving the BL
display
terminal to the !ogic-X level
OVrm
When die not-LATCH terminal is
CM rfn
rm ov rfn
in its normal Siigh (loajc-i) state,
BCD inputs are decoded and fed
(b)
<o)
directly to the 7-segmeni output
terminals of the IC. When the
Figure 10- Way of using the 4S43B to drive (a) common-cathode or (b) common-anode 7-segment
not-LATCH terminal is pulled
LEO displays.
low, the BCD Input signals that
am present at the moment of
Is tied low. The state of the
control terminals, these being
squaiettu%ie 'phase' signal and a set
transition are latched into
PHASE temiina! depends on the
designated ntu-IATCH, PHASE,
of EX-OR, gates ui a configurasion
memory and fed (in decoded
rrpe of display that Is being
and BL (BLANK). In normal use
form) to the 7-segmcnr outputs
similar to that of ter month's
driven. Fbr driring LCD readouts,
I he not-LATCH terminal is
until the-not-LATCH pin reiums
Figure II. In practice, however,
I to die liigh state.
a squarewave (rouglily SOHz,
biased high aral the BL terminal
it.Is far better to use a 4343BIC
for tills particular application.
The 4543B
The most iMpular 4000B-series
BCD-io-7-segmenc LCD-timing
IC is tiie 4543B (also available as
the 74HC4>43). which has a
built-in data latch. Figure 9 shows
die IC's funaional diagram and
pin notations, The device
incorporates an HX-OR array (of
the. type shown in last month's
Figure 11) in its output driver
network, which can source or
sink several milliamps of output
current. This feature enables
the IC to act as a universal unit
that can drive common-cathode
orcpnimon-anode LED or
iiquid-crysial 7-segment displays
with equal case, as shown in
Figures 10 to 13.
The 4543B has three input

V+
Tie

LCD

BCD
inputs
V+
T

(CI
45430

o
LI

10k
5

LATCH
BL

IT
Lotch
rrn
OV

L8
ov

BP
PHASE g
v+
Symmetrical JTi ov
squorewove
Input

Figure U. Way of using the 454-38 to drive a 7-segment LCD.
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Segment
drive
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OV

I Filament
/ supply

Segment
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01

Pigurc 10 shows basic vrdys
of using die •15430 to drive
commoncithocfe and
common-anode 7-scgment TFO
displaj's; the Tt" resistance value
must limit the output drive
current to below 10mA per
segment-Figure 11 shows the
basic way of using the 4543B io
drive a T-scgiiient LCI>, antl i
Figures 12 and 13 show it used
to drive other types Of 7-scgment
display; in Figure 12, Rxsets the
segment current of the display
and Ry sets the base current of
the transistor (1 OmA maximum).

To appropriate
voltage below Vss

OV I
(=Vss)

OVifn

Figure 12. Driving a gas disoharga readout with s 45438.

Figure 13. Driving a fluorescent readout with a 4S43B.
directly drive a 7-segmem.
common-cadiode LED display:
The segment output currents are
inienialty limited to about 5mA
at lOV or lOmA :u i 511 enaliling
the display can be conncacd
directly to the .outputs of die IC
without the use of external
airreni-Jimiring resistors. The IC
does not incorporate n data latch
and lias no Jhrility for ripple
blanking. Figure 14 shows the
functional diagram and pin
notations of the 4026B,
The 10268 has four input
control terminals, and three
auxiliary output terminals. The
input terminals are designated
CLK (CLOCK), CLK IXH
(CLOCK INHIBIT), RESET, and
DISPLAY ENABLE IN. The IC
incoqionHes a Schmitt trigger
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The 4026B
The 4026BIC is a complete
decade counter with integral
deccxfer/driver drcuiuvih.ii can

Figure 14. Functional diagram and pin notations of the 4026B
decade counter with 7-segmettt display driver.
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Figure IS. Basic method of cascading 4026B IDs.
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on its CIK input line, and dock
signals So not have to be preshaped. The counter is reset to
zero by driving the RESET
terminal high.
The CLKINH terniiiial must
lie grounded to allow normal
counting ojieratlon: when Clis
1NH is high the counters are
inhlbued. The display is blanked
when the DISPLAY I;NABLE IN
terminal is grounded; the
DISPD\Y ENAUI.E IN' terminal
must he higi) for normal
operation. Thus, in normal
opecatlon the RESET and CLK
IN'i i terminals are grounded
and the DISPLAY ENABLE IN
terminal is held positive, as
shornt in Figure 15The three auxiliary output
terminals of ihe d026B are
designated DISPDW ENABLE
OUT, CO (CARRY GLiTi, and '2'
OUT. The DISPUVY ENABLE
OUT signal is a slightly delayed
copy of the DISPLAY ENABLE
IN input signal. The CO signal

T-i-

'

Vcc
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.r ^r*1'
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v
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Figure 16. Functional diagram and pin notations of the 4033B
decade counter wfth 7■segment display driver.
terminals eliminated and
replaced by ripple blanking
input (RBI) and output (RBO)
terminals, and with the '2' OUT
terminal replaced with a IT

(LAMP TEST; terminal which
activates all output segments
when biased high. In normal
use the RESET, CLK INH and IT
terminals are ail grounded and

UNITS

TENS
common
colhode

tire RBI terminal is made
positive, as shown in Figure 17:
this configuration docs not
provide blanking of unwanted
leading and/or trailing zeros.
If cascaded 4033G ICs are
required to give automatic
leading-zero suppression the
basic Figure 17 drcoi! must be
modified as shown in Figure
IS, to provide ripple-blanking
operation. Here, tire RBI
terminal of the most significant
digit (MSD) is grounded, and
its RBO terminal is connected
to the RBI terminal of die next
least-significant stage. This
procedure is repeated on all
except the LSD, which does
not require zero suppression. If
Lraifing-zero suppression is
required, the direction of
ripple-blanking feedback must
be reversed, with the RBI
terminal of the lSD grounded
and its RBO terminal wired to
tire RBI terminal of the nest
least-significant stage, and so on.
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Figure 17. Basic method of cascading 4033B ICs (without zero suppression).
is a symmetrical square wave at
one tenth of the CLK input
frequency, anil is useful in
cascading 4026B counters. Hie
'4' OUT temiinal goes low only
on a count of 2. Figure 15 shows
the basic circuit connections to
be used when cascading stages.
The 4033B
This device (see Figure 16) can
be regarded as a modified
version of the 4026B, with die
DISPLAY ENABLE IN and
DISPLAY ENABLE OUT

to 7—segment common—cothode LEO displays
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Figure 18. Method of modifying the Figure 17 circuit to give automatic leading-zero sopprosslon-
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Don't miss another great assortment
of entertaining and easy-to-make projects
and essential electronics Information
aimed at the novice constructor.

Issue 138 will be on sale
Friday 7th May

PROJECTS
Metal Detector
Telescope Drive System
IRDA for Printer
Metronome
Water Level Detector

FEATURES
Treasure Hunting
The Science of Scepticism
Remote Control Fixes
for TroubVed Spacecraft
The Bristol Sound
and Visioii Show
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together with more traditional Internet
tremendous value at first sight, but there.are
will develop regarding the internet. Where
service
providers like Demon and UUNET,
hidden snags that potential users should he
only a handful of people had a fax machine
might see an initial fail-off of users as new
made aware of. These snag? -being hidden years back, all hut a small handful of
Internet users jump on the free bandwagon.
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businesses, and a large number of ordinary
Also, several existing users might jump ship
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consumers have a fax machine now The
from a paid-for service to a free. one.
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Internet k really only in Its infancy at the
However, the old adage •there's no such
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moment. If we expect Internet users to
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regukriy; then the subscription paid to a
paici-for internet service provider is actually ■
only a very small part of your cowl access
costs. Unlike usere of free services, however,
users of paid-fbr services enjoy free
helplines, and accessibility at ail times (even
at the busiest parts of the day).
Also, whether or not you think "fiee;
Internet services are good, just coasider the
next step along the road. Already in the US
there are Internet service providers who
provide free computers along with free

Internet use, for customers who accepr
certain terms. Generafh; these terms appear
to be in one of two ways. First, users have to
agree to access the internet ibra specified
number of hours each month, provide
dernographic data for use with targeted
advenisets, and have the computers download
adverts which will be permanently displayed
on the computer screen. Second, users have
to buy an agreed amount of advertised
products during the contntci period.
Up to recent times, the Internet has been

—

n

rather like a select club. Only lite tcchnicilly
competent computer ttser lias been suBSdentiv
capable to become a member, and all
members have had to climb up the same
learning curve to gain admittance. However,
with the advent of new tools to ease the way
, for new users onto die Internet (Apple's LNiac
computer, for example) and new Internet
systems like these free services which offer a
chance to reduce overall cost marginally,
there is a new wave of emergent Internet
users who are there just for the fun of it.

NEW PRODUCTS • NEW PRODUCTS • NEW PRODUCTS ® NEW PRODUCTS
We take a quick look at some interesting new products
that are featured in the new Maplin Catalogue
You can now have all the advantages
of switched mode power supply
teclinology in a handy mains plug top
case. These high power AC/DC
adaptors are realistlcatiy priced arid
are available In a wide range of
output voltages. Each can be used
with a wide range of input voltages
and Include a short'circuit protection
system with automatic recovery.
These power supplies are pariicuiariy
suited to (he Velleman universal battery
chargers-featured on page 58 of tWs issue.
SPECIFICATIONS
Output voltage tolerance:
5%
Input voltage;
90 - 265V AC
Operating ternperature:
O'C to 40°C
Ripple/noise (V pk-pk):
1% (20MH2 bandwidth)
Order
Code
PtfilB
P162S
FtBJr
R£4U
PtBSV
P166-.V

Output
Voltage
sv
7.5V
12V
15V
18V
24V

Output
Current
2A
2A
1.6A
13A
LIA
o.av

Max. Output
Voltage
6.5V
av
15-17V
17-19V
20-22V
2S-20V

.. Price
Inc. VAT
£14.99
£14.99
£14.99 '
£14.99
£14.99
£14.99

Anlex have Introduced a new gas soldering iron,, the GasCat (order code
RD51F; price £23.49 inc. VAT), a compact pocket sized butane gas (lighter
fuel) iron for all.those applications where a mains powered one is unsuitable.
The strong nylon casing will hold sufficient liquid butane for up to one hours
continuous use, and is equivalent to a 70W mains "iron. The Iron Is supplied
with a 1mm soldering tip fitted
as standard and a protective
cap which has an Integra! flint
lighter (good for 900 cycles
O"
G*
per flint) and a pocket clip. A
ii
range of spare tips are
&
available separately. The
maximum torch temperature is
ISOO^C and the maximum tip
temperature is 450'C.

For. those meatier Jol»5
the latest setf-igniting
soldering Iron from Antex
(order code UD16S,
price £34.99 Inc. VAT) is
ideal, being equivalent to
a 120W mains Iron. The
Iron features a piezo
Igniter arid a maximum torch temperature of 1300SC, and a maximum tip
temperature of SOCrC. On fill of butane gas (lighter fuel) will last up to one
hour. A range of spare lips are available separately.

MEW PRODUCTS * NEW PRODUCTS * NEW PRODUCTS ® NEW PRODUCTS
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Elementary,
My Dear Watson
Last year, the Mac's latest
incamatfon of operating
system - Mac OS 8.5 - was
released to unsuspecting
Mac users worldwide. This
month we are going to
highlight one of the unsung
heroes of the software,
that's now on every new
Mac computer (including
the iMac) out of the Apple
factory. Mac OS 8.5 has
actually got several
significant benefits over
earlier releases and as a
result has since been hailed
as the best improvement
that Macs could hope to
have. For a start it is purely
PowerPC-native.
Unfortunately, this meant
that older Macs (that is,
those made earlier than
about 1995) couldn't use it,
so Mac OS 8.1, the previous
operating system release, is
the latest version that prePowerPC Macs could use.
But, as a direct result, all
the internal code of Mac OS
8.5 is written exctusiveiy for
PowerPC Macs, and so runs
much faster overall on

■U
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those personal computers.
Yet Mac OS 8.5 is better
tod in many other respects,
not the least of which is
Sherlock. Sherlock Is the
replacement for the Mac's
Find feature (an already
useful tool), that extends
the^ Find ability greatly. From
within a single tool, users
can now search their hard
drive for files in all the usual
methods, with Finds based
on any number of attributes
such as name, size, kind,
label, date created, date
modified, version, comments,
lock attribute, and folder
attribute. Fries on the hard
drive can also be found by
content, so that users can
specify an item of text that
they are searching for within
files, and Sherlock will find
all files with that text in. All
pretty powerful stuff, and
Sherlock handles them all in
an exemplary manner, both
speedily and exactly.
But best of all, Mac users
can mm find things on the
Internet too, direct from
within Sherlock - without a
Web browser open or a
search engine in sight (well,
not exactly true, because
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AOL And BSkyB Announce Alliance
AOL at <WM.aol.co. uk> and BSkyB ar <www. sky. co.uk> itave announced
a cross-promotional alliance tint will bring the benefits of die two
services to a combined subscriber base of nearly 7.5 million.
In a package of measures now being n ego lined, BSkyB-Rill be
given a significant presence on the AOL service, In exchange for
promotion of AOL across the Sky platform, including on Sky's own
Web site and consumer guides.
Cross-seliing between the two services will provide AOL and BSkyB
with an esseririal subscriber acquisition and retention tool, with new
subscribers benefiting from special sign-up offers and promotions to
existing memlrers.
As a first move BSkyB will become an anchor tenant on three of die
mosr popular AOL content Channels and will be the premier provider
of news on AOL's UK Web site.
ELECTRONICS AND BEYOND Mav 1999
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search engines are accessed
in the background, as you'll
see now). Sherlock works in
this way by utilising special
search site files, called
Sherlock Plug-ins available
from search engines. Mac
users can download a
Sherlock Plug-In from any
supporting search engine on
the Internet (all important
search engines and most
others now have Sherlock
Plug-ins for Mac users)
which allows Sherlock to
locate any items accessible
by the search engine,
directly from within the
feature. To use Sherlock to
search the Internet, it's
simply a question of typing
in the Item or text phrase,
checking the search engine
or engines you want to
query, and clicking the
Search button. Once an
Item is located you can
access it directly from listed
hyperlinks, such that if it's a
Web' URL it can be opened in
your Web browser, or if it's
an ftp URL It'll be opened In
yotirftp program. This is an

: incredibly cool and powerful
i feature, and you have to use
it to believe how useful,
speedy, and direct it is. But
that's not ali, Sherlock
automatically checks out its
installed Plug-Ins white you're
using it, and reports back to
you if it locates an updated
Plug-In, asking you if you
want to download it to replace
the older version. There's
really nothing else quite like
Sherlock'in existence.
Mac users with Mac OS
8.5 or later on-board should
checkout Apple's own listing
of the main search engines
that support and produce
Sherlock Plug-Ins, at
<hltp://www.8pp!e.com/sherl
I ocl</pIugins.html>, and
download them direct from
there or from the search
engines themselves. Mao
; users running earlier system
: software should seriously
consider upgrading.
Sherlock Is worth the cost
of the new operating
system by Itself, The extra
speed Mac OS 8,5 gives is
just an added bonus.
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Lycos Gets Lyrical

Browser Hides Personal Identity

Seirch engine
ivcos. mmtu
L\tcs is
iiH
offering a new
service thac
Onfine Mfetgjt
prowles links
to more than
_t
-r a
aItalfa million
0 \»»3SearTt»
O-erSOn^na Gbt
online songs.
Tftenev.'
senice, called
MP3 Search
»g->f-e-Cxrr
after the MP3
Vf-1 0-«=Pan^B;
»Cne
recottiiag
■AAf*2* »ra^ ftn-ru
-P;mnJ3a.i3!dliETa-=-M
j:
technology. Is
a joint venture
songs off the internet and
with Norwegian firm Fast
onto their computers or
Search & Iransfcr, whidi
portable MP3 players,
spedalises in image- ami
typically for free. Surpassing
ddcocompression Kchnoicgies.
older file formats that are too
From popular music to
large and unpractical for
amateur recording, MP3 Seatch
distributing music over the
gives music fasts a quick and
Web, MI'3's compressed file
cast* way to find high qualit);
format requires relatively
low memon' MP3 recordings
small
amounts of memory
of their favourite songs from
but sounds comparable to
one central location. The new
die quality of a compact disc.
MP3 Search site contains
The Intemer has become a
seardiable Web links to over
hotbed for this audio revolution
half a million MP3 files - 10
as thousands of Web sites
times larger that any other
have sprung up offering MPS
MP3 file resource. iSiP3 Search
files for dosvhJoad, On both
is available at <6ip3.lycos.coK>,.
the Lycos and HotBot search
and accessible through the
engines, for example, MP3 is
lycos.com homepage under
onc.of the top five searches.
Advanced Search.
Lycos decided to enter this
One of the hottest
new
market after discovering
breakthroughs in .audio
thai MPKG was the second
teclinology; MP3 allows users
most popular search term,
to quickly download digital
beaten onlv bv sex.
recordings of their favourite
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A Gtitiadian company-called
Zero. Knowledge at '
<www.zks.net> claims to
Stave.a ndw. btdwser,-Freedom1,0,.that guarantees
ahonyriiity- on the Internet. A
35-flay evaluation copy of the
new browser-will be avail aide
from -the Zero Knowledge
Website fiom.Aiareh,
Spdaking to Electronics and

OSnXHTM
A* fte wtrt-

Beyond, Austin Hill.-president
of Zero-Knowledge Systems
said. When you browse die
Tnteraeq y-bur personal
informalion is fourindy
collected and often distributed
without"your knowledge or
consent. With Freedom, you
can safely browse internet, sires,
ptrtidfate in public discussions,
chat and semi e-mail".

Report Claims Success For internet
Watch Foundation
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Free PC Offer Oeluged
A US srart-up called FreePC. com at <www.free-pc.com>
tliiS: month announced plans
to offer. cDrisumers a free
sub-£600 Compaq PC plus
Internet access, in exchange
for agreeing to use the
machine at least 10 hours a
month and downloading
advertising that is displayed
in a strip on the right side of
the screen.

nafcfatBiHafC

Within days of making the.
announcement l-TeedPCxom
was deluged with 375,000
applicatians. The.compnny
Itad planned to distribute
only-10,000 PCs in the first JM)
days, .starring with people
who fit advefrisen>' desired
deoidgraphics. later on, FreePC.coni hopes to have
enough computers to supply
less affluent applicants.
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Tlie-DTI has publisfied a repon on. the Internet \Catch
Fbundation (IWF) at «wv1vi. intern6twatch.org.uk> by
independent consultants K.MPG and.Denton Hall. The report is
available online at <www.dti .gov. uk/iwfreview>.
The.IWF Ls; ah industry-led, sdf-regulacory body, set up in
September 1996 after cliscussioas between the Police and Internet
Senice Providers (ISPs), fiidlltated by the DTI and die Home Office.
The report commends the success cif the IWF since its
incepriorf in 1996, arid iiiakes recommentiations for improvement
to keep pace with the rapid developments taking place in the
Internet industry.
landings show, a steady increase in the number of reports of
potentially illegal materia! received and processed by the IWF,
mainly from outside the UK.
The IWF's structure, hotliaebperarionsand relatianship with
the Internet Industry; Metropolitan Police and National Criminai
Intelligence Service were all examined as pan of the review.
Work on developing rating systems, future activities and fending
arrangements were also considered.
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Net-Dependent Students Drive
Availability Assurances
Higher education institutes are
has just implemented a
now able to ensure that their
pericrmaiice management
system at its central campus to
students receive informacioa via
die latest range of computeranalyse trends in network usage
based data sources. Using
and predict system performance.
network performance
Using Net-Tell software from
management software, colleges
X-CELat <wwvf.x-cel .co.uk>
ran rake a long-term, proactive
the University will lie able to
approach to planning IT
provide, efficient data
requirements, enabling them to
Transmission and server facilities
adopt new services as they
to students located at its
distributed sites and colleges
liecome available.
The Unlversitv of Hertfordshire throughout Hertfoitlshire.
—3 -v - '——

Executives lack Sophistication In
Valuing Online Initiatives
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While bosses at 76% of traditional consumer businesses are
involved in strategic dccision-rnaking For their online iniiiath'es,
research fram Jupiter Communiaitions at
<whw.jupitercomunications.coni> shotw that only 24%
ctinreoily measure the success of tlieir online imiiatives as oji
iiuegrated part of tlieir core fausinesses.
Accordirig to Jupiter, business leadens must integrate the
nietrics of tlieir Web ventures into those of tlieir traditional
businesses in order to measure the Web initiative's true
contribution to the overall corporation.
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Research Programme Aids Visually Impaired
A US University niscardi arid
development program at
ww.purdue. edu/odos/TAEVIS/index.htm>
has-created an online application that
allows visuaily impaired students to work"
with clians, graplis, tiiagrams, and maps.
A drawing printed on special paper is run
through a heater thai causes the blade
ink lines, .Braille ictters and markings 'rd
bubble.up in a raised image.
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Service Provider
Free For All
In the. past month, diree of d ie biggest
names in die internet Service Provider
(ISP) market - Tesco, BT and die Virgin
Group - have abandoned their
monthly pajTiient business model and
offering a free service instead.
The move toward free Internet
access has been sparked by fivemonth-old Freesecve operated by
retailer Dixons, which has attracted
more than 1.3 million users - more
dian double the number claimed by
its nearest competitor, AOL

New Soldering Website with Tips and Prizes
Antex Electronics, the
soldering equipment people
who provide accessories for
schools and colleges, hobby
electronics and product
servicing vvorldvvide, has
launched a new web site with
technical tips, product
information and prize
competitions. The Antex- wch
site 3lwww.antfix.cQ.uk
. includes features on a wide
■ range of soldering topics, from
selecting-products and
accessories to tedmiques,
problem solving and safety..
The site Iks its own search
engine for easy' access to
infcirmation through drop down
menus or keyvrireis,- Tliis is
Ixtcted-up by a glossary of
soldering terms and a
frequenilyAsket! Questions
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(FAQ) section, dealing with txah
prbdua tirid g&ieral qtienes.
■Titere is also a comprehensive
Jfit, with Inietiiet Mks, to the
network nfdistributots in die
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UK, Europe, Americas, Africa,
Asia and Australasia, hrmctiing
Antex products.
To launch tlie new-site, Afitex
Electronics Is offering all visitors

;
i
I
:

the chance to win free, cop of
the range soldering products
and it is planned to run further
pmmotioas, in conjunoion
with Maplin Hearoriics, througli
die web site.
"Die Antes produa range
incjudes electric and bu cine-gasjxivvereri soldering irons, spares
and accessories produced to
international standards. Sales
Ma nager, Ian Lock ha hr Said "We
see the site as an important
educatipniil tool as well as a
promoupnal site for our
prnducts. As' a dialogue builds
with our customers, we will be
able to add more inlamiation to
hdp them produce better
qualiiy and safer SQldering"
Further infomiation
contact: Antex Electronics
limited Tel: 0IS22 613565

TI Joins Liquid Audio In Music Venture i
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Cyber-Searchl1ght To Snare E-Trespassers
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Texas instrumeias at <www.ti ,coffl> has teamed up with liquid
Audio at <www. 1 iquidaudio. cow* to develop techiiieal
specifications ibr.a portable music downloading device that
would include a copyright, protection feature.
The device would be a direct competitor,to the Rio PAlPiOO
device, which has raised thc Jiackles of the music iridastry
because it allows the niasic to be.replared without paying the
artist mvalties.
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Unaurhotised network entrv
can now be. flagged up in
reaJ-tinic and dealt with
immeciiateh', usingnew intmsion
detection software fcom ISS.
ReaiSeane is available in
the UK from .seen tin'
spedalist CeniuryCom at
<www.centurycom.co.uk>. It
alerts a central administrator
to the location and nature of.
all network violations as they
happen, via messages to the
desktop, mnhiie phone, ethall or pager, the software
titen automatically assesses
an attack's success or failure,
and packs the trespasser's
route across the enterprise,
illegal iiKnicfefs coining in
through the perimeter
V:
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N'ew researdi on PC
ownership from Intecb at
<www.fnteco.com> shows
that, at die end of last year,
around a quimer of European
households owned a PC. still
well behind the US, where
penetration is now almost
double that level, witii the UK
leading the three major
Eutopdan-ma'rkets.Thc PCs
owned are generally jxiy.'brful
- 60% of households
purchased their newest
system wfthin the last two
rears and the majbrin-are
Pentium4>ased - yet onh-a.
Qiinority are online.
Pfedictably, recent buyers'
systems are more feature-ridi
thin the PCs ih the base. for
example almost 80% of UK
home-PCs are now shipped
witli a mpdem. But even
among these recent PC
buyers, who one mighi
■ expect to be. among the most
eager to get online,-having
the.equipment does not

V * -S 3!
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Internet Not Yet Driving Home-PC Sales

ut i£.vO »^7?' T-trf^r
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= defences, or internally accessing
| areas of tlte network which are
ofT-limits, can iae intercepted
; or traced. Entry points can
j then be sealed to prevent any
; rei^ercussion.
i
Tire software fornis pan of
I a complete prevention and
J cure, package: This combines
; i«tl-time intmsion detection
e capabilities widi LSS'
i vvilnerabilin' assessment
f software, SAFEsuite, which
I pinpoints security weaknesses
; and 'back doors' onto the
network. By using the raki
; products together, companies
; can get anindepth assessment
t of security policy, as well ati
. real-time-, updates as to its
: effectiveness.

necessarily mean using it.
However, Ihtecp has
identified one crticial change,
■which ixxics well for
corisiiiher e-commerce in the
future; The online acthin- of
early adopters was driven by
work-related heeds. In
contrast, personal use
dominates ihb online
actinties; of recent buyers anci
this is also now* becoming
true of the base in general.-lh
fact, overall PC use among
recent bin-efs, pmiculafiy Ihi
die UK is changing, drifting
away froth being purely work
and.education ckken re
reflect the increasing
versatility bf.Uiedevice.
/tltliough increasingk' likely
to be online 3nd: to report' the
VK'eb as pan of their PC
expcnence, recent buyers'
Iiuemet usage is'still venmuch a secondan* aqhin;. the
proportirifi of burei% citing the
Internet as the main reawin for
their purciiise remains small.
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Ride the Radio Wave
Over 20 leading UK companies
are throwing their weight
behind a Government
venture to encourage more
siuderits to take up
racliqcommunications careers
and meet the rapidly
Increasing demand for radio
frequency specialists.
The Hide the Ware"
campaign; welcomed by DTI
Telecoms Minister Michael
Wills, is die seod'nd phase in
The Radio Frequency
Engineers Education Initiative

(KFEEJ), an educiD'onal venture
between Govemnient and the
radiocommiinlcations industry.
Spearheided by the launch of
aWefa ate ax <viwt. rfeei. org.ok>
to encourage even more
students to take up jobs in
radio, the campaign offers
students die chance to receive
infarmation about career
opporrunities in radio, meet
supporting compmics in their
area, get work experience and
even-work with industry on
their final year projects.

The tt.F.E.E.!.* Is a UKCo^mimenl and Industpy Partncnhlp
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Forall you Iroers of old W
progs, checkout W Cream, at
<http;//www.tv.cream.Qrg>.
Here ynu'U find Intqrniaiidn
alxittt long-dead, arehaic, ailt,
arid other obsaire pfognunmes,
N'pt only IN' (jrograaunes, TV
Cre.un'houses oilier media
memrirobilia too. Ton ran rn'cn
make suggest ioris for other
links, so if anything you want
to see on the site Isn't alreachthere, it's inynur itanch to
make it so..
"Eilking of long-dead, ardtaic,
culf.ind other-obscure tilings,
key <http://KVM.ansl la .ac.uk
/-systfmk/musi c/boT)zos>
into your Vtfch browser. ancl
gee a Web site dedicated to the
Banzo Dog DockDoIi Band.
You Ve pmhably gnt to be aged
CT.er.40 to know who theBorizos
were, but for the lienefit of
tltose readers who are under
• -iOyoc who simply blinked too
often in the 1960s, they were
the archetypal lunatic ftinge
comedy group. Several big
names .eiheiged Jrorri merfibers
of the Borizos, including Vivian
Susnshatl, Neil Innesjim
Capaldl, atid Aynsley Dunbar.
Family iiKOtians liare a treat in
store, at Getiealogyllbrafy.coo,
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if you hive to interfeccwith
professional printer arid
doni really know the
diBerence between saddle
stitch and PostScript. Check
out the. facts first; then
hegotiate lower priai rates, at
<http://KWW.faobs.co.uk/print
/PfintHofne.html>.
Einalh; ids getting doseg
ond it's as well we can all Laugh
aboiitiL-TIie ililfeonium Bug,
othensiseknownas Y2K, that

it ■ diUica/i ttAjea We're going la make il easy
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The Boazo Vog Doo-Dab Ctod
IWfOiBCliM
a. IH—
ixiive

is: Duh-2000 is a wonderful
, site that compiles as many
stupid things dial have been,
said aboiit the Year 2000
problem as it possibly ran. For
example, a quote from US
Vice President Al Gore - "How
could tills lie a problem in a
country where we have Intel
and Microsoft?". Check it out
and bowl (with both laughter
and despair) at
<http; //www. Duh-2000. cofn>.
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GM* AjucUM
where you can search and
locate'references to a family
ndme in over 1200 drilme books,
databases, arid pthef familyflriding resburCe-S. TTse.site,
available with a hyperlink from
<littp://nkw. ftDilytreeMkcr. cocp
is produced liy Bniderbund
Software, whose; Family Tree
Maker is one of thewprid's mtsr
Ixjpulnr genealogy programs.
pri a more mundane level,
Bob's Phnt Guide-is a Web
site, designed to make the
problems of.professional
printing seem a little less of a
hlnd fYes, it's a punpylrigiiri).
Ids a good stopping off (Mint
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